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Abstract

A first goal of this project is to investigate whether shortest path algorithms can be
applied to the problem of finding a solution with a minimum number of moves in a game
called Unblock Me®, also known as Rush hour. In this report, we propose a graph
representation of the puzzle which makes it possible to apply shortest path algorithms
like Dijkstra’s algorithm and the A∗ search algorithm to it. The A∗ search algorithm
on a graph uses a heuristic function h that gives an underestimate of the length of a
shortest path. A second goal of this project is to compare the performance of A∗ in
combination with several heuristic functions to Dijkstra’s algorithm, when applied to the
graph representation of the game.

A desired property of such heuristics is consistency. If a heuristic is consistent then A∗ is
guaranteed to find a shortest path. A heuristic function h1 is called better than a heuristic
function h2 if h1-estimates are higher than h2-estimates. If a consistent heuristic h1 is
better than a consistent heuristic h2, then A∗ using h1 is guaranteed to find a shortest
path while visiting fewer or an equal number of vertices than whenever A∗ would try to
find a shortest path while using h2.

In this report, a heuristic function h and a family of heuristic functions hTi depending
on i ∈ N are defined. The heuristic function h is a simple heuristic with a modest
complexity which we prove to be consistent. The family of heuristic functions hTi increases
in complexity for higher i and we prove that for each i ∈ N : hTi+1 is better than hTi . For hTi
we conjecture that it is consistent. This conjecture is later supported using experimental
evidence.

Both Dijkstra and A∗ use a data type called the priority queue to find a shortest path.
There exist several data structures that can serve as a priority queue. For each of these
data structures Dijkstra’s algorithm and the A∗ search algorithm return a shortest path,
but may have different running times. In this report, the data structures list, heap and
hash table are compared.

A dataset of puzzles is used to test the different heuristics and data structures in terms of
visited vertices and running time. As a result, we obtain that the use of a hash table as
data structure decreases the running time by 90%. Using h, A∗ visits on average 71% of
the vertices that Dijkstra’s algorithm visits before finding a shortest path. The running
time of A∗ using h is 66% of the running time of Dijkstra’s algorithm. For hTi , we find
that it performs, in terms of visited vertices and running time, best when i = 3. Using
hT3 , A∗ visits on average 41% of the vertices that Dijkstra’s algorithm visits before finding
a shortest path. The running time of A∗ using hT3 is 54% of the running time of Dijkstra’s
algorithm. For i ≥ 4 the number of visited vertices decreases, which is in agreement with
the fact that hTi is better than hT3 , but the running time is longer than the running time
of hT3 . So at i = 3 we find that the balance between the number of vertices used to find
the shortest path and the running time is at its best.
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1 Problem Description

Unblock Me® is a puzzle application for a mobile device[13, 12]. An Unblock Me®

puzzle consists of a 6 × 6 grid with several brown blocks, and one red block inside the
grid. Each (brown and red) block occupies either two or three adjacent grid spaces. In
addition, the blocks must be placed either vertically or horizontally. The red block is
always horizontally placed in the third row. A block can only be moved up and down if
placed vertically and only left and right if placed horizontally, and it cannot be moved
into an already occupied space.

The goal of the game is to move the blocks in such a way that the red block can exit the
grid, i.e. to “unblock” the red block. The exit is an opening in the board that is at the
right end of the same row as the red block is located. A secondary goal is to unblock the
red block in as few steps as possible. Currently Unblock Me® has over 10000 different
puzzle with several difficulty levels, in Figure 1 some examples are shown.

In this paper we try to apply a shortest path algorithm, namely Dijkstra and the A∗

algorithm, to find a solution of minimal moves. For this, we will first need to define
a graph representation of a puzzle and then to construct a special heuristic function
to improve the search for these solutions. Our goal is to find a heuristic function that
balances the number of vertices used to find the solution and the running time.

Figure 1: Unblock Me®puzzle examples
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2 Introduction to graphs and graph algorithms

In this chapter, we state some preliminary results and definitions about graphs and
introduce some graph search algorithms. Most of these definition and statements are from
the book “Graphs, Networks and Algorithms” by Dieter Jungnickel [7] and the notes “A
Course in Combinatorial Optimization” by Alexander Schrijver [Schrijver2017].

2.1 Preliminaries on graphs

In this paper we will only consider graphs of finite size, but note that most of the theorems
and lemmas work analogously for graphs of infinite size.

Definition 2.1 (Graph)
A graph G = (V,E) is an ordered pair of finite sets V and E, where each element of E
is a pair of two distinct elements from V . The set V is the set of vertices (or nodes)
and the set E is the set of edges (between vertices).

Let u, v ∈ V . If {u, v} ∈ E, then we say that there is an edge between vertex v and
vertex u in the graph.

Definition 2.2 (Neighbour)
In a graph G = (V,E) a vertex u ∈ V is called a neighbour of vertex v ∈ V if there
exist an edge e ∈ E such that e = {u, v}.

Definition 2.3 (Walk)
In a graph G = (V,E) a walk W from s ∈ V to t ∈ V , also called an s-t walk, is a
sequence of vertices (v0, v1, ..., vk) where v0 = s, vk = t, and vi ∈ V for i = 0, ..., k such
that vi+1 is a neighbour of vi for i = 0, ..., k−1, i.e. for all i = 0, ..., k−1 : {vi, vi+1} ∈ E.

Definition 2.4 (Subwalk )
Let W = (v0, v1, ..., vk) be a walk. Then W ′ is called a subwalk of W if W ′ =
(vi, vi+1, ..., vj−1, vj) where i, j ∈ {1, ..., k} and i ≤ j. A subwalk is denoted by W ′ ⊂ W .

In a walk, it is possible to visit a vertex multiple times. A walk where we do not visit
any vertex more than once is called a path.

Definition 2.5 (Path)
In a graph G = (V,E), a path P from s ∈ V to t ∈ V , also called an s-t path, is a
walk (v0, v1, ..., vk) where v0 = s, vk = t, and vi ∈ V for i = 0, ..., k such that vi 6= vj
for all i, j ∈ {0, ..., k} provided that i 6= j. Since we might want to refer to the vertices
and/or edges of a path P we define the following set: V (P ) is the set of vertices in the
path P and E(P ) is the set of edges we traverse by the path P . So V (P ) := {v0, ..., vk}
and E(P ) := {{v0, v1}, {v1, v2}, ..., {vk−1, vk}}.

If we visit a vertex twice (or more often) in a walk, then this means that we traverse a
cycle (or loop). These cycles are actually paths that start and end in the same vertex.
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Definition 2.6 (Cycle)
In a graph G = (V,E) a cycle C (or a loop) is a path P = (v0, v1, ..., vk) where v0 = vk.

If a cycle C is part of walk W , it is a subwalk of W , i.e. C ⊂ W . We must note that
walks, paths and cycles are sequences of vertices and not sets, like V (P ).

Definition 2.7 (Connected Graph)
A graph is connected if a path exist between every pair of vertices.

For many applications it is useful to give a direction to the edges of a graph, e.g. a
one-way street in a city map. This gives us another type of graph.

Definition 2.8 (Digraph)
A directed graph or digraph D = (V,A) is an ordered pair of finite sets V and A,
where each element of A is an ordered pair of distinct elements from V . The set V is
the set of vertices and the set A is the set of arcs (between vertices).

Let D = (V,A) be a digraph, and let u, v ∈ V . If (u, v) ∈ A, then we say that there is
an arc a from vertex u to vertex v, and v is called the tail of a and v is called the head
of a.

Figure 2 shows an example of a graph and of a digraph.

Figure 2: graph vs digraph

Note that each undirected graph can be converted into a digraph, by replacing each edge
e = {u, v} ∈ E by two arcs a1 = (v, u) and a2 = (u, v). This gives the following definition.

Definition 2.9 (Undirected graph to directed graph)

Let G = (V,E) a undirected graph. Then
−→
G = (V,A) is the directed version of G.

Here
A = {(u, v) | {v, u} ∈ A} ∪ {(v, u) | {v, u} ∈ A}

Definition 2.10 (Directed graph to undirected graph)
Let D = (V,A) a directed graph. Then D̂ = (V,E) is the undirected version of D.
Here

A = {{u, v} | (v, u) ∈ A}
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D̂ is called the underlying graph of D.

Definition 2.11 (In- and out-degree)
Let D = (V,A) a directed graph, and v ∈ V . The in-degree of a vertex v is the
number of arc in A where v is the head of the arc. The out-degree of a vertex v is
the number of arc in A where v is the tail of the arc.

Definition 2.12 (Child and parent)
In a digraph D = (V,A) a vertex v ∈ V is called a child or (out-) neighbour of vertex
u ∈ V , if there exist an arc a ∈ A such that a = (u, v).
In a digraph D = (V,A) a vertex u ∈ V is called a parent or (in-) neighbour of
vertex u ∈ V , if there exist an arc a ∈ A such that a = (u, v). The set of arcs leaving
a vertex v ∈ V is denoted by Av, i.e. Av = {a ∈ A | a = (v, u), u ∈ V }. We define this
set because it will be used several times throughout the report.

Definition 2.13 (Directed Walk)
In a digraph D = (V,A), a (directed) walk W from s ∈ V to t ∈ V , also called a
directed s-t walk, is a sequence of vertices (v0, v1, ..., vk) where v0 = s, vk = t, and
vi ∈ V for i = 0, ..., k such that vi+1 is a child of vi for i = 0, ..., k − 1, i.e. for all
i = 0, ..., k − 1 : (vi, vi+1) ∈ A.

Definition 2.14 (Directed Path)
In a directed graph D = (V,A), a (directed) path P from s ∈ V to t ∈ V , also called
an s-t path, is a directed walk (v0, v1, ..., vk) where v0 = s, vk = t, and vi 6= vj for
all i, j ∈ {0, ..., k} provided that i 6= j. Since we might want to refer to the vertices
and/or arcs of a directed path P , we define the following set: V (P ) is the set of
vertices on the path P and A(P ) is set of arcs on P . So V (P ) := {v0, ..., vk} and
A(P ) := {(v0, v1), (v1, v2), ..., (vk−1, vk)}.

Definition 2.15 (Cycle in a directed walk)
In a digraph D = (V,A) a cycle (or a loop) is a (directed) path W = (v0, v1, ..., vk)
where v0 = vk.

It is possible to construct an s-t path from an s-t walk in a directed or an undirected
graph by repeatedly removing cycles.
In Definition 2.4, we defined a subwalk for an undirected walk. Analogously we can define
a subwalk and subpath for a walk or a path in a digraph.
This means that we subdivide walks and paths in smaller walks or paths, but we can also
merge walks and paths. This operation on walks and paths is called a concatenation
and is denoted by “⊕”. So if R and Q are walks with R = (x0, ..., xk) and Q = (y0, ..., yl)
where xk = y0 then P = R⊕Q = (x0, ..., xk, y1..., yl) is an x0-yl walk.

If there exists an s-t path in an undirected graph, then there also exist a t-s path in that
undirected graph. This is not necessarily true in digraphs.
Connectivity in a digraph comes in three flavours: weak, semi and strong-connectivity.

Definition 2.16 (Connectivity of digraphs)

8



Let D = (V,A) be a digraph. A vertex v ∈ V is accessible from a vertex u ∈ V if
there is a directed walk from u to v.
A vertex v ∈ V is a root of D if every other vertex u is accessible from v.
A digraph D = (V,A) is weakly connected if the underlying graph D̂ of D is con-
nected. A digraph D = (V,A) is strongly connected if each vertex is accessible from
every other vertex, i.e. every vertex is a root.

Definition 2.17 (Tree and rooted tree)
Let D = (V,A) be a digraph. If D is weakly connected and has no cycles then D is a
tree. D is a rooted tree, if D has exactly one root, as defined in Definition 2.16, and
all the arcs in A direct away from this the root.

Definition 2.18 (Leaf)
Let D = (V,A) be a tree, and v ∈ V . Then v is a leaf of D if and only if v has a
out-degree of 0 (see Definition 2.11). If D is a rooted tree, this is equivalent to saying
that v has no children.

Definition 2.19 (Branch of a rooted tree)
Let D = (V,A) be a rooted tree with root r, l be a leaf of D, and P an r-l path. The
graph Γ = (V (P ), A(P )) is called a branch of D.

Definition 2.20 (Ancestor)
Let D = (V,A) be a rooted tree with root r. A ancestor vertex u of a v is a vertex
such that u is in the path from v to r.

Definition 2.21 (Descendant)
Let D = (V,A) be a rooted tree with root r. A descendant vertex w of a v is a vertex
such that v is in the path from w to r.

In many applications, a (di)graph comes with a cost function c : E → R. Each edge
(or arc) has its own cost. In practice, this will represent the cost of travelling between
vertices (e.g. distance, time, production, money). Using the cost function we are now
able to define the cost of a walk in a (di)graph G.

Definition 2.22 (Cost of a walk with respect to a cost function c)
Let G = (V,E) be a (di)graph with the cost function c : E → R and W = (v0, v1, ..., vk)
be a (directed) walk in G. Then the cost of W w.r.t. c, denoted by c(W ) is:

c(W ) =
k−1∑
i=0

c((vi, vi+1)).

Since a path is also a walk this also defines the cost of a path.

Definition 2.23 (Shortest path and distance)
Let G = (V,E) be a (di)graph with cost function c : E → R and let s, t ∈ v. Let P
be the set of s-t paths in G, i.e. P = {P | P an s-t path in G}. An s-t path P ∈ P is
called a shortest s-t path, if ∀P ′ ∈ P the following holds: c(P ) ≤ c(P ′)

9



By this definition, the costs of all shortest s-t paths are the same, i.e. if S is the set of
all shortest s-t paths in G, then for all P,Q ∈ S : c(P ) = c(Q). Intuitively, the cost of a
shortest s-t path represents the smallest distance between vertices s and t w.r.t c. So we
would like to define the distance w.r.t. c between s and t, denoted by d(s, t), as the cost
of any shortest s-t path in G. However, there is one problem with this definition, namely
t might not be accessible from s. We can solve this by saying that d(s, t) =∞ if t is not
accessible from s. This gives the following definition.

Definition 2.24 (Distance)

d(s, t) :=

{
min{c(P ) | P is an s-t path in G} if t accessible from s

∞ otherwise

For non-negative cost functions the distance satisfies some useful properties.

Lemma 2.1 Let G = (V,E) be a (di)graph with a non-negative cost function c : E →
R+. We also assume ∞ ≤∞. Then the following is true:

∀u, v, w ∈ V : d(u,w) ≤ d(u, v) + d(v, w).

Proof of Lemma 2.1. Let u, v, w ∈ V be arbitrary. If w is not accessible from u then
either v is not accessible from u or w is not accessible from v (or both), since otherwise
there would be a u-w path via v. Since by definition then d(u,w) = ∞ and either
d(u, v) =∞ or d(v, w) =∞, we have d(u,w) ≤ d(u, v) + d(v, w).
If w is accessible from u, then d(u,w) ∈ R+ is finite. Now suppose that d(u,w) > d(u, v)+
d(v, w), then d(u, v), d(v, w) ∈ R+ are finite and by definition c(Pu,w) > c(Pu,v) + c(Pv,w)
where Pu,w, Pu,v, and Pv,w are any shortest paths between the corresponding vertices. Let
P ′′ = Pu,v ⊕Pv,w be the u-w walk with c(P ′′) = c(Pu,v) + c(Pv,w). Let P ′ be the u-w path
obtained by removing all cycles from the walk P ′′. Since c is a non-negative cost function
we know c(P ′) ≤ c(P ′′).
So by the assumption d(u,w) > d(u, v) + d(v, w), we have d(u,w) = c(Pu,w) > c(P ′′) ≥
c(P ′). This contradicts the claim that Pu,w is shortest u-w path, since P ′ is a u-w path
and c(Pu,w) > c(P ′).
So d(u,w) ≤ d(u, v) + d(v, w). �

Lemma 2.2 Let G = (V,E) be a (di)graph with non-negative cost function c : E → R
and s, t ∈ V . Let P be a shortest s-t path and v ∈ V (P ). Then the subpath Q of P from
s to v is a shortest s-v path and the subpath R of P from v to t is a shortest v-t path.

Proof of Lemma 2.2. We will prove that Q is a a shortest s-v path and then the claim
that R is a shortest v-t path follows analogously.
Now suppose there exists an s-v pathQ′ with c(Q′) < c(Q). Take the s-t walkW = Q′⊕R,
with c(W ) = c(Q′) + c(R). Since c is non-negative we can construct an s-t path P ′ from
the s-t walk W with c(P ′) ≤ c(W ) by removing all cycles. So P ′ is an s-t path with
c(P ′) ≤ c(W ) = c(Q′) + c(R) < c(Q) + c(R) = c(P ). This contradicts the assumption
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that P is a shortest s-t path. Therefore this Q′ does not exist, which means that Q is a
shortest s-v path. �

Corollary 2.3 Let G = (V,E) be a (di)graph with non-negative cost function c : E → R
and s, t ∈ V . If P is a shortest s-t path in G, then

∀v ∈ V (P ) : d(s, t) = d(s, v) + d(v, t).

Proof of Corollary 2.3. Let G = (V,E) be a (di)graph with non-negative cost function
c : E → R and s, t ∈ V . Let P be an arbitrary shortest s-t path in G. Note that since P
is an s-t path we know that for all v ∈ V (P ), v is accessible from s, so for vertices in P
the distance to s is finite.
Now take an arbitrary v ∈ V (P ). Denote the subpaths of P from s to v and from v to
t by Q and R. By Lemma 2.2, Q is a shortest s-v path and R is shortest v-t path, i.e.
c(Q) = d(s, v) and c(R) = d(v, t). Since P = Q ⊕ R we know that c(P ) = c(Q) + c(R).
This gives

d(s, t) = c(P ) = c(Q) + c(R) = d(s, v) + d(v, t).

�

2.2 Preliminaries on graph algorithms

In this report, we want to find the shortest paths in graphs. This is done with graph
algorithms that find (shortest) paths. The user gives in such an algorithm as input a
digraph D = (V,A), a cost function c and two vertices s, t ∈ V , where s denotes the
start vertex and t denotes the end vertex. A user could also give an undirected graph

G, but then the algorithm will continue with its directed version, i.e.
−→
G , as defined in

Definition 2.9. Now the algorithm returns a (shortest) s-t path, if possible. In [7], a
more extensive description of (graph) algorithms is given. In this section, we first show
a general approach for path finding algorithms. After that, we will discuss the two most
basic path finding algorithms called “Breadth First Search (BFS)” and “Depth First
Search (DFS)”. Finally, we will define the complexity of a graph algorithm and discuss
the complexity of BFS and DFS.

2.2.1 General approach for pathfinding algorithms

We start by inspecting the children of our start vertex s. If one of these is our end vertex
t, we are done. If not, we inspect and check if one of the children of the children of s is
t. If not, check the next generation. If we would continue this process we eventual hit t
(assuming t was accessible from s).

By labelling the vertices as “Discovered” when we checked them and by adjusting the
search by only inspecting the children which are not labelled “Discovered”, we make sure
that we will not check vertices more than once.

Now we will construct an algorithm that checks if given the vertices s, t ∈ V there exist an
s-t path. Our algorithm will use a list L to determine which vertices are not “Discovered”
yet. Our algorithm will use two list operations: append (add) and remove. This means
we can add en remove element from our list L.
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Now we start with appending s to L and labelling all other vertices as “Undiscovered”.
Only s gets the label “Discovered’. After this, we start the process of comparing the
elements of L to the end vertex t one by one. If the vertex v of L is equal to t then we
know a path exists and can terminate the algorithm. If the vertex v of L is not equal to
t, we append all “Undiscovered” children to L, label them as “Discovered” and remove v
from L. This is repeated until the end vertex t is found.

If at any point there are no vertices in L, we know that no new children are discovered.
This means that t is not accessible from s. So, we know that our algorithm will terminate
eventually.

In Algorithm 1 we made a pseudo code of this algorithm.

Algorithm 1: Checks if path exists

Input: Digraph D = (V,A) and s, t ∈ V
Output: True or False

1 Let L be a list.
2 Label all v in V as “Undiscovered”
3 Label s as “Discovered”.
4 append s to L.
5 while L not empty do
6 Let v be any vertex of L.
7 if v == t then
8 return True
9 end

10 remove v from L.
11 for (child) vertex u in list of children of v do
12 if label of u is “Undiscovered” then
13 Set label u to “Discovered”.
14 append u to L.

15 end

16 end

17 end
18 return False

In Algorithm 1, two processes are not well defined. The first one is which vertex is
removed from L (Line 6 of Algorithm 1). The second one is where we append the new
vertices in L (Line 14 of Algorithm 1). In Algorithm 1 both the processes can be random,
since they do not affect the outcome. These processes do effect the path the algorithm
takes to reach the end vertex t. But since the goal of the algorithm is to only determine
if such a path exist, it does not matter.

Next, we show the algorithm that finds an s-t path.

2.2.2 Breadth First Search

Breadth First Search, for short BFS, is a pathfinding algorithm suggested by Moore
in 1956[7]. BFS is one of the most important and fundamental methods in (algorithmic)
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graph theory.

BFS will search the (di)graph as discussed Section 2.2.1, but it uses a queue Q instead of
the list L. A queue is a collection of elements that are maintained in a sequence and can
be modified in two ways. By the addition of elements at one end of the sequence and by
the removal from the other end of the sequence. By convention, the end of the sequence
at which elements are added is called the back, tail, or rear of the queue and the end at
which elements are removed is called the head or front of the queue, analogously to the
words used when people line up to wait for goods or services.

The operation of adding an element to the rear of the queue is known as enqueue,
and the operation of removing an element from the front is known as dequeue. The
operations of a queue make it a first-in-first-out (FIFO) data structure. In a FIFO data
structure, the first element added to the queue will be the first one to be removed.

Unlike Algorithm 1, we want to return a path and its cost. To do this we need to
keep track of who is the predecessor of each vertex. For this we define the predecessor
function ρ : V → V . The predecessor function ρ maps each vertex v to one of its parents
u. So if ρ(v) = u, then the vertex u is the predecessor of vertex v on the path that we
are computing.

We use this function when we append the “Undiscovered” children of v to our queue Q.
So next to labelling and appending the children to Q we set the ρ value of each child to
v.

In Algorithm 1 we label vertices, but from now on we will use a function for this. Define
label function as l : V → {“Undiscovered”, “Discovered”}.

If at the end of the algorithm we find the end vertex t, we can generate the s-t path P .
We show this in Algorithm 2. This algorithm is executed after our original algorithm
returns that an s-t path exists.

Algorithm 2: GeneratePath

Input: Digraph D = (V,A) and s, t ∈ V
Output: s-t path P

1 Let P be list.
2 append t to P .
3 Let v := ρ(t).
4 while v 6= s do
5 append v to front of P .
6 Set v = ρ(v).

7 end
8 return P

If a cost function c : A → R+ is given, we could determine the cost of P by adding up
the costs of the arcs we traverse. Instead of walking the complete path again, we could
also implement an extra function that keeps track of the cost to reach a vertex from s
during the algorithm.
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Let us define the path cost function f : V → R+. The path cost function f maps each
vertex v to a positive number, this will represent the cost of the s-v path. In Lemma 2.4
we prove that the f -value of a vertex v is equal to the cost of the path generated by 2 if
t = v.

For each vertex the value of f and ρ needs to be defined at the start. This is done as
follows. ρ(v) = v and f(v) =∞ for all v ∈ V . Only for s we say, f(s) = 0. Now that the
initialization is done, we can showcase Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Breadth First Search

Input: Digraph D = (V,A), a non-negative cost function c : A→ R+, and
s, t ∈ V

Output: An s-t path P or “s-t path does not exist”

1 Let Q be a queue.
2 Define ρ : V → V , f : V → R+ and l : V → {“Undiscovered”, “Discoverd”}.
3 for v in V do ρ(v) = v, f(v) =∞, l(v) = “Undiscovered”;
4 Set f(s) = 0, l(s) = “Discovered”.
5 enqueue s to Q.

6 while Q not empty do
7 dequeue v from Q.
8 if v == t then
9 return GeneratePath(D,s,v) (Algorithm 2)

10 end
11 for (child) vertex u in list of children of v do
12 if l(u) == “Undiscovered” then
13 Set ρ(u) = v.
14 Set f(u) = f(v) + c((v, u)).
15 Set l(u) = “Discoverd”.
16 enqueue u to Q.

17 end

18 end

19 end
20 return “s-t path does not exist”

Now we will show that the cost of s-v path P generated by Algorithm 2 in Algorithm 3
is equal to the f -value of v in Algorithm 3, i.e. c(P ) = f(v). This is shown in Lemma
2.4.

Lemma 2.4 (Path cost) Given a digraph D = (V,A), and s, v ∈ V . At any moment
during Algorithm 3, f(v) ∈ R, then the cost of s-v path generated by Algorithm 2 is equal
to the f -value of v, i.e.

c(P ) = f(v).

Proof of Lemma 2.4. Since f(v) ∈ R, we know Line 13, 14, 15 and 16 of Algorithm 3
have been executed. Therefore an s-v path P = (u0, u1, ..., un, un+1) = (s, u1, ..., un, v)
using Algorithm 2 can be made. Note that for ui, with 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1, we know that
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ρ(ui+1) = ui. Therefore also

∀i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n+ 1} : f(ui+1) = f(ui) + c((ui, ui+1)). (1)

Let Qi be the subpaths of P with Qi = (u0, u1, ..., ui) with 0 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1, So Qn+1 = P .
Using induction we will prove that for every Qi, with 0 ≤ i ≤ n + 1, c(Qi) = f(ui) is
true.

Base case: Take subpath Q0 = (u0) = (s) of P , so c(Q) = 0. Since u0 = s we know
f(s) = 0 = c(Q). So base case is true.

Induction hypothesis: Assume that cost of subpath Qi = (u0, u1, ..., ui) of P , where
0 ≤ i ≤ n, is equal to f -value of ui, i.e. c(Q) = f(ui).

Induction step: Take subpath Qi+1 = (u0, u1, ..., ui, ui+1) of P . We can see that Qi+1 =
Qi⊕ (ui+1), so c(Qi+1) = c(Qi) + c((ui, ui+1)). Then by Induction hypothesis and (1),

c(Qi+1) = c(Qi) + c((ui, ui+1)) = f(ui) + c((ui, ui+1)) = f(ui+1).

This concludes the induction. So c(P ) = c(Qn+1) = f(un+1) = f(v). �

BFS can also find shortest paths in (di)graphs under the assumption that the cost of all
arcs are the same, i.e. the cost function c : V → C (C ∈ R) is constant. This will be
proven in Section 3.1.1.

2.2.3 Depth First Search

Another well-known pathfinding algorithm is Depth First Search, for short DFS. In
DFS we use a stack data structure instead of a queue.

A stack is a collection of elements that are maintained in a sequence and can be modified
in two ways. By the addition and removal at one of the ends of the sequence. A stack
has two principal operations:push, which adds an element to the collection, and pop,
which removes the most recently added element, i.e. the element at the top of the stack.
The order in which elements come off a stack gives rise to its alternative name, last in,
first out (LIFO).

This is the only thing that differs from BFS. This gives Algorithm 4
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Algorithm 4: Depth First Search

Input: Digraph D = (V,A), a non-negative cost function c : A→ R+, and
s, t ∈ V

Output: An s-t path P or “s-t path does not exist”

1 Let S be a stack.
2 Define ρ : V → V , f : V → R+ and l : V → {“Undiscovered”, “Discoverd”}.
3 for v in V do ρ(v) = v, f(v) =∞, l(v) = “Undiscovered”;
4 Set f(s) = 0, l(s) = “Discoverd”.
5 push s to S.

6 while S not empty do
7 pop v from S.
8 if v == t then
9 return GeneratePath(D,s,v) (Algorithm 2)

10 end
11 for (child) vertex u in list of children of v do
12 if l(u) == “Undiscovered” then
13 Set ρ(u) = v.
14 Set f(u) = f(v) + c((v, u)).
15 Set l(u) = “Discoverd”.
16 push u to S.

17 end

18 end

19 end
20 return “s-t path does not exits.”

Unlike BFS, DFS does not find a shortest path when the cost function is constant. Still
DFS is widely used for searching graphs and checking if a graph is (strongly) connected.

2.2.4 BFS and DFS with multiple end vertices

In the case that there are multiply end vertices, Algorithms 3 and 4 need to be adjusted.
There is a method for doing this. If we adjust our vertices V and arcs A of our input
graph D, algorithm 3 and 4 can still be used.

Let T ⊂ V be the set of end vertices. Now add an extra vertex t′ to V . Also add the
following set of arcs to A:

AT := {(t, t′) | t ∈ T} with c((t, t′)) = 0.

Now run Algorithm 3 or 4 with the end vertex equal to t′. If the algorithm finds an s-t′

path P , then because of the added set AT this path includes a vertex t from the set T .
So the subpath Ps,t of P (Ps,t ⊕ (t′) = P ) is an s-t path with c(Ps,t) = c(P ).

2.2.5 The complexity of graph algorithms

To determine how efficient a path finding algorithm is, we first have to define what we
mean by “efficient” and how to measure it for an arbitrary graph algorithm.
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Definition 2.25 (Complexity of graph algorithms [7])
The (time) complexity of a graph algorithm A is a function t : N → N where t(n)
is the number of elementary steps that A performs, in the worst case, to solve an
instance of input length n.
Here, elementary steps are arithmetic operations (addition, multiplication, etc.),
comparison of two numbers, reading from and writing to a memory position, following
a pointer.
The Input length is the number of bits necessary for storing the graph.

In most cases it is impossible to calculate the complexity t of an algorithm exactly.
Therefore we are interested in an estimate of t. For this we shall use the following
notation.

Definition 2.26 (big-O notation [7, 9])
Let f, g : N→ R+ be two functions. Then

� f(n) = O(g(n)) if ∃c > 0, n0 ∈ N : ∀n ≥ n0 : f(n) ≤ c · g(n);

� f(n) = Ω(g(n)) if ∃c > 0, n0 ∈ N : ∀n ≥ n0 : f(n) ≥ c · g(n);

� f(n) = Θ(g(n)) if f(n) = O(g(n)) and f(n) = Ω(g(n)).

If we use the big-O notation we speak of the “order” of an algorithm when we refer to
the complexity of the algorithm, e.g. if the complexity of an algorithm A is O(n2) then
we say: “The complexity of algorithm A is of order n2.”

From now on when we speak of the efficiency of an algorithm we use the big-O notation.
The complexity of BFS and DFS given in Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4 is O(|V |+ |A|).
This since we need to check at most all the accessible vertices and arcs to find the end
vertex. We will prove this only for BFS, since both proofs are almost identical.

Theorem 2.5 Let D = (V,A) be a (di)graph with a cost function c : A → R, and
s, t ∈ V . Then the Breadth First Search Algorithm 3 takes at most O(|V |+ |A|) time to
terminate.

Proof of Theorem 2.5. To estimate the complexity of BFS we first estimate the com-
plexity of each line in the algorithm. Assigning values and adjusting values, comparing
two numbers, and appending and removing elements to/from the queue Q are elemen-
tary steps. So the only step in the algorithm that takes more than O(1), is search-
ing for all the neighbours of our chosen vertex v. We could estimate the number of
children by |A|, but this is really crude. So we will use the set of children of v, i.e.
Av = {a ∈ A | a = (v, u), u ∈ V }, which was defined in Definition 2.12. Now we can
determine the for each step in the algorithm the complexity.
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Algorithm 5: Breadth First Search

Input: Digraph D = (V,A), a non-negative cost function c : A→ R+, and
s, t ∈ V

Output: An s-t path P or “s-t path does not exist”

1 Let Q be a queue. . O(1)

2 Define ρ : V → V , f : V → R+ and
l : V → {“Undiscovered”, “Discovered”}. . O(1)

3 for v in V do ρ(v) = v, f(v) =∞, l(v) = “Undiscovered”; . O(|V |)
4 Set f(s) = 0, l(s) = “Discovered”. . O(1)

5 enqueue s to Q. . O(1)

6 while Q not empty do . O(|V |)
7 dequeue v from Q. . O(1)

8 if v == t then . O(1)

9 return GeneratePath(D,s,v) (Algorithm 2) . O(|V |)
10 end
11 for (child) vertex u in list of children of v do . O(|Au|)
12 if l(u) == “Undiscovered” then . O(1)

13 Set ρ(u) = v. . O(1)

14 Set f(u) = f(v) + c((v, u)). . O(1)

15 Set l(u) =“Discovered”. . O(1)

16 enqueue u to Q. . O(1)

17 end

18 end

19 end
20 return “s-t path does not exits.” . O(1)

Now we have determined the complexity of one iteration of the algorithm. Since we know
that the algorithm stops when Q is empty we just have to determine after how many
iterations Q will be empty. We know that each element of V can be added at most once
to Q, since it switches labels (to “Discovered”) right after, and that Q loses one element
each iteration. So after at most |V | iterations Q will be empty and the algorithm will
terminate. However, Line 11 of Algorithm 5 is not yet expressed in terms of |V |, so we
will analyse this separately.

We observe that for any u, v ∈ V, u 6= v the set Au and Av are disjoint, i.e. for any
u, v ∈ V, u 6= v we have Au ∩ Av = ∅. Observe that if we would combine all Av for every
vertex in V we get the set of all arcs, i.e. A. So⋃

v∈V

Av = A and
∑
v∈V

|Av| = |A|.

Since each loop in the whileloop has a unique v ∈ V , this implies that the whileloop takes
at most

O(
∑
v∈V

|Av|) = O(|A|)

time. Note that GeneratePath(D,s,v) is only executed once, so we can just add its
complexity to the total time. The complexity of GeneratePath(D,s,v) is O(|V |) since the
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the path P generated by GeneratePath(D,s,v) consist of distinct vertices of V . So the P
is not longer than V .

For the other steps we can express the complexity in terms of |V |. This gives the following
total complexity per step:

Line 1:5 O(1) +O(1) +O(|V |) +O(1) +O(1) = O(|V |)

Line 6:19 O(|V |)·(O(1)+O(1))+O(|V |)+O(|A|)·(O(1)+O(1)+O(1)+O(1)+O(1)) =
O(|A|) +O(|V |)

Line 20 O(1)

This means the order of complexity of BFS is:

O(|V |) +O(|V |) +O(|A|) +O(1) = O(|V |) +O(|A|) = O(|V |+ |A|)

�

Without Line 3 we could adjust the time to O(|A|) since we only have to check the
vertices accessible from s and vertex s itself. This number is always at most |A|+ 1.

In the next section, we start with our second shortest path algorithm, called Dijkstra’s
algorithm.
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3 Algorithms for finding shortest paths

There are many shortest path algorithms. In this chapter we will elaborate on the fol-
lowing two algorithms: Dijkstra’s algorithm and the A∗ search algorithm. Since A∗ is an
improvement of Dijkstra, we will first introduce Dijkstra.

3.1 Dijkstra’s algorithm

Computer scientist Edsger W.Dijkstra developed this algorithm in the 1950’s [Schrijver2017,
4, 7, 9]. Dijkstra made two variants for a digraph D = (V,A) with a non-negative cost
function c : A→ R+: one finds the shortest path between two vertices in D and the other
one finds the shortest paths from a source vertex s ∈ V to all other vertices in V \{s} (a
shortest path tree). We will give the first variant.

With BFS and DFS we used the queue Q and the stack S as our data structures/types.
With Dijkstra’s algorithm, we will use a similar data type, namely the priority queue.
A priority queue is an abstract data type, which is like a regular queue or stack data
type, but where additionally each element has a “priority” associated with it [7, 11].
In a priority queue, an element with high priority is served before an element with low
priority. If two elements have the same priority, they are served according to the order
in which they were enqueued. In Dijkstra’s algorithm, the priority is defined as followed:
the priority of a vertex is equal to its path cost value f and vertices get served in order
from the smallest value to the largest value. So we have a low-high priority queue.

Several data structures can use the priority queue data type. A simple list can be used,
but the most used is the heap. A heap is a specialized tree-based data structures which
were designed solely for the priority queue data type. These data structures do affect
how Dijkstra’s algorithm is represented. So since the first part of this chapter is more
about proving the correctness of Dijkstra’s algorithm, the list data structure is used, this
is denoted by L. In a later chapter, the heap is implemented and discussed.

At any point, the element with lowest (or highest) priority in the priority queue could be
needed. So a operation is needed that can find and remove this element from the priority
queue. The list operations that does this for our list L is called dequeue-min. dequeue-
min simple searches throughout L and find the element with the lowest priority, in this
case f . This operation takes at most |L| comparisons. Since the list L depends on the
number of vertices in V , the order for this operation is O(|V |). Note that this operation
also removes the vertex from the list L.

The reasoning behind Dijkstra’s algorithm, i.e. using a priority queue, is that it discovers
closest vertices, with respect to the f -value, to the start vertex s first. If the algorithm
then comes across the end vertex t, it will be the shortest way to s. This idea turns out
to be true and it will be proven in section 3.1.1, right after Dijkstra’s algorithm is given
in Algorithm 6.

Unlike our algorithms of BFS and DFS, our algorithm of Dijkstra will not use the labels
“Undiscovered” and “Discovered”. From now on we will use the labels “Visited” and
“Unvisited”. In the beginning, all vertices are labelled as “Unvisited”. A vertex is
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labelled with “Visited” if this vertex is compared to vertex t.

At the initialization we now add all elements of V to L with priority equal to its f -value.

Algorithm 6: Dijkstra’s algorithm O(|V 2|)
Input: Digraph D = (V,A), a non-negative cost function c : A→ R+, and

s, t ∈ V
Output: A shortest s-t path P or “s-t path does not exist”

1 Let L be a list. . O(1)

2 Define ρ : V → V ,f : V → R+ and l : V → {“Unvisited”, “V isited”} . O(1)

3 for v in V do ρ(v) = v, f(v) =∞, l(v) = “Unvisited′′, append v to L; . O(|V |)
4 Set f(s) = 0. . O(1)

5 while L not empty do . O(|V |)
6 dequeue-min v from L based on lowest f -value. . O(|V |)
7 Set l(v) = “V isited”.
8 if f(v) ==∞ then . O(1)

9 return “s-t path does not exist” . O(1)

10 end
11 if v == t then . O(1)

12 return GeneratePath(D,s,v) (Algorithm 2) . O(|V |)
13 end
14 for (child) vertex u in list of children of v do . O(|Av|)
15 if l(u) = “Unvisited” then . O(1)

16 if f(u) > f(v) + c((v, u)) then . O(1)

17 Set ρ(u) = v. . O(1)

18 Set f(u) = f(v) + c((v, u)). . O(1)

19 end

20 end

21 end

22 end
23 return “s-t path does not exits.” . O(1)

In Line 8 of Algorithm 6 there is a check if the current vertex has an f -value of ∞. If
this is true we know that this vertex and all elements in L (since their f -value is also∞)
are not children of any previously visited vertex. So all these vertices are not accessible
from s.

In Line 14 of Algorithm 6 it states that this line takes O(|Av|) time. As explained before,
Av is the set of all children of v ∈ V . Similar to Algorithm 5, the lines 5 and 14 combine
to the orders of O(|A|). This will be shown in section 3.1.2

3.1.1 Correctness

Now that Dijkstra’s algorithm has been defined, we are left to prove that it returns a
shortest s-t path if one does exists and terminates if one does not exists. Before we show
the correctness of Dijkstra in Theorem 3.3, we state and prove two lemmas.
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Lemma 3.1 Let D = (V,A) be a digraph with a non-negative cost function c : A → R+

and s, t ∈ V . Also assume that ∞ ≤ ∞. During (or after) Dijkstra’s algorithm, the
f -value of any vertex v ∈ V is at all times an upper bound of the distance d(s, v), i.e.:

∀v ∈ V : f(v) ≥ d(s, v).

Proof of Lemma 3.1. Take an arbitrary moment in the algorithm. Take an arbitrary
vertex v ∈ V . In case f(v) =∞ the inequality is trivially satisfied, due to the assumption
that∞ ≤∞ . In case f(v) ∈ R and v = s then by Line 4 of Algorithm 6 we know f(v) =
f(s) = 0 ≤ d(s, t). In case f(v) ∈ R and v 6= s we have that Line 18 of Algorithm 6
has been executed at least once when one of vertex v parents was the smallest vertex
in L. Then Line 17 of Algorithm 6 has also been executed. So using Algorithm 2 an
s-v path P can be created. By Lemma 2.4, f(v) = c(P ). Then by Definition 2.24,
d(s, v) ≤ c(P ) = f(v). �

Lemma 3.2 Let D = (V,A) be a digraph with a non-negative cost function c : A→ R+.
If during (or after) Dijkstra’s algorithm for some v ∈ V , l(v) = “V isited”, then f(v) =
d(s, v).

Proof of Lemma 3.2. Since vertices can only be labeled “V isited” in the while loop of
Line 5 of Algorithm 6, we only have to consider each iteration of this while loop. Define
the set of numbers I = {1, 2, ..., |V |}. I represent each iteration of Line 5 of Algorithm 6.
Now define the sets:

Vi = {v |l(v) = “V isited”, v ∈ V, iteration i of Line 5 of Algorithm 6 is being executed, i ∈ I}.

Vi has the following attributes:

V1 = {s} (1)

∀i ∈ I\{|V |} : Vi ⊂ Vi+1 (2)

∀i ∈ I\{|V |} : |Vi+1| = |Vi|+ 1 (3)

So if we prove that for all v ∈ VI that f(v) = d(s, v) we are done. This will be done with
induction

Base case: Take: n = 1, then Vn = V1 = {v}. Since v = s, we have f(v) = f(s) = 0 =
d(s, s). So base case is true.

Induction hypothesis: Take n ∈ I. Assume for all v in Vn that f(v) = d(s, v).

Induction step Let n ≤ 1. We will prove that f(v) = d(s, v) for all v in Vn+1. The
difference between Vn and Vn+1 is the one vertex that was picked by dequeue-min from
L in the (n + 1)th iteration of Line 5 of Algorithm 6. Denote this vertex by v′. So we
know that Vn ∪ {v′} = Vn+1 and v′ /∈ Vn. If we show that f(v′) = d(s, v′) we are done.

Assume that f(v′) > d(s, v′). Let P be a shortest s-v′ path. Since s, v′ ∈ V (P ), s ∈ Vn
and s /∈ Vn we know that there is at least one vertex in P that is not element of Vn.
Denote w as the first vertex in V (P ) that is not in Vn. This means that w has not been
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removed from L. Denote u as vertex that came before w in P . So w is a child of u.
Since w was first not in Vn, we know that u ∈ Vn. Let Ps,u and Pw,v′ be the s-u and w-v′

subpaths of a P . Clearly since c is non-negative and by the assumption f(v′) > d(s, v′):

c(Ps,u) + c((u,w)) ≤ c(Ps,u) + c((u,w)) + c(Pw,v′) = c(P ) = d(s, v′) < f(v′).

Note that Ps,u is a subpath of a shortest s-v′ path. Thus, by Lemma 2.2: c(Ps,u) = d(s, u).
Therefore:

d(s, u) + c((u,w)) ≤ c(P ) < f(v′).

Since u ∈ Vn we know by the Induction hypothesis, that f(u) = d(s, u). This gives
us:

f(u) + c((u,w)) ≤ c(P ) < f(v′).

Since w is a child of u we know, the Line 16 of Algorithm 6 has been executed in a
previous iteration (namely the iteration i where u was first added to Vi, where i ≤ n).
So f(w) ≤ f(u) + c((u,w)). Hence:

f(w) + d(w, v′) ≤ f(u) + c((u,w)) + d(w, v′) = c(P ) < f(v′).

So f(w) ≤ f(w) + d(w, v′) < f(v′).
In case w = v′ we get the contradiction:

f(v′) = f(w) ≤ f(w) + d(w, v′) < f(v′).

In case w 6= v′ this contradicts the fact that v′ was picked by dequeue-min from L
in Line 6 of Algorithm 6 given both in v′, w ∈ L . So f(v′) ≤ d(s, v′). Together with
Lemma 3.1 this gives f(v′) = d(s, v′). This completes the induction step. �

Now we can prove Theorem 3.3.

Theorem 3.3 Let D = (V,A) be digraph with a non-negative cost function c : A→ R+,
a heuristic function h : V → R+, and s, t ∈ V . Then Dijkstra’s algorithm is guaranteed
to find a shortest s-t path for any s, t ∈ V , if t is accessible from s. If t not accessible
from s, then Dijkstra’s algorithm is guaranteed to terminated and return “s-t path does
not exist”.

Proof of Theorem 3.3. At the start |L| = |V | with V a finite set. Each iteration of the
while loop in Line 5 of Algorithm 6 a vertex from L is removed in Line 6 of Algorithm 6.
Since at no point during the algorithm, vertices get added to L, we know that after |V |
iterations of the while loop in Line 5 of Algorithm 6 L is empty. Therefore after at least
|V | iterations we know that we come across t. If the algorithm terminates earlier we know
that remaining vertices in L are not accessible, including t, from start vertex s. If t is
visited, then by Lemmas 2.4 and 3.2, we know that the path P generated by Algorithm
2 has cost c(P ) = f(t) = d(s, t). Therefore we can conclude that P is a shortest s-t
path. �
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3.1.2 Complexity

In this section, the complexity of Dijkstra’s algorithm will be determined. In Section
2.2.5, the complexity of a graph algorithm was defined. Our claim is that the complexity
of Dijkstra’s algorithm is of order O(|V |2).

Theorem 3.4 Let D = (V,A) be a digraph with a non-negative cost function c : A→ R+.
Then Dijkstra’s algorithm shown in Algorithm 6 terminates in O(|V |2) time.

Proof of Theorem 3.4. The analysis of Algorithm 6 is similar to that of BFS. From the
combination of Line 5 of Algorithm 6 and Line 14 of Algorithm 6 we get a time ofO(|A|).
But due to Line 5 and 6 of Algorithm 6 we get O(|V 2|). So in total we have

O(|A|) +O(|V |2) = O(|A|+ |V |2|) = O(|V 2|).

This Since |A| ≤ |V |·(|V |−1) ≤ |V |2. This means that an upper bound for the complexity
of Dijkstra’s algorithm is O(|V |2).

�

3.1.3 Heap data structure

In Algorithm 6 the most basic data structure for storing the “Unvisted” vertices is used.
This was using a list L. Now the most used data structure for priority queues will be
introduced. This data structure is called a heap. When using the heap data structure in
Dijkstra, the complexity of the algorithm will decrease.

The priority queue data abstract uses a priority-value. This value of an element is com-
monly called the key (or priority-key) of the element. In Algorithm 6 we use the f -value
as our key.

Definition 3.1 (Heap)
A heap is a tree-based data structure that satisfies the heap property, the specifics of
which depend on the kind of heap. There are two kinds of heaps: max-heaps and
min-heaps. In a max-heap, the max-heap property is that for every vertex i other
than the root, key(parent(i)) ≥ key(i) holds. That is, the key of a vertex is at most
the key of its parent. Thus, the largest element in a max-heap is stored at the root,
and the subtree rooted at a vertex contains values no larger than that contained at the
vertex itself. A min-heap is organized in the opposite way; the min-heap property
is that for every vertex i other than the root, key(parent(i)) ≤ key(i) holds. The
smallest element in a min-heap is at the root.

For the priority data abstract the min-heap is used.

There are many versions of the heap. The three most common heaps are the Binary,
Binomial and Fibonacci heap. The most simple is the Binary heap, of which a short
explanation will be given. We do not go into any details here but refer the reader to [11].
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Binary heap

The Binary heap is an list object that we can view as a binary tree, as shown in Figure
3(a). Each vertex of the tree corresponds to an element of the list. The tree is completely
filled on all levels except possibly the lowest, which is filled from the left up to a point.
A list L can represent a heap, which is shown in 3(b). The root of the tree is the first
element of L , and given the index i of a vertex, we can easily compute the indices of its
parent, left child, and right child:

parent(i) = b i
2
c, childleft(i) = 2i, childright(i) = 2i+ 1.

On most computers, the childleft(i) procedure can compute 2i in one instruction by sim-
ply shifting the binary representation of i by one bit position to the left. Similarly, the
childright(i) procedure can quickly compute 2i+ 1 by shifting the binary representation
of i by one bit position to the left and then adding a 1 . The parent(i) procedure can
compute b i

2
c by shifting i to the right one bit position.

Figure 3: A min-heap viewed as a binary tree and an list. The number within the circle at
each vertex in the tree is the value stored at that vertex. The number above a vertex is the
corresponding index in the list. Above and below the list are lines showing parent-child
relationships; parents are always to the left of their children.

Operations

The basic operations on any min-heap are the following:

� enqueue: adds a new element to the min-heap

� dequeue-min: returns and removes the vertex of minimum value from a min-heap

� decrease-key: updates a key within a min-heap

Since a min-heap of n elements is based on a binary tree, its height is log n. We shall
see that the basic operations on heaps run in time at most proportional to the height of
the tree and thus take O(log n). In the Table 1 an overview is given of the three most
common heaps with their operation complexity.
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Operations enqueue dequeue-min decrease-key
Binary O(log n) O(log n) O(log n)

Binomial O(1) O(log n) O(log n)
Fibonacci O(1) O(log n) O(1)

Table 1: Operation complexity for different n-sized heaps

How these operation work for each heap we will not explain. Therefore we refer the reader
to [11] and [7]

As one can see, the best heap is the Fibonacci heap, because the complexity of the
operations are the smallest. If Dijkstra’s algorithm is reformulated using Fibonacci heaps
we get Algorithm 7.

Algorithm 7: Dijkstra’s algorithm with Fibonacci heap O(|A|+ |V | log |V |)
Input: Digraph D = (V,A), a non-negative cost function c : A→ R+, and

s, t ∈ V
Output: An shortest s-t path P or “s-t path does not exist”

1 Let H be a Fibonacci heap. . O(1)

2 Define ρ : V → V , f : V → R+ and l : V → {“Unvisited”, “V isited”}. . O(1)

3 for v in V do . O(|V |)
4 ρ(v) = v, f(v) =∞, l(v) = “Unvisited” . O(1)

5 enqueue v to H with priority f(v) . O(log |V |)
6 end
7 Set f(s) = 0 and decrease-key s in H based on f(v). . O(1)

8 while H not empty do . O(|V |)
9 dequeue-min v from H based on f(v). . O(1)

10 if f(v) ==∞ then . O(1)

11 return “s-t path does not exist” . O(1)

12 end
13 Set l(v) = “V isited” . O(1)

14 if v == t then . O(1)

15 return GeneratePath(D,s,v) (Algorithm 2) . O(|V |)
16 end
17 for (child) vertex u in list of children of v do . O(|Au|)
18 if l(u) == “Unvisited” then . O(1)

19 if f(u) > f(v) + c((v, u)) then . O(1)

20 Set ρ(u) = v. . O(1)

21 Set f(u) = f(v) + c((v, u)). . O(1)

22 decrease-key u in H based on f(v) . O(1)

23 end

24 end

25 end

26 end
27 return “s-t path does not exist” . O(1)
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This gives us the following theorem.

Theorem 3.5 Let D = (V,A) be a digraph with a non-negative cost function c : A→ R+.
Then Dijkstra’s algorithm shown in Algorithm 7 terminates in O(|A|+ |V | log |V |) time.

Proof of Theorem 3.5. This analysis is again similar to the analysis of Algorithm 5. From
the combination of Line 14 and 16 of Algorithm 7 we get a time of O(|A|). But due
to Line 5 and 8 of Algorithm 7 we add O(|V | log(|V |)) After adding and multiplying all
complexities in Algorithm 3.5 we get the following complexity:

O(|V | log |V |+ |V |+ |A|) = O(|A|+ |V | log |V |)

�

If the Binary heap or Binomial were used we would obtain following complexities

Binary: O(|V | log |V |+ |V | log |V |+ |A| log |V |) = O((|V |+ |A|) log |V |)

and
Binomial: O(|V | log |V |+ |V |+ |A| · log |V |) = O((|V |+ |A|) log |V |).

Since O(|A|+ |V | log |V |) ≤ O(|V |2) we know that Algorithm 7 is an improvement versus
Algorithm 6.

3.1.4 Relation between BFS and Dijkstra’s algorithm

In section 2.2.2 was suggested that if the cost function c was a non-zero constant, i.e. for
all a ∈ A : c(a) = C with c ∈ R+, then BFS would also return a shortest s-t path.

In Section 3.1 it was said that if two elements in the priority queue have the same priority,
they are served according to the order in which they were enqueued. Serving elements in
the order in which they were enqueued is the definition of the queue used in BFS.

So if the cost function is constant, priority values in the priority queue just represent when
the elements priority value were first adjusted. So the children of the start vertex s have
priority 1 ·C, their undiscovered children 2 ·C, their undiscovered children 3 ·C, etc. We
also know that no vertex’ f -value gets updated, since their f via another vertex is never
smaller than the first predecessor. Looking from this perspective we get a normal queue
as in BFS. Therefore the outcome of both algorithms given the same digraph D = (V,A),
constant cost function c and s, t ∈ V will be the same. In other words, the path P is the
same. Since in Dijkstra’s case the path P is a shortest s-t path it is also true for BFS.

3.2 The A∗ search algorithm

Now that Dijkstra’s algorithm is introduced we discuss an improved algorithm that finds
a shortest path while visiting fewer vertices than Dijkstra’s algorithm. The improved
algorithm requires more information about the graph, in order to make a more informed
decision when selecting the next vertex to visit. This will decrease the number of vertices
that will be visited before reaching our end vertex.
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An algorithm that does this is the A∗ search algorithm. A∗ is an improved version of the
Dijkstra algorithm. The extra information that A∗ requires is an estimate of the distance
between each vertex and the end vertex t, i.e. we will require a function h : V → R+

that assigns a value to each vertex v that is an estimate of the distance from v to t. This
function h is called a heuristic function. For example, take any city map. Then we
could use the Euclidean distance as an estimate for the distance between each crossing
and the goal of our journey.

One may think that it is a quite unrealistic requirement since giving an estimate for all
vertices is a lot more work, and if you would know an estimate for the distance for any
v ∈ V to t the algorithm would become obsolete. But we will see even if we use a crude
estimate, or maybe only an estimate for a few vertices, that A∗ visits fewer vertices. So,
there are many A∗ algorithms, since for every new estimate we get a new algorithm.

Just like Dijkstra’s algorithm, the A∗ search algorithm will use a priority queue. Only
now the priority of a vertex is equal to the sum of its path cost value f and its heuristic
value h. Instead of referring to the addition of f and h every time, we will refer to a new
function g : V → R+ defined as g(v) := f(v) + h(v).

This way the algorithm picks vertices that lie in the direction of the end vertex. The
best way to show this behaviour is by an illustration. Take a graph G that represents a
2D-grid, like in Figure 4. For visibility, we replace the points and edges by squares where
only adjacent cells are now connected with edges. This gives the clearer Figure 5.

Figure 4: A graph G with start
and end vertex in green and
red.

Figure 5: Cell representation of
graph G with start and end ver-
tex in green and red cell.

Let a constant cost function c ≡ 1 be given, then Dijkstra’s algorithm (BFS) will visit
almost every vertex in the graph. This is shown in Figure 6. Here the visited vertices
are painted grey. But if we would use the Euclidean distance as our heuristic function
together with the A∗ search algorithm it would only visit about a quarter of the vertices,
as is shown in Figure 7. If we would use the best estimate possible, i.e. we know the
shortest path, we would only visit vertices on the shortest path. This is shown in Figure
8.
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Figure 6: A graph G with
start and end vertex in
the green and red cell. In
gray the visited vertices if
Dijkstra’s algorithm was
applied with c ≡ 1.

Figure 7: A graph G with
start and end vertex in the
green and red cell. The
value in the cell is the Eu-
clidean distances from the
cell to the red cell. In
gray the visited vertices if
the A∗ algorithm was ap-
plied with c ≡ 1 and h us-
ing the the Euclidean dis-
tances from each cell to the
red cell.

Figure 8: A graph G with
start and end vertex in the
green (s) and red cell (t).
The value in the cell v is
∞ if v /∈ V (P ) and 1 if
v ∈ V (P ), where P is the
shortest s-t path. In gray
the visited vertices if the
A∗ algorithm was applied
with c ≡ 1 and h using
shortest path.

3.2.1 Heuristic function

By a heuristic function we mean a function h : V → R+ will be an estimate for the
distance to vertex t. Since the exact distance between the vertex we are checking and
vertex t is denoted by d we know:

∀v ∈ V : h(v) ≈ d(v, t)

In the proof of the correctness of Dijkstra we have seen that f equals d after termination.
So if we assume that with A∗ that is still true, i.e. assume that f(v) = d(s, v) ∀v ∈ V .
Then:

∀v ∈ V : g(v) = f(v) + h(v) ≈ d(s, v) + d(v, t) ≈ d(s, t).

If we would have a good heuristic function this would mean that almost only vertices
on the shortest path to t will be visited. We can actually prove that A∗ finds a shortest
path, given a simple restriction on the function h.

Definition 3.2 (Consistency of heuristic functions [9] [3])
Let D = (V,A) be digraph with a non-negative cost function c : A → (0,∞) and a
heuristic function h : V → R+. The heuristic function h is called consistent if

∀v, u ∈ V, a = (v, u) ∈ A : h(v) ≤ c(a) + h(u).
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In other words, it is impossible to decrease the estimated remaining distance by extending
a path to include a neighbouring vertex. One may compare the consistency of a heuristic
with the triangle inequality of the distance function, which was proven in Lemma 2.1.

A simple observation is that the triangle inequality holds for every accessible vertex.

Lemma 3.6 Let D = (V,A) be digraph with a non-negative cost function c : A→ (0,∞),
a heuristic function h : V → R+. The heuristic h is a consistent heuristic function if and
only if:

∀v, u ∈ V, u is accessible from v : h(v) ≤ d(v, u) + h(u).

Proof of Lemma 3.6. ”⇒:” Assume h consistent. Take arbitrary v, u ∈ V with u acces-
sible from v. Then there exist a shortest v-u path P , i.e. P = (v0, v1, ..., vk) with v0 = v
and vk = u, and c(P ) = d(v, u). Then:

h(v) = h(v0) ≤ c((v0, v1)) + h(v1) by Definition 3.2

≤ c((v0, v1)) + c((v1, v2)) + h(v2) by repeatedly applying Definition 3.2

≤
k−1∑
i=0

c((vi−1, vi)) + h(vk−1) by Definition 3.2

≤
k∑
i=0

c((vi−1, vi)) + h(vk) by Definition 3.2

= c(P ) + h(u) by Definition 2.22

= d(v, u) + h(u) by assumption

”⇐” Now assume for all u, v ∈ V, such that u is accessible from v : d(v, u)+h(u) ≥ h(v).
Take an arbitrary v ∈ V and an arbitrary neighbour u ∈ V of v. Then u is accessible
from v and d(v, u) ≤ c((v, u)). So:

h(v) ≤ d(v, u) + h(v) ≤ c((v, u)) + h(u).

So h is a consistent heuristic. �

Another property of heuristic function are that they never overestimates the actual dis-
tance.

Lemma 3.7 Let D = (V,A) be a digraph with a non-negative cost function c : A →
(0,∞), a heuristic function h : V → R+, and s, t ∈ V . If h is consistent and h(t) = 0
then for all v ∈ V : h(v) ≤ d(s, t).

Proof of Lemma 3.7. Note that h(t) = 0 ≤ d(t, t). Now take arbitrary v ∈ V \{t}. If t
is not accessible from v then d(v, t) =∞ by Definition 2.24, so then h(v) ≤ d(v, t) since
h(v) ∈ R. If t is accessible from v then by Lemma 3.6 we have:

h(v) ≤ d(v, t) + h(t) = d(v, t)

�
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3.2.2 Algorithm

The implementation of the A∗ search algorithm, shown in Algorithm 8 is very similar to
Algorithm 7. The Fibonacci heap is again used in Algorithm 8.

Algorithm 8: The A∗ search algorithm with Fibonacci heap O(|A| +
|V |(log |V |+H(D)))

Input: Digraph D = (V,A), a non-negative cost function c : A→ R+, a
consistent heuristic function h : V → R+ with h(t) = 0, and s, t ∈ V

Output: A shortest s-t path P or “s-t path does not exists”

1 Let H be a Fibonacci heap. . O(1)

2 Define ρ : V → V , f : V → R+, g : V → R+ and
l : V → {“Unvisited”, “V isited”}. . O(1)

3 for v in V do . O(|V |)
4 Compute h(v) . O(H(D))

5 ρ(v) = v, f(v) =∞, g(v) = f(v) + h(v), l(v) = “Unvisited” . O(1)

6 enqueue v to H with priority g(v) . O(log |V |)
7 end
8 Set f(s) = 0 and g(s) = f(s) + h(s). . O(1)

9 decrease-key s in H with priority g(v). . O(1)

10 while H not empty do . O(|V |)
11 dequeue-min v from H based on g(v). . O(1) f
12 if f(v) ==∞ then . O(1)

13 return “s-t path does not exists” . O(1)

14 end
15 Set l(v) = “V isited” . O(1)

16 if v == t then . O(1)

17 return GeneratePath(D,s,v) (Algorithm 2) . O(|V |)
18 end
19 for (child) vertex u in list of children of v do . O(|Au|)
20 if l(u) == “Unvisited” then . O(1)

21 if f(u) > f(v) + c((v, u)) then . O(1)

22 Set ρ(u) = v. . O(1)

23 Set f(u) = f(v) + c((v, u)). . O(1)

24 Set g(u) = f(u) + h(u) . O(1)

25 decrease-key u in H with priority g(v). . O(1)

26 end

27 end

28 end

29 end
30 return “s-t path does not exists” . O(1)

In Line 4 of Algorithm 8 the heuristic values for each v ∈ V is computed based on the
chosen heuristic. Since each heuristic has a different computation it is unknown what
the complexity is of this line. We only know that it depends on the graph D, since
that is the given information. This why the undefined function H is used, where H is
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a function that represents the number of computational steps to calculate an h-value
in the graph D. In the example using the Euclidean distance, H would be a constant
function, since computing the Euclidean distance between to vertices takes O(1) time,
i.e. O(H(D)) = O(1). This subject will be discussed in section 3.2.5.

3.2.3 Correctness

Now that the A∗ search algorithm has been defined, we will prove that it returns a
shortest s-t path if an s-t path exists and terminates if one does not exists. Again before
we show the correctness of the A∗ search algorithm in Theorem 3.10, we state and prove
two lemmas.

Lemma 3.8 Let D = (V,A) be a digraph with a non-negative cost function c : A→ R+,
h : V → R+ a consistent heuristic function and s, t ∈ V . Also assume that ∞ ≤ ∞.
During (or after) the A∗ algorithm, the f -value of any vertex v ∈ V is at all times an
upper bound on the distance d(s, v), i.e.:

∀v ∈ V : f(v) ≥ d(s, v).

Proof of Lemma 3.8. Take a arbitrary moment in the algorithm. Take an arbitrary vertex
v ∈ V . In case f(v) =∞ the inequality is trivially satisfied, due to the assumption that
∞ ≤ ∞. In case f(v) ∈ R and v = s then by Line 8 of Algorithm 8 we know f(v) =
f(s) = 0 ≤ d(s, t). In case f(v) ∈ R and v 6= s we have that Line 23 of Algorithm 8
has been executed at least once when one of vertex v parents was the smallest vertex
in H. This means that Line 22 of Algorithm 8 was also executed. So using Algorithm 2
an s-v path P can be created. By Lemma 2.4, f(v) = c(P ). Then by Definition 2.24,
d(s, v) ≤ c(P ) = f(v). �

Lemma 3.9 Let D = (V,A) be a digraph with a non-negative cost function c : A→ R+,
h : V → R+ a consistent heuristic function and s, t ∈ V . If during (or after) the A∗

algorithm for some v ∈ V l(v) = “V isited” then f(v) = d(s, v).

Proof of Lemma 3.9. Since vertices can only be labeled “V isited” in the while loop of
Line 10 of Algorithm 8, we only have to consider each iteration of this while loop. Define
the set of numbers I = {1, 2, ..., |V |}. I represent each iteration of Line 10 of Algorithm 8.
Now define the sets:

Vi = {v ∈ V | l(v) = “V isited”, i ∈ I,
iteration i of Line 10 of Algorithm 8 is being executed, }.

Vi has the following attributes:

V1 = {s} (1)

∀i ∈ I\{|V |} : Vi ⊂ Vi+1 (2)

∀i ∈ I\{|V |} : |Vi+1| = |Vi|+ 1 (3)

So if we prove that for all v ∈ VI that f(v) = d(s, v) we are done. This will be done with
induction
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Base case: Take: n = 1, then Vn = V1 = {v}. Since v = s, we have f(v) = f(s) = 0 =
d(s, s). So base case is true.

Induction hypothesis: Take n ∈ I. Assume for all v in Vn that f(v) = d(s, v).

Induction step: Let n ≤ 1. We will prove that for all v in Vn+1 that f(v) = d(s, v).
The difference between Vn and Vn+1 is the one vertex that was picked by dequeue-min
from H in the (n+ 1)th iteration of Line 10 of Algorithm 8. Denote this vertex by v′. So
we know that Vn∪{v′} = Vn+1 and v′ /∈ Vn. If we show that f(v′) = d(s, v′) we are done.

Assume that f(v′) > d(s, v′). Let P be a shortest s-v′ path. Since s, v′ ∈ V (P ), s ∈ Vn
and s /∈ Vn we know that there is atleast one vertex in P that is not element of Vn.
Denote w as the first vertex in V (P ) that is not in Vn. This means that w has not been
removed from H. Denote u as vertex that came before w in P . So w is a child of u.
Since w was first not in Vn, we know that u ∈ Vn. Let Ps,u and Pw,v′ be the s-u and w-v′

subpaths of a P . Clearly since c is non-negative and by the assumption f(v′) > d(s, v′):

c(Ps,u) + c((u,w)) + c(Pw,v′) = c(P ) = d(s, v′) < f(v′).

Note that Ps,u and Pw,v′ are both subpaths of a shortest s-v′ path. Thus, by Lemma 2.2:
c(Ps,u) = d(s, u) and c(Pw,v′) = d(w, v). Therefore:

d(s, u) + c((u,w)) + d(w, v′) = c(P ) < f(v′).

Since u ∈ Vn we know by the Induction hypothesis, that f(u) = d(s, u). This gives
us:

f(u) + c((u,w)) + d(w, v′) = c(P ) < f(v′).

Since w is a child of u we know, the Line 20 of Algorithm 8 has been executed in a
previous iteration (namely the iteration i where u was first added to Vi, where i ≤ n. So
f(w) ≤ f(u) + c((u,w)). Hence:

f(w) + d(w, v′) ≤ f(u) + c((u,w)) + d(w, v′) = c(P ) < f(v′).

So f(w) + d(w, v′) < f(v′).
In case w = v′ we get the contradiction:

f(v′) = f(w) ≤ f(w) + d(w, v′) < f(v′).

In case w 6= v′ we have, by Lemma 3.6:

g(w) = f(w) + h(w) ≤ f(w) + d(w, v′) + h(v′) < f(v′) + h(v′) = g(v′)

Since both v′, w ∈ H this contradicts the fact that v′ was picked by dequeue-min from
H in Line 11 of Algorithm 8. So f(v′) ≤ d(s, v′). Together with Lemma 3.8 this gives
f(v′) = d(s, v′). This completes the induction step.

�

Now we can prove Theorem 3.10.
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Theorem 3.10 Let D = (V,A) be digraph with a non-negative cost function c : A→ R+,
a heuristic function h : V → R+, and s, t ∈ V with t accessible from s. If h is a consistent
heuristic then the A∗ search algorithm is guaranteed to find a shortest s-t path.

Proof of Theorem 3.10. At the start |H| = |V | with V a finite set. Each iteration of the
while loop in Line 10 of Algorithm 8 a vertex fromH is removed in Line 11 of Algorithm 8.
Since at no point during the algorithm vertices get added to H, we know that after |V |
iterations of the while loop in Line 10 of Algorithm 8 H is empty. Therefore after at least
|V | iterations we know that we come across t. If the algorithm terminates earlier we know
that remaining vertices in H are not accessible, including t, from starting vertex s. If t is
visited, then by Lemmas 2.4 and 3.9, we know that the path P generated by Algorithm
2 has cost c(P ) = f(t) = d(s, t). Therefore we can conclude that P is a shortest s-t
path. �

In the next section we will discuss the optimality of the A∗ search algorithm.

3.2.4 Optimality

In this section we will discuss how well-chosen consistent heuristics make A∗ visit fewer
vertices before finding the end vertix.

Definition 3.3 (Greater heuristics [6])
Let D = (V,A) be digraph with a non-negative cost function c : A → R+, let h1, h2 :
V → R+ be two heuristic functions, and s, t ∈ V with t accessible from s. Then h2

is called greater than h1 if for all v ∈ V : h1(v) ≤ h2(v). This relation between two
heuristics will also be denoted by h1 ≤ h2.

Before we can talk about what impact a better heuristic has on the performance of A∗ we
need to discuss the presence of ties during the algorithm. What we mean by ties, is that
during the algorithm two or more vertices in H may have the same g value. In a priority
queue, it is defined that if two vertices have the same priority then they are served by
which one was added first, i.e. if the priority value is the same the heap follows the “first
come first served” rule.

But what if one of these vertices is the end vertex t. If this is the case then it would be
better to choose the vertex t, even if the other vertex was added first. This rule, that we
choose t before any the other vertex with the same g-value, is called the end-tie rule.
If an algorithm uses the end-tie rule we know the following at termination:

∀v ∈ V, v /∈ H : f(v) < f(t)

For the algorithm that use this rule we can say the following.

Theorem 3.11 [6] Let D = (V,A) be digraph with a non-negative cost function c :
A → R+, let h1, h2 : V → R+ be two heuristic functions, and s, t ∈ V with t accessible
from s. Also let the end-tie rule be applied, and let V̂1, V̂2 be the sets of visited vertices
(l(v) = “V isited”) after termination by A∗ using h1 and h2 respectively. If h1 ≤ h2, then
V̂2 ⊆ V̂1, i.e. every vertex visited by A∗ using h1 is also visited by A∗ using h2.
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In the proof we denote f, g, l and ρ as f1, g1, l1 and ρ1 when A∗ is using h1 and f2, g2, l2
and ρ2 when using h2.

Proof of Theorem 3.11. If A∗ terminates without finding a shortest s-t path, both V̂1 and
V̂2 are equal to the set of all accessible vertices v ∈ V from s. So in this case the statement
holds. If A∗ finds by using either h1 or h2 a shortest s-t path, we know that

g1(t) = f1(t) + h1(t) = d(s, t) + 0 = f2(t) + h2(t) = g2(t). (1)

Now assume that V̂2 * V̂1. Then there exists a v ∈ V̂2 such that v /∈ V̂1.

Since v ∈ V̂2 we know by Lemmas 3.9 and 2.4 that Algorithm 2 gives an shortest s-v path
P using ρ2. Since s, v ∈ V (P ) and s ∈ V̂1 and v /∈ V̂1 we know that some vertices of P
are element of V̂1 and some not V̂1.

Let w be the first vertex in V (P ) that is not in V̂1 and let u be the vertex that came
before w in P , i.e. ρ2(w) = u. Then means that line Line 22 of Algorithm 8 was executed
and therefore also Line 23 of Algorithm 8. So

f2(w) = f2(u) + c((u,w)) (2)

Since u ∈ V̂1, V̂2 and w ∈ V̂2, by Lemma 3.9 and the end-tie rule, we have

f1(u) = d(s, u) = f2(u) (3)

g2(w) < g2(t) (4)

Since w is a child of u ∈ V̂1 we know that Line 20 of Algorithm 8 has been executed using
h1 in a previous iteration. So

f1(w) ≤ f1(u) + c((u,w)). (5)

Therefore:

g1(w) =f1(w) + h1(w) by (5)

≤ f1(u) + c((u,w)) + h1(w) by (3)

= f2(u) + c((u,w)) + h1(w) by assumption : h1 ≤ h2

≤ f2(u) + c((u,w)) + h2(w) by (2)

= f2(w) + h2(w)

= g2(w) by (4)

< g2(t) by (1)

= g1(t)

So g1(w) < g1(t), This contradicts the fact that w was not picked by dequeue-min from
H in Line 11 of Algorithm 8 using h1. So this means that v ∈ V̂1. Therefore V̂2 ⊂ V̂1 �

This theorem states that greater heuristics will visit fewer or equally many vertices. Note
Dijkstra can be viewed as the special case of A∗ where h = 0. Therefor any greater
consistent heuristic will visit fewer or equally many vertices.
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3.2.5 Complexity

The only difference between the complexity of the A∗ search algorithm and Dijkstra’s
algorithm is that we added a heuristic function with an unknown complexity. We do
know that H depends on the graph D, this since it can only use the graph as information.
Therefore, the complexity to compute all of the h-values is equal to O(H(D)|V |).

What all of this means is that in the case of a very good but time-consuming heuristic
we visit very few vertices but it may still take more time. So a greater heuristic does
not necessarily improve the complexity as it decreases the number of visited vertices. In
some cases the number of visited vertices represent the storage used by the algorithm, so
fewer visited vertices means less storage. Therefore we get the classic computer science
dilemma, use more storage or have a greater computing time. A good goal is to find a
heuristic that is a balance between complexity and the number of visited vertices.

3.2.6 Inconsistent heuristics

In the previous sections, we discussed the use of consistent heuristics. We stated that the
heuristic must be consistent to work with the A∗ algorithm. If this is not the case then A∗

is not guaranteed to find the shortest path algorithm. In some cases, it may be beneficial
to have an inconsistent heuristic that performs much better than Dijkstra’s algorithm
versus a consistent heuristic that performs only slightly better than Dijkstra’s algorithm.
In [15] and [5] it is discussed why inconsistent heuristic sometimes are preferable.

The authors of [15] and [5] claim inconsistent heuristic are easy to created and that
improved performances, in terms of visited vertices and running time, can be achieved
when using alternate version of A∗ algorithm called IDA∗.

Not needing to mathematical prove that the heuristic is consistent may also save time,
which the user can spend on improving the heuristic.
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4 Unblock Me®

Now that we have introduced A∗, we would like to apply it to our puzzle game Unblock
Me®. In this chapter will define any Unblock Me® puzzle and give multiple heuristic
functions.

4.1 Unblock Me®

First a what Unblock Me® is about. Unblock Me® is a puzzle app for a mobile device[13,
12]. An Unblock Me® puzzle consists of a 6×6 grid with several brown blocks inside the
grid and one red block. Each (brown and red) block occupies either two or three adjacent
grid spaces. In addition, the blocks must be placed either vertically or horizontally. The
red block is always horizontally placed in the third row. A block can only be moved up
and down if placed vertically and only left and right if placed horizontally, and it cannot
be moved into an already occupied space.

The goal of the game is to move the blocks in such a way that the red block can exit
the grid, i.e. to ‘unblock’ the red block. The exit is an opening in the board that is at
the right end of the same row as where the red block is located. A secondary goal is to
unblock the red block in as few steps as possible. Currently, Unblock Me® has over 10000
different puzzles with several difficulty levels. In Figure 9, some examples are shown.

Figure 9: Unblock Me® puzzle examples

First we will represent a puzzle and its solution as vertices in a graph. Then the puzzle
can be solved using a shortest path algorithm on this graph.

4.2 Graph model of puzzle

As we know, a puzzle consists of several blocks on a 6×6 grid. In a puzzle with a 6×6 grid,
we start our coordinate system at the bottom left space of the grid. Each of the blocks
on the grid has the following properties: x and y coordinates (x increases in horizontal
direction and y in vertical, bother start there numbering in 1), moving direction, length
and type.
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With this we can define a puzzle P as a 6-tuple P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l), where B =
{b1, . . . , bk} is a set of blocks, br ∈ B is the unique red block among the blocks in B, and
xs, ys, d, l are functions on this set B which define the starting position for each block
b ∈ B. More specifically xs, ys, d, l are defined as xs : B → [1, 6], ys : B → [1, 6], d : B →
{“Hor”, “Ver”} and l : B → [2, 3].

Then a board B for a given puzzle P is defined as a pair (x, y), where x, y are functions
on the set B for a given puzzle P which define the coordinates for each block b ∈ B on
board B. More specifically they are defined as x : B → [1, 6], y : B → [1, 6]. The start
board of a puzzle P is simply the board Bs = (xs, ys) defined by P . Here xs and ys are
the functions specified in the 6-tuple P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l).

The set of grid spaces covered by a given block b ∈ B for a given puzzle P denoted by
αB : B → 2[1,6]×[1,6] is defined as follows:

αB(b) =

{
{(x, y) | y = y(b), x(b) ≤ x < x(b) + l(b)}, if d(b) = “Hor”

{(x, y) | x = x(b), y(b) ≤ y < y(b) + l(b)}, if d(b) = “V er”

The notation 2X refers to the power set of a set X.

Definition 4.1 (Valid boards)
A board B = (x, y) for a given puzzle P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l) is called valid if the
following statements are true for B:

1: ∀b ∈ B : 6 ≥

{
x(b) + l(b)− 1, if d(b) = “Hor”

y(b) + l(b)− 1, if d(b) = “V er”

2: ∀b1, b2 ∈ B : αB(b1) ∩ αB(b2) = ∅

We assume that the starting board of P is a valid board.

Next we define for a given board B = (x, y) for a given puzzle P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l), the
escape route (grid spaces between the red block and the exit), denoted by βB, as

βB := {(x, y) | y = y(br), x(br) + l(br) ≤ x ≤ 6}

Definition 4.2 (Unblocked boards)
A board B for a given puzzle P is called unblocked if βB = ∅.

These unblocked boards will be the solutions of the puzzle P . Next we define the relations
between boards that are one move away from each other.

Definition 4.3 (Moving between boards)
Given two valid boards B1 = (x1, y1) and B2 = (x2, y2) for a given puzzle P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l).
We can move from board B1 to board B2 if there exists exactly one b′ ∈ B, called the
moved block, such that (x1(b′), y1(b′)) 6= (x2(b′), y2(b′)) and if for this b′ ∈ B the
following statement is true:

∅ =

{
{(x, y)| y = y1(b′), xmin(b′) + l(b′) ≤ x < xmax(b

′)} ∩ S, if t(b′) = “Hor”

{(x, y)| x = x1(b′), ymin(b′) + l(b′) ≤ y < ymax(b
′)} ∩ S, if t(b′) = “V er”

, where
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S =
⋃

b∈B\{b′}
αB1(b)

xmin(b) = min(x1(b), x2(b)) ymin(b) = min(x1(b), x2(b))

xmax(b) = max(y1(b), y2(b)) ymax(b) = max(y1(b), y2(b))

The statement in Definition 4.3, checks if the spaces between the different positions of
b′ are empty. If the spaces are not empty, than this means that there are other blocks
present and board B1 would not be one move away from B2.

Now that we have defined a puzzle P , its valid boards, its solution (the unblocked boards),
we can define the graph that will represent our puzzle P . Still, there is one more problem.
There could be more than one unblocked board for a given puzzle P . This problem is
equivalent to the problem of multiple end vertices, which was discussed in Section 2.2.4.
To solve this, a dummy board Bt is added to our graph. This board will be referred to
as the end board of a given puzzle P .

Definition 4.4 (Graph model of puzzle)
Given a given puzzle P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l). Define the graph DP for a given puzzle P
as DP = (V,A), where

V := {B| B a valid board of puzzle P} ∪ {Bt}
A := {(B1,B2) | B1,B2 ∈ V such that we can move from board B1 to board B2}

∪ {(B,Bt) | B ∈ V, B an unblocked board of puzzle P}.

Since an arc in our graph DP represents one move and we would like to minimize the
number of moves, we will be looking for a shortest path in the graph with respect to the
cost functions c ≡ 1. The cost from an unblocked board to the end board Bt is also 1
since to finish the game the red block needs to be swept out of the board. This will take
one additional turn.

It might also be nice to know the number of vertices in DP or an estimate of this number.
Let us look at an arbitrary puzzle P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l). For each horizontally moving
block in B we know that the y coordinate is fixed and for each vertically moving block
in B we know that the x coordinate is fixed. The other coordinate, with respect to its
direction, takes values between 1 and 6− l(b) + 1. So then the number of all valid boards
of a puzzle P , i.e. |V |, is over-estimated by:

|V | ≤
∏
b∈B

(6 + 1)− l(b).

This is a rough estimate since it also counts invalid boards. Still it gives an upper bound
for the number of valid boards in DP . Take for example board B of Puzzle 715 shown
in Figure 9. This board has nine blocks of length two and three blocks of length three.
Each block of length two has five possible positions and each block of length three has
four possible positions. This gives the estimate:

|V | ≤ 49 · 53 = 32768000.
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In practice, we will see that the actual number of boards is much smaller since blocks
cannot overlap, but this estimate guarantees that for each puzzle P , the graph DP is
finite.

In the next section, we will discuss which heuristics we can use for the A∗ search algorithm
on this graph.

4.3 Heuristic for an Unblock Me® puzzle

In Section 3.2.1, we mentioned what we mean by a heuristic function h and what kind of
desirable properties it can have. Given a given puzzle
P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l), its graph DP = (V,A) and the cost function c ≡ 1, we would like
to construct a heuristic h : V → R+ that gives for any arbitrary board B ∈ V an under-
estimated value of the number of boards between B and end board Bt of the solution, i.e.
the number of blocks that still need to be moved to unblock the red block. This heuristic
must also be consistent before it can be used by A∗.

The first idea we came up with is to count the number of blocks between the red block
and the exit. This is a really simple estimate. Take again for example board B of Puzzle
715 shown in Figure 9. On this board, we need to count the number of blocks to the
right of the red block. These are the blocks that lie within the yellow area of Figure 10,
i.e. the grid spaces given by function βB. On this board B this value is 2, namely blocks
F and G. This is indeed a lower bound on the minimum number of blocks that needs to
be moved.

Figure 10: The heuristic h performed on board B of Puzzle 715

So let us define our new heuristic.

Definition 4.5
Given a puzzle P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l), its graph DP = (V,A) and the cost function
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c ≡ 1. The heuristic function h : V → N is defined as:

h(B) :=

{
0, if B = Bt
|{b ∈ B | αB(b) ∩ βB 6= ∅}|+ 1, otherwise

The 1 is added, because this corresponds to the arc from a unblocked board vertex to the
vertex Bt. So is this heuristic consistent? This question needs to be answered before we
can claim correctness of A∗ using this heuristic using Theorem 3.10.

Lemma 4.1 Given a given puzzle P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l), its graph DP = (V,A) and the
cost function c ≡ 1. The heuristic h defined in Definition 4.5 is consistent

Proof of Lemma 4.1. Take an arbitrary board B1 = (x1, y1) ∈ V . If B = Bt we know
that B has no children, and therefore won’t be included in Definition 3.2. Now assume
that B1 6= Bt. Take an arbitrary child B2 = (x2, y2) ∈ V of B1. If B2 = Bt we know
that B1 is an unblocked board and h(B2) = 0. Since B1 an unblocked board we know
that {b ∈ B | αB2(b) ∩ βB2 6= ∅} = ∅ and therefore that h(B1) = |{b ∈ B | αB(b) ∩ βB 6=
∅}|+ 1 = |∅|+ 1 = 1. So

h(B1) = 1 ≤ 1 + 0 = c((B1,B2)) + h(B2).

Now assume that B2 6= Bt. By Definition 4.4, we know that we can move from B1 to B2.
Let b′ ∈ B be the moved block of B1 and B2 as defined in Definition 4.3, i.e. the block
we have to move to go from board B1 to board B2. Also by Definition 4.3, we know that
∀b ∈ B\{b′} : (x1(b), y1(b)) = (x2(b), y2(b)). Therefore we know that:

{b ∈ B\{b′} | αB1(b) ∩ βB1 6= ∅} = {b ∈ B\{b′} | αB2(b) ∩ βB2 6= ∅}.

Now we will look at two cases, one where b′ 6= br and one where b′ = br.

Case: b′ 6= br. Then:

h(B1) =


h(B2)− 1, if αB1(b) ∩ βB1 = ∅ and αB2(b) ∩ βB2 6= ∅
h(B2), if αB1(b) ∩ βB1 = ∅ and αB2(b) ∩ βB2 = ∅
h(B2), if αB1(b) ∩ βB1 6= ∅ and αB2(b) ∩ βB2 6= ∅
h(B2) + 1, if αB1(b) ∩ βB1 6= ∅ and αB2(b) ∩ βB2 = ∅

≤ h(B2) + 1, since c((B1,B2)) = 1

= h(B2) + c((B1,B2)).

So in this case we have
h(B1) ≤ c((B1,B2)) + h(B2).

Case: b′ = br. By definition of β and α, we know that ∀B ∈ V : αB(br) ∩ βB = ∅.
Therefore:

{b ∈ B | αB1(b) ∩ βB1 6= ∅} = {b ∈ B | αB2(b) ∩ βB2 6= ∅}.
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Which is equivalent to:

h(B1) = h(B2)

< 1 + h(B2)

= c((B1,B2)) + h(B2).

So in all cases:
h(B1) ≤ c((B1,B2)) + h(B2).

which implies by Definition 3.2 that h is consistent.

�

Corollary 4.2 Given a puzzle P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l), its graph DP = (V,A), the cost
function c ≡ 1, and the heuristic function h : V → N defined in Definition 4.5. If a
Bs-Bt path in DP exists, then A∗ will find a shortest Bs-Bt path using h, i.e. a minimal
sequence of moves that solves the puzzle.

Proof of Corollary 4.2. By Lemma 4.1 and Definition 4.5 we know that h is consistent
and that h(Bt) = 0. Then by Theorem 3.10 and the assumption that a Bs-Bt path in DP
exists, we conclude that A∗ is guaranteed to find a shortest Bs-Bt path. �

4.3.1 Tree heuristics

Now that we have our first heuristic, we want to improve this heuristic by finding a
greater consistent heuristic h′, i.e. h ≤ h′. Our new idea is the following. We find for
each of the blocks b on the right of br the other blocks in the same column that have to
move, for those blocks the other blocks in the same row that have to move etc. We count
the minimum number of blocks in a sequence of a certain length, that all have to move
away from their current position before br has a clear row and the block can escape the
board. This will result in a bigger estimate for h than first, when we only counted the
blocks on the right of br.

Distinct possible sequences of moving blocks can be viewed as distinct branches of a
rooted tree. Therefore, the heuristics defined in this section are called tree heuristics.

Concept of the tree heuristics

Before we define these new heuristics we will first give an example. In Figure 11 on the
left, the board B of Puzzle 715 is shown. To clear the way to the exit for the red block
I, blocks F and G should be moved. But now we have two options to move the blocks
such that blocks F and G can move and clear the row for I:

1. Move D at least three grid spaces to the left such that F and G can move down
and I has a clear row.

2. Move D at least two grid spaces to the left and J at least one grid spaces to the
left such that F can move up, G can move down and I has a clear row.
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Note that we always move the minimum number of grid spaces. This since moving more
spaces only increases the number of blocks yet to be moved. The possible future moves are
summarized in a tree as shown on the right figure in Figure 11. The vertex corresponding
to option 1 does not have two children, because D can only be moved left. For this move,
B and C should be moved. Again, the tree will not split into multiple children, because
B and C can only be moved up (by moving C down, block D cannot be moved to the
left enough). For that, E and H should be moved. We have excluded I, since we do
not count blocks multiple times. This because if I has to be moved before it can move,
then this strategy does not seem feasible. We know in all cases one or zero moves per
block will at least be a lowerbound on the exact number of moves per block. After four
iterations we stop, but do note that we could continue this method.

The vertex corresponding to option 2 has two children. D can only be moved to the left,
but J can be moved to the left and to the right. This gives 1 · 2 options for moving block
D and J , and therefore 2 new children in the tree.

1. To move J one grid space and D two grid spaces both to the left, we have to move
B two grid spaces up.

2. To move D two grid spaces to the left and J two grid spaces to the right, we need
to move B two grid spaces up and L two grid spaces down.

Continuing this way, we obtain the tree in the right figure of Figure 11 after four iterations.

Figure 11: Concept of the tree heuristics.

We claim that the minimum number of blocks moved in any branch of the tree in Figure
11 is a lower bound on the number of moves in a minimum solution for the puzzle in
Figure 11.

Definition of the tree heuristics

Next, we formally define the heuristic that yields this lower bound on the minimum
number of moves. From the examples, we can observe that we need a method to determine
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which blocks prevent an arbitrary block b in a given board B from moving. In all cases
we want to move b away from a set of grid spaces c ∈ 2[1,6]×[1,6] with αB(b) ∩ c 6= ∅. The
set of grid spaces c corresponds to the positions where we would like to move the previous
blocks to.

Definition 4.6
Given a block b of a valid board B = (x, y) for a given puzzle P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l), and
a set of grid spaces c ∈ 2[1,6]×[1,6] with αB(b)∩ c 6= ∅. Define the maximum (respectively
minimum) x (respectively y) coordinate where the block b overlaps the set of grid
spaces c, denoted by cRUB,b,c and cLUB,b,c, as

cRUB,b,c :=

{
max{x | (x, y) ∈ (c ∩ αB(b))}, if d(b) = “Hor”

max{y | (x, y) ∈ (c ∩ αB(b))}, if d(b) = “V er”

cLDB,b,c :=

{
min{x | (x, y) ∈ (c ∩ αB(b))}, if d(b) = “Hor”

min{y | (x, y) ∈ (c ∩ αB(b))}, if d(b) = “V er”

The terms “RU” and “LD” refer to the right, up, left and down directions.
Next define the sets ARUB and ALDB as the set of grid spaces occupied by block b if it
were moved (in RU, LD direction respectively) such that it (just) not overlaps with c
anymore.

ARUB,b,c :=

{
{(x, y) | cRUB,b,c < x ≤ cRUB,b,c + l(b), y = y(b)}, if d(b) = “Hor”

{(x, y) | cRUB,b,c < y ≤ cRUB,b,c + l(b), x = x(b)}, if d(b) = “V er”

ALDB,b,c :=

{
{(x, y) | cLDB,b,c − l(b) ≤ x < cLDB,b,c, y = y(b)}, if d(b) = “Hor”

{(x, y) | cLDB,b,c − l(b) ≤ y < cLDB,b,c, x = x(b)}, if d(b) = “V er”

Note that ARUB and ALDB may consist of grid spaces outside the [1, 6]× [1, 6] grid.

Now define the sets BRU
B,b,c and BLD

B,b,c as the sets of blocks from B that are preventing
block b to move (in RU / LU direction respectively) to the first possible position where
it does not overlap with c anymore. We also add a dummy block to prevent BRU

B,b,c and
BLD
B,b,c from being equal to ∅.

BRU
B,b,c := {b′ ∈ B | αB(b′) ∩ ARUB,b,c 6= ∅} ∪ {∅},

BLD
B,b,c := {b′ ∈ B | αB(b′) ∩ ALDB,b,c 6= ∅} ∪ {∅}

Note that BRU
B,b,c and BLD

B,b,c are never empty as they contain the empty set by definition.

If ARUB,b,c (ALDB,b,c respectively) is indeed inside the [1, 6] × [1, 6] grid, then BRU
B,b,c (BRU

B,b,c
respectively) is a set of blocks that prevents block b from moving, so that it does not
overlap with c anymore. Now define the set of grid spaces G as G = [1, 6]× [1, 6]. Next
define SB,b,c as the set of pairs (B∗, A∗), where B∗ is a subset of B and A∗ ∈ 2[1,6]×[1,6]

is a set of grid spaces such that the blocks in B∗ prevent the block b from moving to
positions A∗ so it does not overlap with c anymore.
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SB,b,c :=


{(∅, ∅)}, if b = ∅ and/or c = ∅
{(BRU

B,b,c, A
RU
B,b,c), (B

LD
B,b,c, A

LD
B,b,c)}, if ARUB,b,c ⊆ G and ALDB,b,c ⊆ G

{(BLD
B,b,c, A

LD
B,b,c)}, if ARUB,b,c * G and ALDB,b,c ⊆ G

{(BRU
B,b,c, A

RU
B,b,c)}, if ARUB,b,c ⊆ G and ALDB,b,c * G

{(∅, ∅)}, if ARUB,b,c * G and ALDB,b,c * G

To summaries what a pair (B∗, A∗) in SB,b,c can represent

B∗ = ∅. Then either the input b or c is a ∅ or the block b cannot move in one of its
directions due to the boundaries of the grid.

B∗ = {∅}. The block b can move freely in one of its directions.

B∗ = {b1, ..., bk} with for any j ∈ {1, ..., k} : bj 6= ∅. The block b can move in one of its
directions but is obstructed by the blocks b1, ..., bk.

Now that we have defined a method for determining the (at most two) possible sets of
blocks that prevent a block b ∈ B from moving to the first possible position where b does
not overlap with a set of grid spaces c ∈ 2[1,6]×[1,6] anymore, we want to combine these
possible sets for multiple blocks from B because the combinations of these sets represent
the needed moves to clear a set of grid spaces with multiple blocks on them. Take for
example the board B of Puzzle 715 shown in Figure 11. On this board we have two blocks
F and G that need to leave the set of grid spaces βB to make room for block I. We have

SB,F,βB = {({D}, {(4, 2), (4, 3)}), ({J}, {(4, 5), (4, 6)})}
SB,G,βB = {({D}, {(5, 1), (5, 2), (5, 3)})}

Combining this gives

{(B∗F ∪B∗G, A∗F ∪ A∗G) | (B∗F , A
∗
F ) ∈ SB,F,βB , (B∗G, A∗G) ∈ SB,G,βB}

= { ({D}, {(4, 2), (4, 3), (5, 1), (5, 2), (5, 3)}),
({D, J}, {(4, 5), (4, 6), (5, 1), (5, 2), (5, 3)}) }.

From this point on we could continue using blocks D and J . The only addition is that we
need to keep track of which blocks we have already mentioned. This will prevent loops.

Definition 4.7 (Tree of a board )
Given a valid board B = (x, y) for a given puzzle P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l), its graph
DP = (V,A), an integer i ∈ N+ and a 3-tuple u = (Mu, Bu, Au, ) where both Mu

and Bu are subsets of B and where Au is a set of grid spaces. The set of blocks Mu

represents the already mentioned blocks. The set of blocks Bu represents the blocks
that currently prevent some blocks from Mu from moving to the grid spaces Au. So
the blocks in Bu are (partially) located on the grid spaces Au.

Assume that Bu is the set of blocks {b1, ..., bk} where a bi with i ∈ {1, ..., k} may be the
∅. Define for this given tuple u a subsequents set Cu of 3-tuples (M∗, B∗, A∗) where
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both M∗ and B∗ are subsets of B and where A∗ is a set of grid spaces, namely

M∗ = Mu ∪Bu, B∗ =
k⋃
i=1

Bi\Mu, A∗ =
k⋃
i=1

Ai,

where for each i ∈ {i, .., k} the pair (Bi, Ai) is chosen from SB,bi,Au , i.e. (Bi, Ai) is either
equal to (BRU

B,bi,Au
, ARUB,bi,Au

), (BLD
B,bi,Au

, ALDB,bi,Au
), ({∅}, ∅) or (∅, ∅). So the set M∗ ⊆ B

represents the updated mentioned blocks. B∗ ⊆ B represents a possible set of blocks
that prevent the blocks in Bu from moving to the grid spaces Au but without the blocks
that were mentioned before, and A∗ ∈ 2[1,6]×[1,6] represents the new positions of blocks
in B∗, where they no longer prevent the blocks in Bu from moving to the grid spaces
Au.

Now assume that Bu = ∅. Then define Cu as {(Mu ∪Bu, ∅, ∅)}.

The set Cu for 3-tuple u is therefore defined as

Cu :=


{(Mu ∪Bu, ∅, ∅)}, if Bu = ∅

{(Mu ∪Bu,

k⋃
i=1

Bi\Mu,
k⋃
i=1

Ai) | (Bi, Ai) ∈ SB,bi,Au}, otherwise.

A 3-tuple v = (Mv, Bv, Av) is called a child of u = (Mu, Bu, Au) if v ∈ Cu. Also u is
called the parent of v in this case.

Next let Br = {b ∈ B | αB(b)∩βB 6= ∅} ⊂ B be the set of blocks on the right of the red
block br. Define the 3-tuple rB as rB = ({br}, Br, βB). Note that rB has a form similar
to the 3-tuple u defined above.

The 3-tuple rB represents the root of the tree. Next, to define for each i ∈ N recursively
the following sets.

VB,1 := {rB}, AB,1 := ∅
VB,j := {v = (Mv, Bv, Av) | v is a child of some u ∈ VB,j−1}, if 1 < j ≤ i

AB,j := {(u, v) | v ∈ VB,j is a child of u ∈ VB,j−1}, if 1 < j ≤ i

The arcs in AB,j are the arcs between vertices in VB,j−1 and there children in VB,j. Then
define the i-leveled tree TB,i = (VTB,i

, ATB,i
) as a rooted tree with root rB and

VTB,i
:=

i⋃
j=1

VB,j, ATB,i
:=

i⋃
j=1

AB,j.

Here, the level of a vertex v ∈ VTB,i
is the smallest value of j ∈ {1, ..., i} such that

v ∈ VB,j.

Next, we will define the tree heuristics.
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Definition 4.8 (Tree heuristics)
Given a puzzle P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l), its graph DP = (V,A), and an integer i ∈ N.
The heuristic function hTi : V → N is defined as:

hTi (B) :=


0, if B = Bt or i = 0

min{|Mv ∪Bv| | v = (Mv, Bv, Av) a vertex at level i of otherwise

the i-leveled tree TB,i = (VTB,i
, ATB,i

)}

Note that the tree heuristics are defined such that hT0 ≡ 0 and that from i ≥ 1 the
i-leveled trees are used.

Before we prove that the tree heuristics are consistent we will look at some properties of
the tree heuristics.

Lemma 4.3 Given a puzzle P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l), its graph DP = (V,A), an integer
i ∈ N, and the heuristic function hTi : V → N defined in Definition 4.8. The heuristic hTi
has the following properties:

(1) : If i = 0, then: hTi ≡ 0, which implies that when used in A∗ search algorithm it

performs as Dijkstra’s algorithm

(2) : If i = 1, then: hTi = h, where h is the heuristic defined in Definition 4.5

(3) : ∀i ∈ N : hTi ≤ hTi+1.

Proof of Lemma 4.3. (1): Trivial. By Definition 4.8 hTi = 0 if i = 0.

(2): Take an arbitrary board B for puzzle P . If B = Bt then hT1 (B) = 0 = h(B). Now
assume that B 6= Bt. Take the i-leveled tree TB,1 = (VTB,1

, ATB,1
) with root rB as defined

in Definition 4.7. Then

hT1 (B) = min{|Mv ∪Bv| | v = (Mv, Bv, Av) ∈ VTB,1
a vertex at level 1}

= min{|Mv ∪Bv| | v = rB}
= |{b ∈ B | αB(b) ∩ βB 6= ∅} ∪ {br}|
= |{b ∈ B | αB(b) ∩ βB 6= ∅}|+ 1 = h(B)

(3): Since hTi is non-negative for any i ≥ 1 and hT0 ≡ 0, we know hTi ≤ hTi+1 is true for
i = 0.
Next take an arbitrary i ≥ 1 and an arbitrary board B for puzzle P . If B = Bt then
hTi (B) = hTi+1(B) = 0.
Now assume that B 6= Bt. Take the i-leveled tree TB,i = (VTB,i

, ATB,i
) and the i+1-leveled

tree TB,i+1 = (VTB,i+1
, ATB,i+1

) defined in Definition 4.7 used by hTi and hTi+1. By Definition
4.7, we know that the tree TB,i is a subgraph of TB,i+1 and therefore we that each vertex
v of TB,i+1 with level i + 1 is a child of a vertex u of TB,i with level i. Note that by
Definition 4.7, we know that for any parent u = (Mv, Bv, Av) we have

∀ v = (Mv, Bv, Av) with v child of u : Mu ∪Bu = Mv ⊆Mv ∪Bv.
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This implies

hTi (B) = min{|Mv ∪Bv| | v = (Mv, Bv, Av) ∈ VTB,i
a vertex at level i}

≤ min{|Mv ∪Bv| | v = (Mv, Bv, Av) ∈ VTB,i+1
a vertex at level i+ 1}

= hTi+1(B).

Then by Definition 3.3, we have that hTi ≤ hTi+1 �

Consistency

To prove that our heuristics hTi are consistent we need to prove that the heuristic values
of neighbouring boards do not differ by more than the cost of moving between them. We
conjecture that this is true (in Conjecture 4.4 below), but were so far unable to prove it.
We do present some experimental evidence for this conjecture in Section 6.4 .

Conjecture 4.4 Given a valid board B1 = (x1, y1) for a given puzzle P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l),
its graph DP = (V,A), an integer i ≥ 2 and a board B2 = (x2, y2) ∈ V which is one move
away from B1 with block b ∈ B the moved block.

We claim that
hTi (B1) ≤ hTi (B2) + 1.

Under the assumption that Conjecture 4.4 is true we can prove that our heuristics hTi (B)
are consistent heuristics for each i ∈ N.

Lemma 4.5 Given a puzzle P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l), its graph DP = (V,A), the constant
cost function c ≡ 1, and an integer i ∈ N. The heuristic hTi defined in Definition 4.8 is
consistent.

Proof of Lemma 4.5 assuming Conjecture 4.4. Take an arbitrary board B1 = (x1, y1) ∈
V . Take an arbitrary child B2 = (x2, y2) ∈ V of B1. We will cover three cases: i = 0, i = 1
and i > 1.

Case 1: i = 0 : By Definition 4.8, we know that hTi (B1) = hTi (B2) = 0. Therefore:

hTi (B1) = 0 ≤ 1 + 0 = c((B1,B2)) + h(B2),

which implies by Definition 3.2 that hT0 is consistent.

Case 2: i = 1 : By Lemma 4.3, we know that hT1 = h where h is the heuristic defined
in Definition 4.5. By Lemma 4.1, we know h is consistent, therefore hT1 is also consistent.

Case 3: i > 1 : Note that B1 6= Bt, as B2 is a child of B1 and Bt has no children. So
from now on assume that B1 6= Bt. If B2 = Bt we know that B1 is an unblocked board and
hTi (B2) = 0. Since B1 is an unblocked board we know that {b ∈ B | αB2(b)∩βB2 6= ∅} = ∅
and therefore tree TB,i only contains the root rB1 . This means that that hTi (B1) =
|{br}| = 1. So

hTi (B1) = 1 ≤ 1 + 0 = c((B1,B2)) + h(B2).

Now assume that B2 6= Bt.
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By Conjecture 4.4 we know

hTi (B1) ≤ hTi (B2) + 1 since c((B1,B2)) = 1

= c((B1,B2)) + hTi (B2).

So in all cases:
hTi (B1) ≤ c((B1,B2)) + hTi (B2),

which implies, by Definition 3.2, that hTi , for i ≥ 0, is consistent.

�

Similarly under the assumption that Conjecture 4.4 is true we can state the following
corollary.

Corollary 4.6 Given a puzzle P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l), its graph DP = (V,A), the constant
cost function c ≡ 1, an integer i ∈ N, and the heuristic function hTi : V → N defined in
Definition 4.8. If a Bs-Bt path in DP exists, then A∗ will find a shortest Bs-Bt path using
hTi , i.e. a minimum sequence of moves that solves the puzzle.

Proof of Corollary 4.6 assuming Conjecture 4.4. By Lemmas 4.5 and 4.3, Conjecture 4.4
and Definition 4.8 we know that hTi is consistent and that hTi (Bt) = 0. Then by Theorem
3.10 and the assumption that a Bs-Bt path in DP exists, we conclude that A∗ is guaranteed
to find a shortest Bs-Bt path. �

Now that we converted our puzzles to graphs and defined several consistent heuristics we
can define a UnblockMe® model.
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5 Experiment

In this chapter we will construct a model to solve puzzles using the A∗ search algorithm
proposed in Algorithm 8 with the defined heuristics in Definitions 4.5 and 4.8.

5.1 UnblockMe® model

In this section we will create model that solves any given UnblockMe® puzzle P =
(B, br, xs, ys, d, l).
In Section 4.2 we proposed a graph representation for P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l), denoted by
DP = (V,A). This model will not require the graph DP = (V,A) but only the puzzle P .

Implicitly, the A∗ search algorithm still uses graph DP , but it is generated while A∗ is
applied. This prevents us from generating boards that we most likely will not use. In the
model, each time we visit a board B in DP we generate a list of all boards that are one
move away from B (see Definition 4.3). Then we remove the already visited boards from
this list. The leftover boards are then added to our queue with the proper priority.

5.1.1 Consistency

In Section 4.3, we showed how to prove Lemma 4.5 if Conjecture 4.4 would be true. To
support Conjecture 4.4 we will add a validity check into our model. Each time when we
visit a board B in DP , we will check if all its neighbouring boards satisfy the claim of
Definition 3.2. If this is always true for the boards in a big dataset, then this provides
experimental evidence for Conjecture 4.4. We will see if this is true for our dataset
in Section 6.4. Similarly, the fact that A∗ yields the same length of a shortest path
as Dijkstra’s algorithm for all boards in the dataset provides experimental evidence for
Corollary 4.6.

5.1.2 Implementation

The implementation is not an important part of this report, therefore the in-depth ex-
planation of the model is given in Appendix A. The programming code of the model is
given in Appendix B.

Algorithm 9 is an application of the A∗ algorithm, shown in Algorithm 8. It uses two
lists Lq and Lv instead of the labels “Visited” and “Unvisited”. These lists Lq and Lv are
called the comparison lists of our model. We need such comparison lists because each
time we generate new boards we need to compare the new boards to the boards currently
in the queue Lq and the already visited boards Lv.

We also introduce some functions on boards B. The functions UnblockedBoard, Cre-
atePath, and GenerateChildrenBoards to determine if B is an unblocked board, gen-
erate a path P as in Algorithm 2, and create new boards one move away from B
respectively. Again, a more detailed description can be found in Appendix A. The
Line 26 of Algorithm 9 validates consistency.

Finally, we observe that our Algorithm 9 has a complexity of O(|V |2). This is an awful
complexity in comparison to Algorithm 8. This is due to the fact that checking if a board
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is already visited or in the queue is equivalent to comparing it to every element of the lists
Lq and Lv. Since the size of Lq and Lv depends on V , we need at most |V | comparisons,
and therefore O(|V |) time.

Note that O(|V |2) is the worst case complexity. The algorithm does not actually generate
all vertices in V , but only a subset of the vertices accessible from the starter boards Bs,
so in practice the worst case complexity is not attained.

Algorithm 9: UnBlockMe model using a Fibonacci heap
Input: A puzzle P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l) and heuristic function h
Output: Board B, ordered list of boards P and a list of boards Lv or false. // If false

then puzzle is unsolvable or h is inconsistent. Otherwise it returns

the unblocked board B, a shortest Bs-B path P, and a list of all

visited boards Lv.

1 Function UnblockMeSolver(Bs):
2 Define H as a Fibonacci min-heap and Lq and Lv as a List. . O(1)
3 Define f as s function that will map boards to integers. . O(1)
4 Let Bs = (xs, ys) be the starter board with f(Bs) = 0.
5 enqueue Bs to H with priority f(Bs) + h(Bs). . O(1)
6 append Bs to Lq. . O(1)
7 while H not empty do . O(|V |)
8 dequeue-min B from H based on priority. . O(log |V |)
9 remove B from Lq and append B to Lv. . O(1)

10 if B.UnblockedBoard() then
/* We have found solution, so gather information and stop */

11 P = CreatePath(Bs,B). . O(|V |)
12 return B,P ,Lv. . O(1)

13 end
14 Let Lc = B.GenerateChildrenBoards(). . O(1) be a list

15 for all B̂ ∈ Lc do . O(1)

16 if Lv does not contains B̂ then . O(|V |)
17 if Lv contains B̂ then . O(|V |)
18 if f(B̂) > f(B) + 1 then . O(1)

19 Set f(B̂) = f(B) + 1. . O(1)

20 decrease-key B̂ in H to priority f(B̂) + h(B̂). . O(1)

21 end

22 else

23 Let f(B̂) = f(B) + 1. . O(1)

24 enqueue B̂ to H with f(B̂) + h(B̂). . O(1)
25 append B to Lq. . O(1)

26 if |h(B)− h(B̂)| > 1 then . O(1)
/* h is not consistent */

27 return false

28 end
. O(1)

29 end

30 end

31 end

32 end
33 return false. . O(1)

34 end
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5.1.3 Hash table as comparison list

The solution to our comparison problem is to use a different data structure from the list
as our comparison lists. The structure we will use is the hash table data structure. This
solution will not decrease the worst-case complexity, but will decrease the average-case
running time.

Hash table

A hash table T is an effective data structure for implementing dictionaries. Although
searching for an element in a hash table of size n can take as long as searching for an
element in a list, Θ(n) time in the worst case, in practice, hashing performs extremely
well. Under reasonable assumptions, the average time to search for an element in a hash
table is O(1). A hash table requires for each element that needs to be stored in the table
a corresponding key to this element. The table then uses a hash function to compute
an index from this key. This element is then stored in a list at this index. In this way,
we only have to check if the list is empty on the given index to know if this element is
contained in the hash table. So our hash table T is, in fact, a order list of fixed size, i.e.
T = (t1, ..., tm) where for i ∈ {1, ..,m} : ti can be empty or filled.

Ideally, the hash table will assign each element with its key to a unique index on the
ordered list (so the hash function is injective). Most hash table designs use an imperfect
hash function, which might cause hash collisions where the hash function generates the
same index for more than one element. Such collisions must be accommodated in some
way. The solution is allowing more than one element on each index, i.e. the T becomes a
ordered list of fixed size filled with lists i.e. T = (L1, ..., Lm) where for i ∈ {1, ..,m} : Li
a list. This method is called chaining [11]. Instead of refer to T as a ordered list of lists
we use the term sequence of list. The lists in our sequence T are called sublists. So if
we want to know if an element E with its computed index e ∈ {1, ...,m} is contained in
T , this method requires us to compare all the elements in the sublist Le with E. But if
we make our sequence big enough, the number of elements of each sublist of each index
decreases and therefore the number of comparisons decreases. A hash table using the
chaining method is shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Example of hash table with chaining

In our case we want to store boards in our hash table T . For this we need to determine
a key for each board, a hash function to turn this key into an index, and the size of the
hash table.

Key and hash function

First, we discuss how our model will compare two boards. This is done by comparing
the coordinates of the same blocks in both boards. If all the coordinates are the same
the boards are the same. Since each block b has a direction, one of the coordinates
never changes. If d(b) = “Hor” then y coordinate is the same in each board and if
d(b) = “V er” then x coordinate is the same in each board. So we only have to check one
of the two coordinates based on the direction. With this fact, we can argue that each
combination of coordinates of the blocks is a unique board situation. So if we convert
each combination of coordinates to unique numbers, we can create a unique number for
every board situation, given a set of blocks on the board. With this, we would have a
unique key for each board. To construct these keys we use the “concatenation” operation,
denoted by ⊕. This operation pastes integers together, so for example 1 ⊕ 2 ⊕ 5 = 125.
Since all coordinates are smaller or equal to 6, by concatenating coordinates, each board
situation is associated with a unique number.

Given a puzzle P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l), its graph DP = (V,A) and an arbitrary board
B = (x, y) ∈ V where we assume B = {b1, ..., bk}. Fix an order for the blocks b1, ..., bk
in B and let B̄ = (b1, ..., bk) be the corresponding ordered k-tulpe. Let Bh = {b ∈
B | d(b) = “Hor”} be the set of horizontally moving blocks of B. Then define the
injective key function k : V → N as

k(B) :=
⊕
b∈B̄

x(b)1Bh
(b) + y(b)(1− 1Bh

(b)),

where 1bh is the indicator function of set Bh defined as
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1Bh
(b) :=

{
1, if b ∈ Bh

0, if b /∈ Bh

Take for example the board B of Puzzle 715 shown in Figure 11. Here
B̄ = (A,B,C,D,E, F,G,H, I, J, L,K) and Bh = {A,D,E, I, J,K}. Then we get

k(B) = 112423342365.

Note that computing the key for any board B ∈ V takes O(1) time.

Now to store the boards in a hash table T = (L1, ..., Lm) using this key, we need a hash
function that turns any key k into an index i ∈ {1, ...,m}. For this we just used the
modulo function. So defined the hash function t : V → N as

t(B) := k(B) mod m.

The following Theorem from [10] tells us about the time complexity of the modulo func-
tion, where the notation |a|2 represents the number of bits used by integer a ∈ N.

Theorem 5.1 (Theorem 3.3 from [10]) Let a and b be arbitrary integers.

� We can compute a+ b and a− b in O(|a|2 + |b|2).

� We can compute a · b in O(|a|2 · |b|2).

� If b 6= 0, we can compute the quotient q := ba
b
c and the reminder r := a mod b in

time O(|b|2 · |q|2).

Note that for any a ∈ N : |a|2 ≤ log2(a) and O(|b|2 · |q|2) is significantly less than the
bound O(|a|2 · |b|2).

In our case b = m and a = k(B). The function k is bounded by the maximum number
of blocks in a board. In a 6 × 6 grid there can be at most 3 · 6 = 18 blocks of length 2.
Therefore when board B is a board of puzzle P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l) such that B consist
of 18 boards, then it can occur that the biggest value k will be returned for board B. If
it happens, depends on the order of B̄. For any board B = (x, y) and any b ∈ B we know
that x(b) ≤ 5 and y(b) ≤ 5. Therefore we know that for any board B = (x, y) and any B̄
of puzzle P we have

k(B) ≤ 5⊕ 5⊕ 5⊕ 5⊕ 5⊕ 5⊕ 5⊕ 5⊕ 5⊕ 5⊕ 5⊕ 5⊕ 5⊕ 5⊕ 5⊕ 5⊕ 5⊕ 5

= 555555555555555555.

The value m can be bounded by |V |, because there will never be more boards stored
than |V |. This gives that the time to compute t(B) for any board B takes at most
O(log 555555555555555555 · log |V |) = O(60 · log |V |) = O(log |V |) time.

So to append a board to a hash table T of size m has a worst-case complexity of
O(log |V |). The average-case complexity will probably be Ω(1), because m will never be
bigger than 555555555555555555.
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Hash table size

The only thing left to determine is the size m of our hash table T because T is equal to
sequence of lists of size m, i.e. T = (L1, ..., Lm) where L1, ..., Lm are lists of boards. In
theory, these lists have no maximum length, but in practice we would like them to be as
short as possible to decrease the number of comparisons.

First, we want to see what effect the size of the table (the size of the sequence of lists)
has on the average-case performance. The average-case performance of hashing into a
hash table T of size m depends on how well the hash function t distributes the boards
to be stored among the m lists. But for now, we shall assume that any given board is
equally likely to hash into any of the m lists, independently of where any other element
has hashed to. We call this the assumption of simple uniform hashing [11].

Theorem 5.2 (Theorem 11.1 from [11]) In a hash table T of size m with n entries, in
which collisions are resolved by chaining, an unsuccessful search takes average-case time
Θ(1 + n

m
) under the assumption of simple uniform hashing.

An unsuccessful search in T for a board B means checking if T contains B, and finding
out that T does not contain B.

Theorem 5.3 (similar to Theorem 11.2 from [11]) In a hash table T of size m with n
entries, in which collisions are resolved by chaining, a successful search takes average-case
time Θ(1 + n

m
) under the assumption of simple uniform hashing.

An successful search in T for a board B means finding out that T does contain B.

In our case, we use the modulo division method in our hash function. The method does
not necessarily satisfy the simple uniform hashing assumption, but [11] advises to take a
hash table size equal to a prime not to close to a power of 2. In this way, the hashing
will be almost simple uniform.

Checking if a hash table T of size m contains a board has a worst-case complexity
of O( |V ||m|). The average-case complexity would probably be Ω(|m|) since the number of

boards added to T will probably never come close to |V |. To remove a board from a hash
table T of size m takes the same worst-case and average-case complexity as contains,
because before we remove an element from T we need to check if T contains it.

The question remains, what size do we choose? One solution is to keep resizing the table
if it gets too full. Resizing is when we increase or decrease the number of lists in the
sequence of lists. To resize a hash table T of size m to size l is to make a sequence
of empty lists of size l and append all the boards in T to this new sequence using the
functions t and k. Then assign this new sequence to T .

If we say that we resize T if it is half full, then by Theorem 5.3 we know that checking
if an element is contained in T takes Θ(1 + 1

2
) = Θ(1) time. So to remove a element

of hash table that resize or check if a hash table that resize contains a element has a
worst-case complexity of Θ(1).

Before we append a element we still need to check if we have to resize the hash table. If
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so, then the time to resize a hash table T of size m to a table of size l takes O(m log l)
time because we need to re-append all m

2
elements of T and using Theorem 5.1 it was

shown this takes worst-case O(log l) time to append to hash table of fixed size. In our
case m < l ≤ |V |.

So to append a board into a hash table T that resizes has a worst-case complexity of
O(|V | log |V |). The average-case complexity would probably be Ω(1) since the average-
case running time of appending in a fixed hash table is Ω(1) and the number of boards
added to T will probably never come close to |V | and therefore we do not have to resize
that often.

This gives us the following operations complexity for a hash table with a fixed size and
a hash table that resizes.

Operations Worst-case complexity Average-case

T with fixed size m

Append O(log |V |) Ω(1)

Contains O( |V ||m|) Ω(|m|)
Remove O( |V ||m|) Ω(|m|)

T that resizes

Append O(|V | log |V |) Ω(1)

Contains Θ(1) Θ(1)

Remove Θ(1) Θ(1)

Table 2: Results of different models on dataset D0 with hT0

So in theory a hash table that resize preforms better than a hash table with a fixed size.
In Section 6.3 we will validate this using a dataset of puzzles.

This class of hash tables is given in Algorithm 10.
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Algorithm 10: Hash table as comparison list

Class Compare Hash Table:
Input: A integer m and string t

// m determines the starts size of the hash table and the string t
determines if hash table resizes or not.

Let l1, ..., lm be empty lists of pairs. Let L = (l1, ..., lm) be sequence of lists of size m.
Notation: |l| (or |L|) denotes number of elements of any list l (or sequence L). L[i]

denotes list at i ∈ {1, ..., |L|} index of any sequence of list L. ‖L‖ =
|L|∑
i=1

|L[i]| where L is

sequence of lists, i.e. ‖L‖ represent to number of entries.

Function append((Board B,Integer K)):

if ‖L‖ > |L|
2 and t = “Resize” then

resize()

end
Add (B,K) to list L[K mod |L|].

end
Function resize():

Make copy L̂ of L. Clear L.
Add nextPrime(|L|) empty lists of
pairs to the back of sequence L, i.e.
|L| =nextPrime(|L|).
foreach i ∈ {0, ..., |L̂|} do

foreach pair (B̂, K̂) in L̂[i] do

append((B̂, K̂)).
end

end

end
Function nextPrime(Integer n):

return prime p such that p is closest prime
to 2n.

end

Function get((Board B,Integer K)):

foreach pair (B̂, K̂) in L[K mod |L|]
do

if B̂ == B then return B̂.
end
return null ;

end
Function remove((Board B,Integer K)):

Board B̂ = get(B,K).
if B̂ != null then

Remove (B̂,K) from list L[K
mod |L|].

end

end
Function contains((Board B,Integer
K)):

Board B̂ = get(B,K).
if B̂ == null then return False.
else return True.

end

end

Now we can update the algorithm to include hash tables. In Algorithm 11 the imple-
mentation of using a hash table that resizes is shown. The average-case complexity of
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Algorithm 11 is Ω(|V | log |V |).

Algorithm 11: UnBlockMe model using hash tables and a Fibonacci heap
end Input: A puzzle P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l) and heuristic function h
Output: Board B, ordered list of boards P and hash table of boards Tv or false. // If

false then puzzle is unsolvable or h is inconsistent. Otherwise it

returns the unblocked board B, a shortest Bs-B path P, and a hash

table of boards Lv.

2 Function UnblockMeSolver(Bs):
3 Define H as a Fibonacci min-heap. . O(1)
4 Define f as a function that will map boards to integers. . O(1)
5 Define Tq as a hash table with size m = 13 and t = “Resize”. . O(1)
6 Define Tv as a hash table with size m = 13 and t = “Resize”. . O(1)
7 Let Bs = (xs, ys) be the starter board with f(Bs) = 0.
8 enqueue Bs to H with priority f(Bs) + h(Bs). . O(1)
9 append Bs with key k(Bs) to Tq. . Ω(1)

10 while H not empty do . O(|V |)
11 dequeue-min B from H based on priority. . O(log |V |)
12 remove B from Tq. . Θ(1)
13 append B with key k(B) to Tv. . Ω(1)
14 if B.UnblockedBoard() then

/* We have found solution, so gather information and stop */

15 P = CreatePath(Bs,B). . O(|V |)
16 return B,P ,Tv. . O(1)

17 end
18 Let Lc = B.GenerateChildrenBoards(). . O(1)

19 for all B̂ ∈ Lc do . O(1)

20 if Tv does not contains B̂ then . Θ(1)

21 if Tq contains B̂ then . Θ(1)

22 if f(B̂) > f(B) + 1 then . O(1)

23 Set f(B̂) = f(B) + 1. . O(1)

24 decrease-key B̂ in H with priority f(B̂) + h(B̂). . O(1)

25 end

26 else

27 Let f(B̂) = f(B) + 1. . O(1)

28 enqueue B to H with f(B̂) + h(B̂). . O(1)

29 append B̂ to key k(B̂) to Tq. . Ω(1)

30 if |h(B)− h(B̂)| > 1 then
/* h is not consistent */

31 return false

32 end

33 end

34 end

35 end

36 end
37 return false. . O(1)

38 end

5.1.4 Hash Table as queue

In addition to using the hash table as a comparison list, we could use an adjusted hash
table as a priority queue instead of a normal list or heap. To do this we need a key, a hash
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function and a method for determining the size. First define the key function q : V → N
as

q(B) := g(B) = f(B) + h(B)

where g, f, and h are the functions defined in Sections 2.2.2 and 3.2. If we use the hash
function t defined in the previous paragraph and a hash table that resizes when a key
is larger than the size of the table, we have a hash table where we the boards on each
sublist have the same g value. If we now want a board with the smallest g value we take
the sublist with the smallest index that is not empty and take its first board.

In addition, we add the rule that if a board is an unblocked board then we add it to the
front of the sublist. If it is not an unblocked board we add it to the back of the sublist.
This rule makes sure we follow the end-tie rule from Section 3.2.4.

This class of hash tables is given in Algorithm 12.

Algorithm 12: Hash table as priority queue

Class Queue Hash Table:
Let l1 be a empty list of pairs. Let L = (l1) be sequence of lists of size 1.
Let n = 0.
Notation: |l| (or |L|) denotes number of elements of any list l (or sequence L). L[i]

denotes list at i ∈ {1, ..., |L|} index of any sequence of list L. ‖L‖ =
|L|∑
i=1

|L[i]| where L is

sequence of lists, i.e. ‖L‖ represent to number of entries.

Function enqueue((Board B,Integer K)):
if K > |L| then

Add K − |L| empty lists of pairs to
back of sequence L, i.e. |L| = K.

end
if B is final board then

Add (B,K) to front of list L[K].
else

Add (B,K) to back of list L[K].
end

end

Function updateIndex():
while |L[n]| == 0 and |L| > 0 do

n = n + 1.
end

end
Function dequeue-min():

updateIndex.
Let (B,K) be first pair of list L[n].
Remove (B,K) from L[n].
return board B.

end

Function decrease-key((Board B,Integer K,Integer K ′)):
/* K is new key and K ′ is old key */

remove (B,K ′) from L[K ′].
enqueue((B,K)).

end

end
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6 Results

In this chapter, we first discuss the dataset we will use. After this, we discuss the
performances of the different heuristics.

6.1 Data

In [2] and [14] the hardness of a 6 × 6 Rush Hour® puzzle game are discussed. The
Unblock Me® puzzle is based on the physical Rush Hour® puzzle game. In Rush hour®,
the goal is to free a red car from a big traffic jam with other cars. The other cars in the
traffic jam are of size 2 or 3 and can move in one direction. In Figure 14 the Rush Hour®

puzzle game is shown.

Figure 13: The Rush Hour® puzzle game

In both [2] and [14], they determined the number of possible solvable puzzles for the game
Rush Hour®. The game structure of the Unblock Me® and Rush Hour® is exactly the
same and therefore we can use studies by [2] and [14].

A solvable puzzle is a puzzle where a sequence of moves can free the red block (or car). The
study by [Collette200] found 29.8 · 109 solvable boards of which 10 ∗ 109 are unblocked
boards. The study [14] is a followup research on the study by [Collette200], found
31501642578 > 29.8 · 109 solvable board of which 10275383941 > 10 ∗ 109 are unblocked
boards. By definition of a puzzle in Section 4.2, we know that each of these boards also
represents a puzzle and from this point onwards, we will refer to puzzles instead of boards.

Both [2] and [14] used the term “cluster”. A cluster C is a network of puzzles P =
(B, br, xs, ys, d, l) where the starter boards of each puzzle in C are accessible from each
other. This means that for any two puzzles P1 and P2 in C their graphs DP1 and DP2 are
identical, i.e. DP1 = DP2 . This means that given a puzzle P we can compute its cluster
C. Instead of storing 3.1 · 109 puzzles in a database which is space consuming, one could
store one puzzle from each cluster. Then one could easily recompute the entire cluster.
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A puzzle P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l) with its graph DP = (V,A) for a given cluster C is called
the hardest puzzle of C if the distance from Bs = (xs, ys) to Bt ∈ V is bigger or equal
than any other puzzle in C. Note that multiple puzzles in C can be called the hardest
puzzle of C.

Sadly we could not find the database created by [2] and [14]. Then we found the site [8].
The person that made this site is a programmer that was wondering how many possible
puzzles there exist for a 6 × 6 Rush Hour game. On the site [8] it also references the
article [14].

On the site [8] we found a database with 402493 clusters. The total number boards in
these clusters are 1788585931. The set of 1788585931 puzzles given by site [8] is smaller
than the set of 31501642578 puzzles calculated by [14]. It is only 5.7% of 31501642578.
This is probably because site [14] used the following rules to compute the database.

1. No row may be completely filled with horizontal blocks and no column may be
completely filled with vertical blocks.

2. No horizontal blocks may appear on the red blocks row except for the red block
itself.

3. There should only be one database entry per cluster

4. Database entries should be fully ”unsolved” - they cannot be made any harder by
moving pieces around.

5. Database entries should be ”minimal” - each block in the puzzle is important.
Removing any block will alter the solution.

6. The database should be complete - any cluster that satisfies the above rules should
be included.

Rules 3 and 4 state that each cluster is represented by one of its hardest puzzles.

From each cluster, we use the hardest puzzle in our models discussed in Chapter 5. So in
total we will solve 402493 puzzles. Note that while solving each puzzle we will probably
visit a big part of its cluster.

6.2 Data analysis

First, we analyse the given data and see if they represent a various group of puzzles.
Denote this dataset as D. Each data entry in D has three variables: the hardest puzzle,
the shortest path size of the hardest puzzle, and the cluster size.

The first two things we check for each puzzle P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l) with its graph DP
is the number of blocks, i.e. |B|, and the length of the shortest path from Bs to Bt. In
Figure 14 this is shown using a histogram. The top one shortest path size and the bottom
one the number of blocks.
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Figure 14: Histograms of number of block and size of shortest path

From Figure 14 we can conclude that hard puzzles (20+ moves) are rare. The hardest
puzzle we found has a shortest path of 48 moves. In Figure 15 we take a look at the
cluster sizes. The minimum size is 5 and the maximum size is 541934.

Figure 15: Histogram of cluster size

Overall we can say that our dataset D does represent a various set of puzzles based on
the number of blocks, the shortest path size and the cluster size.
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6.3 Comparing the different models

In Chapter 5 multiple models were proposed that solve all puzzles in the same way (the
same boards are visited) but might do it in different running times. In this section, we
will compare the running time of nine different models. We need this information to
choose the fastest model, with respect to the running time, and compare the heuristics.
We will use three different priority queues, in short PQ, and three different comparison
lists, in short CL,

Priority queues (PQ) : Comparision lists (CL) :

List (Lq) List (Lc)

Heap (H) Hash table of fixed size (Tf )

Hash table as queue (Tq) Hash table that resizes (Tr)

Performing all models on dataset D is not feasible, because after a quick test we found
out that to solve a puzzle using any model takes on average 900 milliseconds. Performing
this for nine different models and five different values for i would take approximately 218
days.

Therefore we choose to make a dataset D0 that is a subset of D such that all data entries
in D0 have a shortest path size larger than 40 or a cluster size larger than 100000. We
do this because we expect that these entries in D will take the longest to solve. This
size of this D0 is 401. It took in total about 5 hours to solve all the puzzle in D′ for all
nine models. This performance was obtained on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4690K CPU @
3.50GHz while using 4G of RAM.

In Table 3 the results are shown. Here heuristic hT0 (so Dijkstra’s Algorithm) was used
to get these results.

The columns that show the average number of generated and visited boards show that
each of the models do in fact visit the same boards. The column giving the running time
shows which model performs best.
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Models Average number of Average number of Average running

PQ CL generated boards visited boards time (ms)

Lq Lc 18038.825436 11427.379052 10993.506234

H Lc 18038.825436 11427.379052 10529.384040

Tq Lc 18038.825436 11427.379052 10565.391521

Lq Tf 18038.825436 11427.379052 971.326683

H Tf 18038.825436 11427.379052 418.760599

Tq Tf 18038.825436 11427.379052 418.650873

Lq Tr 18038.825436 11427.379052 963.062344

H Tr 18038.825436 11427.379052 418.211970

Tq Tr 18038.825436 11427.379052 417.703242

Table 3: Results of different models on dataset D0 with hT0

In Figure 16 these results are shown in a box plot. In the right figure of Figure 16 the
outliers where removed to give a better figure.

Figure 16: Box plot of running time on dataset D0

From the results on dataset D0 we can argue that the model with the hash table as priority
queue (Tq) and the resizing hash table as comparison list (Tr) are our best option. From
this point we will be using this model.

We can also observe that the hash table for the comparison list decreases the average
running time immensely. The difference between a hash table that resizes or one that
has a fixed size is minimal.

6.4 Analysis of the heuristics

In this section, we will discuss if we found experimental proof that our tree heuristics are
consistent and what kind of effect the heuristic hTi has on the number of boards visited
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and the average running time using different i ∈ N. We will use the model Tq-Tr and
take i ∈ {0, ..., 5}. We stopped at i = 5 because then we expected that the tree defined
in Definition 4.7 will stop finding new blocks. It took about 22 hours to solve all puzzles
in D on model Tq-Tr with hTi for i ∈ {0, ..., 5}. This performance was obtained on an
Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4690K CPU @ 3.50GHz while using 4G of RAM.

In Section 5.1.1 we proposed a validity check to see if our tree heuristics are consistent.
During the 22 hours we never violated this validity check, i.e. at no point we had that
the heuristic values of neighbouring boards differ by more than 1. This provides solid
experimental support for Conjecture 4.4 and therefore for Lemma 4.5 and Corollary 4.6.

We are left to determine the number of boards we checked. In column “Average per-
centage of clusters generated” of Table 4 shows what (average) percentage of a cluster is
generated per integer i. This means that the shown percentage of the boards also satis-
fies the claim for consistency. By definition of the cluster, we know that every cluster is
distinct and therefore we find that for x% (see column “Percentage of cluster generated”
of Table 4) of the original 1788585931 boards have been checked. So for 715434371 (40%
of the 1788585931) boards the heuristic hT2 is consistent and for 608119216 ( 34%of the
1788585931) boards the heuristic hT5 is consistent.

Model: Tq-Tr Average number of Average cluster Average percentage of

Heuristic generated boards (GB) size (CS) cluster generated (GB
CS

)

hT0 1791.50 4443.76903 56%

hT1 = h 1327.64 4443.76903 47%

hT2 1039.30 4443.76903 40%

hT3 884.41 4443.76903 36%

hT4 856.12 4443.76903 35%

hT5 849.38 4443.76903 34%

Table 4: Result of different heuristics on dataset D

Based on the percentage shown in Table 4 our Conjecture 4.4 is remains true.

Next will look at the performances of the tree heuristics. In Table 5 some results are
shown. In this case, we are most interested in the number of visited boards and the
running time. The column “Average number of visited boards” shows that for a higher
i the average number of boards visited decreases, this is in agreement with the property
∀i ∈ N : hTi ≤ hTi+1 from Lemma 4.3. The column average running time indicates that the
complexity from the heuristic is probably Ω(i), i.e. the heuristic is getting more complex
with a greater i, but time average running time grows linearly with respect to i.
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Model: Tq-Tr Average number of visited Average running time (ms)

Heuristic boards and percentage versus hT0 and percentage versus hT0

hT0 1411.22 - 41.90 -

hT1 = h 989.92 70% 27.73 64%

hT2 711.92 50% 22.45 54%

hT3 568.52 40% 21.75 52%

hT4 539.11 38% 23.51 56%

hT5 532.39 38% 24.15 58%

Table 5: Result of different heuristics on dataset D

In the top figure of Figure 17 the histogram of the number of visited boards is shown. It
shows the probability of certain amount of visited boards accruing. In the bottom figure
of Figure 17 the outliers where removed to give a better figure. Figure 17 shows that for a
higher i the probability of visiting less boards because higher. This is again in agreement
with the property ∀i ∈ N : hTi ≤ hTi+1 from Lemma 4.3.

Figure 17: Histograms of number of visited board on dataset D

In Figure 18 we plotted per i a scatter plot of the number of visited board versus the
running time. Each plot also shows a regression line of the point on the plot. In the last
plot called “Regression lines” the regression line from each plot is shown. Here we see
that the regression line of hT3 has the lowest slope. This means that per visited board we
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use the least amount of time. Therefore we know that hT3 finds a good balance between
the number of visited boards and running time.

Figure 18: Number of visited board versus running time on dataset D
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7 Conclusion, discussion and future research

In this chapter, we will give a conclusion about the results, a discussion about the report
itself and some notes about future research.

7.1 Conclusion

In Section 4.3 we tried to prove that our tree heuristics hTi are consistent. Due to the
complexity of the heuristics we were not able to do this. Therefore Conjecture 4.4 was
stated.

Using the results from Section 6.4, we find that all the boards that where generated satisfy
Conjecture 4.4. Depending on the heuristic hTi we generated (and therefore checked for
consistency) between 715434371 and 608119216 boards. This is equivalent to between
2.271% and 1.930% of all solvable boards found by [14]. Since we did not check every
possible board we cannot say with certainty that hTi is consistent for i ∈ {0, ..., 5}, but
we do not have any evidence that says otherwise. In Section 3.2.6 we have seen that even
if our tree heuristics would be inconsistent, it is not surprising that these heuristics are
an effective and time-saving option.

We can also conclude that the heuristic hT3 is the best option, because hT3 has the best
balance between the number of visited boards and running time. This was one of our goals
outlined in Chapter 1. We do advise to not use a i ≥ 4 due to the lack of improvement
in the number of boards visited and the increase in running time.

The running times obtained in our experiment seem to suggest that the tree heuristics
have a linear complexity, i.e. complexity of the tree heuristics are Ω(i).

The different priority queues are responsible for a change in the performance of the
algorithm. The implementation of the heap or hash table decrease the average running
time with around 400 milliseconds. Because the hash table was easier to implement
compared to a Fibonacci heap, we would advise to use the hash table. Note that the
hash table only works on this specific case, so if one would like a general version of the
A∗ search algorithm we advise to use a Fibonacci heap.

The introduction of the hash table as a comparison list also resulted in an improved
performance. The implementation of the hash table cut the average running time by
around 90%. This implementation was essential for being able to deal with such a big
dataset.

7.2 Discussion and future research

In Section 4.3 we were not successful in proving that our tree heuristics are consistent.
Even though we provided experimental evidence, it would be even more interesting to
provide a mathematical proof. We leave this as a possible direction for further research

Next we discuss why the dataset D was used. The reason that our original dataset D
only has 5.678% of the total number of solvable board is because this subset contains all
the interesting boards. With interesting boards we mean the board we would find in the
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Unblock Me® application. Therefore, if one would use this algorithm to make a solver
for the application Unblock Me®, we know high probability that this solver finds the
solution with minimum moves for any puzzle in the Unblock Me® application.

In the report, the exact complexity of the tree heuristics has not been determined, but
we estimated them to be Ω(i). We thought about increasing the value of i even more,
since then we would get a better view on the relation between i and the running time.
However since the values of our tree heuristics are bounded by the number of blocks in
the puzzle, we know that for higher i, the tree and therefore the heuristic value do not
change. So for greater values of i the heuristic values will be the same. Therefore the
results of such a test would not be useful to determine the exact complexity of the tree
heuristics.

The proposed heuristic in this report performed very well (a reduction in the number of
visited boards by 65%), it might be interesting to find similar heuristics for other games.
One of the games we found is the “15-puzzle” game. The “15 puzzle” game is part of a
family of games called “n puzzle” games (15 and 8 are the best know variants). These
games are sliding puzzles that consist of a frame of numbered square tiles in random
order with one tile missing. The goal is to slide the squares into the correct order. See
Figure 19 for an example of the “8 puzzle” and the “15 puzzle” game.

A simple heuristic that could be used, is to count for each tile the Manhattan distance
to its correct place and adding up these distances. The Manhattan distance dM of the
two points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) is dm((x1, y1), (x1, y1)) = |x1 − x2|+ |y1 − y2|.

Figure 19: “8 puzzle” and the “15 puzzle” game
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Appendices

A A: Extended simulation description

This chapter is a more detail explanation of the models description in Section 5.1.2. Here
we will talk about the the boards in a puzzle are represented.

In Section 4.2 we defined a boards B = (x, y) for a given puzzle P = (B, br, xs, ys, d, l)
as a pair of functions x and y. These function maps the x and y coordinate of any
b ∈ B to a integer value on [1, 6]. In programming languages, this is not a practical way
of defining boards. The first idea for a representation of a board is a 6 × 6 matrix M
filled with integer, where each integer represents a block on the board. Together with
a table of properties for each block we have well-divided board. See Figure 20 for this
representation.

↔

BlockList

Name Xcor Ycor Xsize Ysize Dir Type

-1/A 0 3 2 1 “Hor” “Red”

2/B 3 3 1 2 “Ver” “Brown”

3/C 4 2 1 2 “Ver” “Brown”

4/D 3 5 2 1 “Hor” “Brown”

5/E 2 1 2 1 “Hor” “Brown”

6/F 4 0 2 1 “Hor” “Brown”

↔


0 0 0 4 4 0
0 0 0 2 0 0
−1 −1 0 2 3 0
0 0 0 0 3 0
0 0 5 5 0 0
0 0 0 0 6 6


Figure 20: A Unblock Me® puzzle representation

We found that even do this representation is well defined it did not perform well in the
simulation. To check if a block could move required too much operation which made the
model very slow. It took on average about 30 seconds to solve a puzzle.

Then [8] gave us the idea to use bitboards to represent each boards.

Definition A.1 (Bitboard [1])
A bitboard is a specialized bit array data structure commonly used in computer
systems that play board games, where each bit corresponds to a game board space
or piece. This allows parallel bitwise operations to set or query the game state, or
determine moves or plays in the game.

Bits in the same bitboard relate to each other by the rules of the game, often forming
a game position when taken together. Bitboards are a more efficient alternative board
representation to the traditional mailbox representation, where each piece of space on
the board is an array element.

Computers are made to perform bit operations so this is done really fast. The notation
of the operation we used are shown in Table 6.
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Operations notations
Bitwise OR ‖
Bitwise AND &
Bitwise XOR ∧
Bitwise Complement ∼
Signed right shift operator >>
Unsigned right shift operator >>>
Signed left shift operator <<
Unsigned left shift operator <<<

Table 6: Notation for bit operations used

Define the function bB that converts a block b ∈ B to a bitboard representation of b on
board B. Then we can represent a board B by bitboards as B = (BB,HB,VB,AB) where

BB := {bB(b) | b ∈ B\{br}}

HB := &
b∈Bh

bB(b), where Bh = {b ∈ B | d(b) = “Hor”}

VB := &
b∈Bv

bB(b), where Bv = {b ∈ B | d(b) = “V er”}

AB := bB(br).

This is shown in Figure 21.
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↔

BB =

{

Block B
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

Block E
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

Block C
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

Block F
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1

Block D
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

}

AB =
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

HB =
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 1

VB =
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

Figure 21: A Unblock Me® puzzle representation

Now we can check if if a bitboard b ∈ BB represent a horizontal block is by

b & HB == 0.

Next define the bitboards Ci,j where i, j ∈ [1, 6] and j ≤ i as the bitboard where the
i column (starting from left) till the i − j + 1 column are filled with ones. Define the
bitboard Ri,j where i, j ∈ [1, 6] and j ≤ i as the bitboard where the i row (starting from
bottom) till the i− j + 1 row are filled with ones. In figure 22 examples are shown.

C1,1

1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0

C3,1

0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0

C5,2

0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 1 1 0

R1,1

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1

R2,2

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1

R6,3

1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

Figure 22: Examples of bitboards Ci,j and Ri,j
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Define the function c as the functions that given a bitboard b returns that number of
ones in bitboard b. Then we can check if a bitboard b ∈ BB which represent a horizontal
board can move i grid spaces to the left is done by

c((b >> i) & ∼ Ci,i & ∼ (HB & VB)) == min(i, c(b))

And to the right by

c((b << i) & ∼ C6,i & ∼ (HB & VB)) == min(i, c(b))

Then we can check if a bitboard b ∈ BB which represent a vertical board can move i grid
spaces up is done by

c(((b & ∼ R6,i) << 6 · i) & ∼ (HB & VB)) == min(i, c(b))

And down by

c(((b & ∼ Ri,i) >> 6 · i) & ∼ (HB & VB)) == min(i, c(b))

With our new definition of B we made the functions UnblockedBoard and GenerateChil-
drenBoards. These are shown in Algorithms 13 and 14.

Algorithm 13: UnblockedBoard
Input: A Board B = (BB,HB,VB,AB).
Output: true or false. // based on if red block is in front of exit

Notation: [x]2 is 6× 6 bitboard with x one most right side. Example:

[101]2 = 000000000000000000000000000101

[1]2 = 000000000000000000000000000001

[101100]2 = 000000000000000000000000001011

Function UnblockedBoard:
Let b = Exitbitboard() be bitboard.
return b & ∼ (HB & VB) == b;

end
Function Exitbitboard():

Let b1 = [1]2 and b2 = [11]2 be bitboards.
Let i = 1 be integer.
if AB == b2 then return 0.
while (b2 << i) 6= (AB >> 6 · 3) do

b1 = b1 ‖ ([1]2 << i).
i = i + 1.

end
return b1 << 6 · 3.

end
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Algorithm 14: GenerateChildrenBoards
end Function Input: A Board B = (BB,HB,VB,AB).
Output: A list of boards Lb.
Function GenerateChildrenBoards():

Let Lc be a list of boards.
for all b ∈ BB ∪ {AB̂} do

if b & HB > 0 then
Let j = 1 be integer.
while c((b >> j) & ∼ Cj,j & ∼ (HB & VB)) == min(j, c(b)) do

Let B̂ be copy of B and b̂ ∈ BB̂ ∪ {AB̂} such that b̂ = b .
Set b̂ = b >> j.
Set HB̂ = HB̂ & ∼ b ‖ b̂.

Add B̂ to Lc.
end
Let j = 1.
while c((b << j) & ∼ C6,j & ∼ (HB & VB)) == min(j, c(b)) do

Let B̂ be copy of B and b̂ ∈ BB̂ ∪ {AB̂} such that b̂ = b .
Set b̂ = b << j.
Set HB̂ = HB̂ & ∼ b ‖ b̂.

Add B̂ to Lc.
end

end
if b & VB > 0 then

Let j = 1 be integer.
while c(((b & ∼ R6,i) << 6 · i) & ∼ (HB & VB)) == min(i, c(b)) do

Let B̂ be copy of B and b̂ ∈ BB̂ such that b̂ = b .
Set b̂ = b << 6× j.
Set VB̂ = VB̂ & ∼ b ‖ b̂.

Add B̂ to Lc.
end
Let j = 1.
while c(((b & ∼ Ri,i) >> 6 · i) & ∼ (HB & VB)) == min(i, c(b)) do

Let B̂ be copy of B and b̂ ∈ BB̂ such that b̂ = b .
Set b̂ = b >> 6× j.
Set VB̂ = VB̂ & ∼ b ‖ b̂.

Add B̂ to Lc.
end

end

end
return Lc.

end
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B B: UnblockMe Model Code

1 package bep;

2
3 import java.util.ArrayList;

4 import java.util.Arrays;

5 import java.util.HashSet;

6 import java.util.Iterator;

7 import java.util.List;

8 import java.util.Set;

9 import javafx.util.Pair;

10 import java.util.concurrent.TimeUnit;

11
12 /**

13 * @date 03 -08 -2020

14 * @author Tim Houthuijs 0960493

15 *

16 */

17 public class BEP {

18
19 public static final int PQ_FibonnaciHeap = 3;

20 public static final int PQ_List = 2;

21 public static final int PQ_HashTable = 1;

22 public static final int CL_List = 4;

23 public static final int CL_HashTable_Resize = 13;

24 public static final int CL_HashTable_Fixed = 1543;

25 public static final int n = 6;

26
27 public static void main(String [] args) {

28 // Import boards:

29 // String [] StringsOfBoards = ... // import data

30
31 // Get results of single board:

32 // Board B = StringToBoard(StringsOfBoards [0], n);

33 // Results r = UnblockMeModel(B,1,1, CL_HashTable_Resize);

34
35 // perform many simuliation to compare models:

36 // CompareModels ();

37
38 // perform many simuliation to compare heuristics:

39 // CompareHeuristics ();

40 }

41
42 public static void CompareModels () {

43 String [] Boards = ... // import data

44 int[] clusterSizes = ... // import data

45 int[] pathSize = ... // import data

46 for (int i = 0; i < Boards.length; i++) {

47
48 ArrayList <Results > resultsList = new ArrayList <>();

49 String stringBoard = Boards[i];

50 Board B = StringToBoard(stringBoard , n);

51
52 int[] PQs = new int[]{ PQ_List , PQ_FibonnaciHeap , PQ_HashTable };

53 int[] CLs = new int[]{ CL_List , CL_HashTable_Fixed , CL_HashTable_Resize };

54
55 for (int PQ : PQs) {

56 for (int CL : CLs) {

57 B.cleanBoard ();

58 resultsList.add(UnblockMeModel(B, 0, PQ , CL).extraInfo(watch.ronde(), stringBoard , clusterSize[i],

ModelToName(PQ) + "-" + ModelToName(CL)));

59
60 }

61 }

62 // Export data!

63 }

64 }

65
66 public static void CompareHeurstic () {

67 String [] Boards = ... // import data

68 int[] clusterSizes = ... // import data

69 int[] pathSize = ... // import data

70 for (int i = 0; i < Boards.length; i++) {

71 ArrayList <Results > resultsList = new ArrayList <>();

72 String stringBoard = Boards[i];

73 Board B = StringToBoard(stringBoard , n);

74
75 int s = 6;

76 for (int j = 0; j < s; j++) {

77 B.cleanBoard ();

78 resultsList.add(UnblockMeModel(B, j, PQ_FibonnaciHeap , CL_HashTable_Resize).extraInfo(watch.ronde(),

stringBoard , clusterSize[i], ModelToName(PQ_FibonnaciHeap) + "-" + ModelToName(CL_HashTable_Resize), pathSize[i])

);

79
80 }

81 // Export data!

82 }

83 }

84
85 // Model

86 static Results UnblockMeModel(Board starterBoard , int I, int PriorityQueueType , int ComparisonListType) { // input

our starter board and a integer for our heurisitc

87 DataStructure PQ, CL_q , CL_v;
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88 switch (PriorityQueueType) {

89 case PQ_FibonnaciHeap:

90 PQ = new FibonacciHeap ();

91 break;

92 case PQ_List:

93 PQ = new CustomList ();

94 break;

95 case PQ_HashTable:

96 PQ = new HashTable(PQ_HashTable);

97 break;

98 default:

99 PQ = new HashTable(PQ_HashTable);

100 }

101 switch (ComparisonListType) {

102 case CL_List:

103 CL_q = new CustomList ();

104 CL_v = new CustomList ();

105 break;

106 case CL_HashTable_Fixed:

107 CL_q = new HashTable(CL_HashTable_Fixed);

108 CL_v = new HashTable(CL_HashTable_Fixed);

109 break;

110 case CL_HashTable_Resize:

111 CL_q = new HashTable(CL_HashTable_Resize);

112 CL_v = new HashTable(CL_HashTable_Resize);

113 break;

114 default:

115 CL_q = new HashTable(CL_HashTable_Resize);

116 CL_v = new HashTable(CL_HashTable_Resize);

117 }

118 boolean ControlConsistency =true;

119
120 starterBoard.GeneratedInfo(I); // generated H, check if unblocked board , set priority

121
122 starterBoard.setKey(PQ.enqueue(starterBoard));// enqueue first board and return key (if heap used)

123
124 CL_q.add(starterBoard); // add first board to CL of queue

125
126 Board currentBoard = starterBoard; //must be defined before the whileloop

127
128 while (PQ.size() > 0) {

129 currentBoard = PQ.dequeueMin (); // get board with lostest f value

130
131 CL_q.remove(currentBoard);

132 CL_v.add(currentBoard);

133
134 if (currentBoard.unblocked) {

135 // check if currentboard is a final board , if so stop whileloop

136 //But since our given data only consist of solvable boards this never happens

137 break;

138 }

139 ArrayList <Board > childrenBoards = currentBoard.GeneratedChildren (); // generated the children of current

board

140
141 for (Board B : childrenBoards) {

142 Board sameBoard; // this will represent the corresponding board in L_q or L_v

143 if (( sameBoard = CL_q.get(B)) != null) { //in H

144 if (( currentBoard.f + 1) < sameBoard.f) {

145 sameBoard.setF(currentBoard.f + 1);

146 sameBoard.updatePriority ();

147 sameBoard.setParent(currentBoard);

148 currentBoard.children.add(sameBoard);

149
150 PQ.decreaseKey(sameBoard.getHeapKey (), sameBoard);

151 }

152 continue;

153 }

154 if (( sameBoard = CL_v.get(B)) != null) { //skip because visited

155 continue;

156 }

157 B.GeneratedInfo(I); // generated H, check if unblocked board , set priority

158 B.setKey(PQ.enqueue(B));// enqueue board and return key (if heap used)

159 CL_q.add(B); //add new board to Q

160 currentBoard.children.add(B);

161 if(Math.abs(currentBoard.h-B.h) >1){

162 ControlConsistency = false;

163 }

164 }

165 childrenBoards.clear();

166 }

167 return new Results(starterBoard , GeneratedPath(starterBoard , currentBoard), currentBoard.f + 1, I, CL_v.size()

+ CL_q.size(), CL_v.size(),ControlConsistency);

168 }

169
170 // Extra Functions. Most are bast on how to one imports data

171 static ArrayList <Board > GeneratedPath(Board B_s , Board B_t) { // returns B_s -B_t path

172 ArrayList <Board > Path = new ArrayList <>();

173 Path.add(B_t);

174 if (B_t.ParentBoard == null) {

175 return Path;

176 }

177 Board B_p = B_t.ParentBoard;

178 while (B_p.compare(B_s) == false) {

179 Path.add(0, B_p);

180 B_p = B_p.ParentBoard;
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181 }

182 Path.add(0, B_s);

183 return Path;

184 }

185
186 static public Board StringToBoard(String str , int n) {

187 int NumberOfBlocks = NumberOfDifferentChar(str);

188 long Allbitboard = 0L;

189 long Horbitboard = 0L;

190 long Verbitboard = 0L;

191 long Redbitboard = 0L;

192 long Exitbitboard = 0L;

193 long[] Brownbitboard = new long[NumberOfBlocks - 2];

194 char[] letters = new char[NumberOfBlocks - 2];

195 int k = 0;

196 int l = str.length ();

197 char[] chars = str.toCharArray ();

198 for (int i = 0; i < l; i++) {

199 if (chars[i] != ’o’) {

200 char c = chars[i];

201 long bitboard = 1L << i;

202 int jmax = i;

203 for (int j = i; j < l; j++) {

204 if (chars[j] == c) {

205 jmax = j;

206 bitboard |= 1l << j;

207 chars[j] = ’o’;

208 }

209 }

210 bitboard = Long.reverse(bitboard) >>> 28;

211 if (jmax - i < n) { //so horizontal

212 Horbitboard |= bitboard;

213 } else {

214 Verbitboard |= bitboard;

215 }

216 if (c == ’A’) {// redblock

217 Redbitboard |= bitboard;

218 } else {

219 Brownbitboard[k] |= bitboard;

220 letters[k] = c;

221 k++;

222 }

223
224 Allbitboard |= bitboard;

225 }

226 }

227 Board b = new Board(n, (Allbitboard), (Horbitboard), (Verbitboard), (Redbitboard), Brownbitboard , letters);

228 return b;

229 }

230
231 static public int NumberOfDifferentChar(String str) {

232 // Create an array of size 256 and count every character in it

233 int NO_OF_CHARS = 256;

234 int[] count = new int[NO_OF_CHARS ];

235
236 /* Count array with frequency of characters */

237 int i;

238 for (i = 0; i < str.length (); i++) {

239 if (str.charAt(i) != ’o’) {

240 count[(int) str.charAt(i)]++;

241 }

242 }

243 int n = i;

244
245 // Print characters having count more than 0

246 int counter = 0;

247 for (i = 0; i < count.length; i++) {

248 if (count[i] > 0) {

249 counter ++;

250 }

251 }

252 return counter + 1;

253 }

254
255 public static String ModelToName(int i) {

256 switch (i) {

257 case PQ_FibonnaciHeap:

258 return "H";

259 case PQ_List:

260 return "L";

261 case PQ_HashTable:

262 return "HT";

263 case CL_List:

264 return "L";

265 case CL_HashTable_Fixed:

266 return "HTF";

267 case CL_HashTable_Resize:

268 return "HTR";

269 default:

270 return "?";

271 }

272 }

273
274 public final class Board {

275
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276 public long Allbitboard; // H + V

277 public long Horbitboard;

278 public long Verbitboard;

279 public long Redbitboard;

280 public long Exitbitboard;

281 public long[] Brownbitboard;

282 public int n;

283 public int m;

284 public int f;

285 public int h = -1;

286 public boolean unblocked = false;

287 public double priority;

288 public Board ParentBoard;

289 public FibonacciHeap.Entry heapKey = null;

290 public int indexHashTablePQ = 0;

291 public int exitHight = 3;

292
293 public Board(int n, long All , long Hor , long Ver , long Red , long[] Brown , char[] l) { // constructor for

starter board

294 this.Allbitboard = All;

295 this.Horbitboard = Hor;

296 this.Verbitboard = Ver;

297 this.Redbitboard = Red;

298 this.Brownbitboard = Brown;

299 this.n = n;

300 this.f = 0;

301 this.l = l;

302 this.ParentBoard = this;

303 this.h = -1;

304 this.priority = 0;

305 generatedExitBitBoard ();

306 }

307
308 public Board(Board parent , long All , long Hor , long Ver , long Red , long[] Brown , long Exit) {

309 this.Allbitboard = All;

310 this.Horbitboard = Hor;

311 this.Verbitboard = Ver;

312 this.Redbitboard = Red;

313 this.Brownbitboard = Brown;

314 this.n = parent.n;

315 this.f = parent.f + 1;

316 this.l = parent.l;

317 this.ParentBoard = parent;

318 this.priority = 0;

319 this.exitHight = parent.exitHight;

320 this.Exitbitboard = Exit;

321
322 }

323
324 public int numberOfBlocks () {

325 return Brownbitboard.length + 1; // brown + 1 red block

326 }

327
328 public void cleanBoard () { //set value of board to starter value. ONLY use on starterboard.

329 this.f = 0;

330 this.h = -1;

331 this.ParentBoard = null;

332 this.heapKey = null;

333 this.unblocked = false;

334 this.children.clear();

335 }

336
337 public void GeneratedInfo(int I) {

338 this.unblocked = isFinal ();

339 GeneratedHeuristicValue(I);

340 priority = h + f;

341 }

342
343 public void updatePriority () {

344 priority = h + f;

345 }

346
347 public double getPriority () {

348 return priority;

349 }

350
351 public void setF(int i) {

352 f = i;

353 }

354
355 public String getHashFunction () {

356 return Long.toBinaryString(Horbitboard) + Long.toBinaryString(Verbitboard);

357 }

358
359 public void setKey(FibonacciHeap.Entry entry) {

360 this.heapKey = entry;

361 }

362
363 public void setParent(Board b) {

364 this.ParentBoard = b;

365 }

366
367 public FibonacciHeap.Entry getHeapKey () {

368 if (heapKey == null) {

369 return null;
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370 }

371 return heapKey;

372 }

373
374 public boolean compare(Board b2) {

375 return this.Horbitboard == b2.Horbitboard && this.Verbitboard == b2.Verbitboard;

376 }

377
378 public ArrayList <Board > GeneratedChildren () {

379 ArrayList <Board > children = new ArrayList <Board >();

380 for (int i = 0; i < Brownbitboard.length; i++) {

381 long bitboard = Brownbitboard[i];

382 int lenghtblock = bitCount(bitboard);

383 if (( bitboard & Horbitboard) > 0) { // bitboard is horizontal

384 int j = 1;

385 while (bitCount(bitboard >> j & Inverse(getColumn(j, j)) & Inverse(Allbitboard)) == Math.min(j,

lenghtblock)) {//check rechts

386 // create board

387 long[] newBrownbitboard = new long[Brownbitboard.length ];

388 for (int k = 0; k < newBrownbitboard.length; k++) {

389 newBrownbitboard[k] = Brownbitboard[k];

390 }

391 long newAllbitboard = (Allbitboard & Inverse(bitboard)) | (bitboard >> j);

392 long newHorbitboard = (Horbitboard & Inverse(bitboard)) | (bitboard >> j);

393 newBrownbitboard[i] = (bitboard >> j);

394 Board newBoard = new Board(this , newAllbitboard , newHorbitboard , Verbitboard , Redbitboard ,

newBrownbitboard , Exitbitboard);

395 children.add(newBoard);

396 j++;

397 }

398 j = 1;

399 while (bitCount(bitboard << j & Inverse(getColumn(n, j)) & Inverse(Allbitboard)) == Math.min(j,

lenghtblock)) {//check links

400 // create board

401 long[] newBrownbitboard = new long[Brownbitboard.length ];

402 for (int k = 0; k < newBrownbitboard.length; k++) {

403 newBrownbitboard[k] = Brownbitboard[k];

404 }

405 long newAllbitboard = (Allbitboard & Inverse(bitboard)) | (bitboard << j);

406 long newHorbitboard = (Horbitboard & Inverse(bitboard)) | (bitboard << j);

407 newBrownbitboard[i] = (bitboard << j);

408 Board newBoard = new Board(this , newAllbitboard , newHorbitboard , Verbitboard , Redbitboard ,

newBrownbitboard , Exitbitboard);

409 children.add(newBoard);

410 j++;

411 }

412
413 }

414 if (( bitboard & Verbitboard) > 0) { // bitboard is vertical

415 int j = 1;

416 while (bitCount ((( bitboard & Inverse(getRow(n, j))) << n * j) & Inverse(Allbitboard)) == Math.min(

j, lenghtblock)) {//check boven

417 // create board

418 long[] newBrownbitboard = new long[Brownbitboard.length ];

419 for (int k = 0; k < newBrownbitboard.length; k++) {

420 newBrownbitboard[k] = Brownbitboard[k];

421 }

422 long newAllbitboard = (Allbitboard & Inverse(bitboard)) | (bitboard << (n * j));

423 long newVerbitboard = (Verbitboard & Inverse(bitboard)) | (bitboard << (n * j));

424 newBrownbitboard[i] = (bitboard << (n * j));

425 Board newBoard = new Board(this , newAllbitboard , Horbitboard , newVerbitboard , Redbitboard ,

newBrownbitboard , Exitbitboard);

426 children.add(newBoard);

427 j++;

428 }

429 j = 1;

430 while (bitCount ((( bitboard & Inverse(getRow(j, j))) >> n * j) & Inverse(Allbitboard)) == Math.min(

j, lenghtblock)) {//check beneden

431 // create board

432 long[] newBrownbitboard = new long[Brownbitboard.length ];

433 for (int k = 0; k < newBrownbitboard.length; k++) {

434 newBrownbitboard[k] = Brownbitboard[k];

435 }

436 long newAllbitboard = (Allbitboard & Inverse(bitboard)) | (bitboard & Inverse(getRow(j, j)))

>> n * j;

437 long newVerbitboard = (Verbitboard & Inverse(bitboard)) | (bitboard & Inverse(getRow(j, j)))

>> n * j;

438 newBrownbitboard[i] = (bitboard & Inverse(getRow(j, j))) >> n * j;

439 Board newBoard = new Board(this , newAllbitboard , Horbitboard , newVerbitboard , Redbitboard ,

newBrownbitboard , Exitbitboard);

440 children.add(newBoard);

441 j++;

442 }

443 }

444 }

445 // redblock

446 long bitboard = Redbitboard;

447 int lenghtblock = bitCount(bitboard);

448 int j = 1;

449 while (bitCount(bitboard >> j & Inverse(getColumn(j, j)) & Inverse(Allbitboard)) == Math.min(j,

lenghtblock)) {//check rechts

450 // create board

451 long[] newBrownbitboard = new long[Brownbitboard.length ];

452 for (int k = 0; k < newBrownbitboard.length; k++) {

453 newBrownbitboard[k] = Brownbitboard[k];
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454 }

455 long newAllbitboard = (Allbitboard & Inverse(bitboard)) | (bitboard >> j);

456 long newHorbitboard = (Horbitboard & Inverse(bitboard)) | (bitboard >> j);

457 long newRedbitboard = (Redbitboard & Inverse(bitboard)) | (bitboard >> j);

458 long newExitbitboard = Exitbitboard >> j;

459 Board newBoard = new Board(this , newAllbitboard , newHorbitboard , Verbitboard , newRedbitboard ,

newBrownbitboard , newExitbitboard);

460 children.add(newBoard);

461 j++;

462 }

463 j = 1;

464
465 while (bitCount(bitboard << j & Inverse(getColumn(n, j)) & Inverse(Allbitboard)) == Math.min(j,

lenghtblock)) {//check links

466 // create board

467 long[] newBrownbitboard = new long[Brownbitboard.length ];

468 for (int k = 0; k < newBrownbitboard.length; k++) {

469 newBrownbitboard[k] = Brownbitboard[k];

470 }

471 long newAllbitboard = (Allbitboard & Inverse(bitboard)) | (bitboard << j);

472 long newHorbitboard = (Horbitboard & Inverse(bitboard)) | (bitboard << j);

473 long newRedbitboard = (Redbitboard & Inverse(bitboard)) | (bitboard << j);

474 long newExitbitboard = Exitbitboard << j | nBits(j);

475 Board newBoard = new Board(this , newAllbitboard , newHorbitboard , Verbitboard , newRedbitboard ,

newBrownbitboard , newExitbitboard);

476 children.add(newBoard);

477 j++;

478 }

479 return children;

480 }

481
482 public int bitCount(long i) {

483 return Long.bitCount(i);

484 }

485
486 public long getRow(int row , int size) {

487 long l1 = 1L;

488 long l2 = 1L;

489 for (int i = 1; i < n; i++) {

490 l1 += l2 << i;

491 }

492 l2 = l1;

493 for (int i = 1; i < row; i++) {

494 l1 = l1 << n;

495 if (i < size) {

496 l1 += l2;

497 }

498
499 }

500 return l1;

501 }

502
503 public long getColumn(int col , int size) {

504 long l1 = 1l;

505 for (int i = 1; i < n - col + size; i++) {

506 l1 = l1 << 1;

507 if (i < size) {

508 l1 += 1l;

509 }

510 }

511 long l2 = l1;

512 for (int i = 1; i < n; i++) {

513 l1 += l2 << i * n;

514 }

515 return l1;

516 }

517
518 public long Inverse(long bitboard) {

519 long l1 = new Long((int) Math.pow(2, 31));

520 return ~bitboard ^ l1 << (n * n);

521 }

522
523 public long bitboardExit () {

524 return Exitbitboard << n * exitHight;

525 }

526
527 public void generatedExitBitBoard () {

528 int zeros = (int) Long.numberOfTrailingZeros(Redbitboard);

529 Exitbitboard = nBits(zeros % n);

530 exitHight = (int) Math.floor(zeros / n);

531 }

532
533 public long nBits(int n) {

534 long l1 = 0l;

535 for (int i = 0; i < n; i++) {

536 l1 |= 1l << i;

537 }

538 return l1;

539 }

540
541 public void GeneratedHeuristicValue(int I) {//TODO

542 if (h < 0) {

543
544 if (I <= 0) {

545 h = 0;
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546 }

547 if (I == 1) {

548 h = bitCount(Allbitboard & bitboardExit ()) + 1;

549 }

550 if (I > 1) {

551
552 long coordinatesInFrontOfExit = bitboardExit ();

553 Pair <Set <Long >, Long > firsBlockAndCor = new Pair <>(new HashSet <>(Arrays.asList(Redbitboard)),

coordinatesInFrontOfExit);

554 Tree T = new Tree(this , firsBlockAndCor);

555
556 Set <Long > nextblocks = new HashSet <>();

557 long newcoordinates = 0L;

558 for (int i = 0; i < Brownbitboard.length; i++) {

559 long bitboard = Brownbitboard[i];

560 if (( coordinatesInFrontOfExit & bitboard) > 1) {

561 nextblocks.add(bitboard);

562 newcoordinates += coordinatesInFrontOfExit & bitboard;

563 }

564 }

565 Pair <Set <Long >, Long > firstchild = new Pair <>(nextblocks , newcoordinates);

566 Set <Long > movedblocks = new HashSet <>( nextblocks);

567 movedblocks.add(Redbitboard);

568 List <Tree.Node > newNodes = new ArrayList <>();

569 Tree.Node secondnode = new Tree.Node(firstchild , movedblocks , T.root);

570 T.root.children.add(secondnode);

571 newNodes.add(secondnode);

572 for (int i = 1; i < I && newNodes.size() > 0; i++) { // number of iterations based on input I

573 List <Tree.Node > newerNodes = new ArrayList <>();

574 for (Tree.Node node : newNodes) {

575 if (!node.BlocksAndCors.getKey ().isEmpty ()) {

576 List <Pair <Set <Long >, Long >> newchildren = possibleMoves(node.BlocksAndCors , node.

movedblocks);

577 for (Pair <Set <Long >, Long > child : newchildren) {

578 movedblocks = new HashSet <>(node.movedblocks);

579 movedblocks.addAll(child.getKey ());

580 Tree.Node newnode = new Tree.Node(child , movedblocks , node);

581 node.children.add(newnode);

582 newerNodes.add(newnode);

583 }

584 }

585 }

586 newNodes.clear();

587 newNodes = newerNodes;

588 }

589 int i = Integer.MAX_VALUE;

590 Tree.Node smallestleaf = T.root;

591 for (Tree.Node leaf : T.getLeafsTree ()) {

592 if (leaf.movedblocks.size() < i) {

593
594 i = leaf.movedblocks.size();

595 smallestleaf = leaf;

596 }

597 }

598 h = i;

599 }

600 }

601 }

602
603 public List <Pair <Set <Long >, Long >> possibleMoves(Pair <Set <Long >, Long > bitboardBlocksAndCor , Set <Long >

movedblocks) {

604 List <List <Pair <Set <Long >, Long >>> set = new ArrayList <>();

605 for (long block : bitboardBlocksAndCor.getKey ()) {

606 set.add(new ArrayList <>());

607 List <Pair <Set <Long >, Long >> list = set.get(set.size() - 1);

608 Pair <Set <Long >, Long > RU = B_RU(block , bitboardBlocksAndCor.getValue ());

609 Pair <Set <Long >, Long > LD = B_LD(block , bitboardBlocksAndCor.getValue ());

610 if (!RU.getKey ().isEmpty ()) { // there are blocks

611 for (Iterator <Long > it = RU.getKey ().iterator (); it.hasNext ();) {

612 long bitboard = it.next();

613 if (movedblocks.contains(bitboard)) {

614 it.remove ();

615 }

616 }

617 list.add(RU);

618 }

619 if (!LD.getKey ().isEmpty ()) { // there are blocks

620 for (Iterator <Long > it = LD.getKey ().iterator (); it.hasNext ();) {

621 long bitboard = it.next();

622 if (movedblocks.contains(bitboard)) {

623 it.remove ();

624 }

625 }

626 list.add(LD);

627 }

628 if (list.isEmpty ()) {

629 list.add(new Pair <>(new HashSet <>(), 0L));

630 }

631 }

632 // compute Cartesian product

633 List <List <Pair <Set <Long >, Long >>> children = cartesianProduct(set);

634 // adjust this product

635 List <Pair <Set <Long >, Long >> adjustedChildren = adjustCartesianProduct(children);

636 return adjustedChildren;

637 }
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638
639 public Pair <Set <Long >, Long > B_RU(long bitboard , long coordinates) { // rechts en boven

640 Set <Long > newBlocks = new HashSet <>();

641 long newcoordinates = 0L;

642 int lenghtblock = bitCount(bitboard);

643 int j = 1;

644 if (( bitboard & coordinates) == 0) {

645 return new Pair <>(newBlocks , newcoordinates);

646 }

647 if (( bitboard & Horbitboard) > 0) { //hor block

648 while (j <= lenghtblock) {//check rechts

649 if (bitCount(bitboard >> j & Inverse(getColumn(j, j)) & Inverse(coordinates)) == lenghtblock) {

650 // we know it can move right

651 long newlocation = bitboard >> j;

652 for (int i = 0; i < Brownbitboard.length; i++) {

653 long bitboard2 = Brownbitboard[i];

654 if (( bitboard2 & newlocation) > 0 || bitboard2 == bitboard) { //also add itself

655 newBlocks.add(bitboard2);

656 newcoordinates += newlocation & bitboard2;

657 }

658 }

659 //not need to check redblock , because redblock is check first

660 return new Pair <>(newBlocks , newcoordinates);

661 }

662 j++;

663 }

664 } else { // ver block

665 while (j <= lenghtblock) {//check boven

666 if (bitCount ((( bitboard & Inverse(getRow(n, j))) << n * j) & Inverse(coordinates)) == lenghtblock)

{

667 // we know it can move up

668 long newlocation = bitboard << n * j;

669 for (int i = 0; i < Brownbitboard.length; i++) {

670 long bitboard2 = Brownbitboard[i];

671 if (( bitboard2 & newlocation) > 0 || bitboard2 == bitboard) { //also add itself

672 newBlocks.add(bitboard2);

673 newcoordinates += newlocation & bitboard2;

674 }

675 }

676 //not need to check redblock , because redblock is check first

677 return new Pair <>(newBlocks , newcoordinates);

678 }

679 j++;

680 }

681 }

682 return new Pair <>(newBlocks , newcoordinates);

683 }

684
685 public Pair <Set <Long >, Long > B_Ld(long bitboard , long coordinates) { // links en beneden

686 Set <Long > newBlocks = new HashSet <>();

687 long newcoordinates = 0L;

688 int lenghtblock = bitCount(bitboard);

689 int j = 1;

690 if (( bitboard & coordinates) == 0) {

691 return new Pair <>(newBlocks , newcoordinates);

692 }

693 if (( bitboard & Horbitboard) > 0) { //hor block , now find area to move to

694 while (j <= lenghtblock) {//check links//

695 if (bitCount(bitboard << j & Inverse(getColumn(n, j)) & Inverse(coordinates)) == lenghtblock) {

696 // we know it can move right

697 long newlocation = bitboard << j;

698 for (int i = 0; i < Brownbitboard.length; i++) {

699 long bitboard2 = Brownbitboard[i];

700 if (( bitboard2 & newlocation) > 0 || bitboard2 == bitboard) { //also add itself

701 newBlocks.add(bitboard2);

702 newcoordinates += newlocation & bitboard2;

703 }

704 }

705 //not need to check redblock , because redblock is check first

706 return new Pair <>(newBlocks , newcoordinates);

707
708 }

709 j++;

710 }

711 } else {

712 // ver block

713 while (j <= lenghtblock) {//check beneden

714 if (bitCount ((( bitboard & Inverse(getRow(j, j))) >> n * j) & Inverse(coordinates)) == lenghtblock)

{

715 // we know it can move up

716 long newlocation = bitboard >> n * j;

717 for (int i = 0; i < Brownbitboard.length; i++) {

718 long bitboard2 = Brownbitboard[i];

719 if (( bitboard2 & newlocation) > 0 || bitboard2 == bitboard) { //also add itself

720 newBlocks.add(bitboard2);

721 newcoordinates += newlocation & bitboard2;

722 }

723 }

724 //not need to check redblock , because redblock is check first

725 return new Pair <>(newBlocks , newcoordinates);

726 }

727 j++;

728 }

729 }

730 return new Pair <>(newBlocks , newcoordinates);
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731 }

732
733 protected <T> List <List <T>> cartesianProduct(List <List <T>> lists) {

734 List <List <T>> resultLists = new ArrayList <List <T>>();

735 if (lists.size() == 0) {

736 resultLists.add(new ArrayList <T>());

737 return resultLists;

738 } else {

739 List <T> firstList = lists.get(0);

740 List <List <T>> remainingLists = cartesianProduct(lists.subList(1, lists.size()));

741 for (T condition : firstList) {

742 for (List <T> remainingList : remainingLists) {

743 ArrayList <T> resultList = new ArrayList <T>();

744 resultList.add(condition);

745 resultList.addAll(remainingList);

746 resultLists.add(resultList);

747 }

748 }

749 }

750 return resultLists;

751 }

752
753 public List <Pair <Set <Long >, Long >> adjustCartesianProduct(List <List <Pair <Set <Long >, Long >>> moves) {

754 List <Pair <Set <Long >, Long >> adjustedMoves = new ArrayList <>();

755 for (List <Pair <Set <Long >, Long >> obj1 : moves) {

756
757 Set <Long > blocks = new HashSet <>();

758 long newcoordinates = 0L;

759 for (Pair <Set <Long >, Long > obj2 : obj1) {

760 blocks.addAll(obj2.getKey ());

761 newcoordinates += obj2.getValue ();

762 }

763 adjustedMoves.add(new Pair <>(blocks , newcoordinates));

764 }

765 moves.clear ();

766 return adjustedMoves;

767 }

768 }

769
770 public class DataStructure {

771
772 public DataStructure () {

773 }

774
775 public int size() {

776 return 0;

777 }

778 // PQ functions

779
780 public FibonacciHeap.Entry enqueue(Board b) {

781 return null;

782 }

783
784 public Board dequeueMin () {

785 return null;

786 }

787
788 public void decreaseKey(FibonacciHeap.Entry e, Board B) {

789 }

790 // CL functions

791
792 public void add(Board b) {

793 }

794
795 public void remove(Board b) {

796 }

797
798 public Board get(Board b) {

799 return null;

800 }

801
802 public void type() {

803 System.out.println("Data Structure");

804 }

805 }

806
807 public class CustomList extends DataStructure {

808
809 ArrayList <Board > L;

810
811 public CustomList () {

812 this.L = new ArrayList <>();

813 }

814
815 public int size() {

816 return L.size();

817 }

818
819 public void type() {

820 System.out.println("List");

821 }

822
823 // PQ functions

824 public FibonacciHeap.Entry enqueue(Board B) {

825 L.add(B);
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826 if (B.unblocked) {

827 B.priority = -0.5;

828 }

829 return null;

830 }

831
832 public Board dequeueMin () {

833 Board Board_lowest = L.get (0);

834 double g_lowest = Board_lowest.getPriority ();

835 int j = 0;

836 for (int i = 0; i < L.size(); i++) {

837 Board B = L.get(i);

838 if (g_lowest > B.getPriority ()) {

839 Board_lowest = B;

840 g_lowest = B.getPriority ();

841 j = i;

842 }

843 }

844 L.remove(Board_lowest);

845 return Board_lowest;

846
847 }

848
849 public void decreaseKey(FibonacciHeap.Entry e, Board B) {

850 //set B to right place;

851 L.remove(B);

852 L.add(B);

853 }

854
855 // CL functions

856 public void add(Board B) {

857 L.add(B);

858 }

859
860 public void remove(Board B) {

861 L.remove(B);

862 }

863
864 public Board get(Board B) {

865 for (Board B1 : L) {

866 if (B.compare(B1)) {

867 return B1;

868 }

869 }

870 return null;

871 }

872
873 }

874
875 public final class FibonacciHeap extends DataStructure {

876
877 /**

878 * A class representing a Fibonacci heap.

879 *

880 * @param Board The type of elements to store in the heap.

881 * @author Keith Schwarz (htiek@cs.stanford.edu)

882 *

883 *

884 * Adjusted by Tim Houthuijs

885 */

886 public static final class Entry {

887
888 private int mDegree = 0; // Number of children

889 private boolean mIsMarked = false; // Whether this node is marked

890
891 private Entry mNext; // Next and previous elements in the list

892 private Entry mPrev;

893
894 private Entry mParent; // Parent in the tree , if any.

895
896 private Entry mChild; // Child node , if any.

897
898 private Board mElem; // Element being stored here

899 private double mPriority; // Its priority

900
901 /**

902 * Returns the element represented by this heap entry.

903 *

904 * @return The element represented by this heap entry.

905 */

906 public Board getValue () {

907 return mElem;

908 }

909
910 /**

911 * Sets the element associated with this heap entry.

912 *

913 * @param value The element to associate with this heap entry.

914 */

915 public void setValue(Board value) {

916 mElem = value;

917 }

918
919 /**

920 * Returns the priority of this element.
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921 *

922 * @return The priority of this element.

923 */

924 public double getPriority () {

925 return mPriority;

926 }

927
928 /**

929 * Constructs a new Entry that holds the given element with the

930 * indicated priority.

931 *

932 * @param elem The element stored in this node.

933 * @param priority The priority of this element.

934 */

935 private Entry(Board elem , double priority) {

936 mNext = mPrev = this;

937 mElem = elem;

938 mPriority = priority;

939 }

940 }

941
942 /* Pointer to the minimum element in the heap. */

943 private Entry mMin = null;

944
945 /* Cached size of the heap , so we don’t have to recompute this explicitly. */

946 private int mSize = 0;

947
948 private double n = 0;

949 private double nstep = 0.000001;

950
951 public void type() {

952 System.out.println("Fibonnaci Heap");

953 }

954
955 /**

956 * Inserts the specified element into the Fibonacci heap with the

957 * specified priority. Its priority must be a valid double , so you

958 * cannot set the priority to NaN.

959 *

960 * @param value The value to insert.

961 * @param priority Its priority , which must be valid.

962 * @return An Entry representing that element in the tree.

963 */

964 public Entry enqueue(Board B) {

965 // We add a small value n to get ‘First in, First out" rule

966 if (!B.unblocked) {

967 B.priority += n;

968 } else {

969 B.priority -= n;

970 }

971 n += nstep;

972
973 double priority = B.getPriority ();

974 checkPriority(priority);

975
976 /* Create the entry object , which is a circularly -linked list of length

977 * one.

978 */

979 Entry result = new Entry(B, priority);

980
981 /* Merge this singleton list with the tree list. */

982 mMin = mergeLists(mMin , result);

983
984 /* Increase the size of the heap; we just added something. */

985 ++mSize;

986
987 /* Return the reference to the new element. */

988 return result;

989 }

990
991 /**

992 * Returns an Entry object corresponding to the minimum element of the

993 * Fibonacci heap , throwing a NoSuchElementException if the heap is

994 * empty.

995 *

996 * @return The smallest element of the heap.

997 * @throws NoSuchElementException If the heap is empty.

998 */

999 public Entry min() {

1000 if (isEmpty ()) {

1001 throw new NoSuchElementException("Heap is empty.");

1002 }

1003 return mMin;

1004 }

1005
1006 /**

1007 * Returns whether the heap is empty.

1008 *

1009 * @return Whether the heap is empty.

1010 */

1011 public boolean isEmpty () {

1012 return mMin == null;

1013 }

1014
1015 /**
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1016 * Returns the number of elements in the heap.

1017 *

1018 * @return The number of elements in the heap.

1019 */

1020 public int size() {

1021 return mSize;

1022 }

1023
1024 /**

1025 * Given two Fibonacci heaps , returns a new Fibonacci heap that contains

1026 * all of the elements of the two heaps. Each of the input heaps is

1027 * destructively modified by having all its elements removed. You can

1028 * continue to use those heaps , but be aware that they will be empty

1029 * after this call completes.

1030 *

1031 * @param one The first Fibonacci heap to merge.

1032 * @param two The second Fibonacci heap to merge.

1033 * @return A new FibonacciHeap containing all of the elements of both

1034 * heaps.

1035 */

1036 public static FibonacciHeap merge(FibonacciHeap one , FibonacciHeap two) {

1037 /* Create a new FibonacciHeap to hold the result. */

1038 FibonacciHeap result = new FibonacciHeap ();

1039
1040 /* Merge the two Fibonacci heap root lists together. This helper function

1041 * also computes the min of the two lists , so we can store the result in

1042 * the mMin field of the new heap.

1043 */

1044 result.mMin = mergeLists(one.mMin , two.mMin);

1045
1046 /* The size of the new heap is the sum of the sizes of the input heaps. */

1047 result.mSize = one.mSize + two.mSize;

1048
1049 /* Clear the old heaps. */

1050 one.mSize = two.mSize = 0;

1051 one.mMin = null;

1052 two.mMin = null;

1053
1054 /* Return the newly -merged heap. */

1055 return result;

1056 }

1057
1058 /**

1059 * Dequeues and returns the minimum element of the Fibonacci heap. If

1060 * the heap is empty , this throws a NoSuchElementException.

1061 *

1062 * @return The smallest element of the Fibonacci heap.

1063 * @throws NoSuchElementException If the heap is empty.

1064 */

1065 public Board dequeueMin () {

1066 /* Check for whether we’re empty. */

1067 if (isEmpty ()) {

1068 throw new NoSuchElementException("Heap is empty.");

1069 }

1070
1071 /* Otherwise , we’re about to lose an element , so decrement the number of

1072 * entries in this heap.

1073 */

1074 --mSize;

1075
1076 /* Grab the minimum element so we know what to return. */

1077 Entry minElem = mMin;

1078
1079 /* Now , we need to get rid of this element from the list of roots. There

1080 * are two cases to consider. First , if this is the only element in the

1081 * list of roots , we set the list of roots to be null by clearing mMin.

1082 * Otherwise , if it’s not null , then we write the elements next to the

1083 * min element around the min element to remove it, then arbitrarily

1084 * reassign the min.

1085 */

1086 if (mMin.mNext == mMin) { // Case one

1087 mMin = null;

1088 } else { // Case two

1089 mMin.mPrev.mNext = mMin.mNext;

1090 mMin.mNext.mPrev = mMin.mPrev;

1091 mMin = mMin.mNext; // Arbitrary element of the root list.

1092 }

1093
1094 /* Next , clear the parent fields of all of the min element ’s children ,

1095 * since they’re about to become roots. Because the elements are

1096 * stored in a circular list , the traversal is a bit complex.

1097 */

1098 if (minElem.mChild != null) {

1099 /* Keep track of the first visited node. */

1100 Entry curr = minElem.mChild;

1101 do {

1102 curr.mParent = null;

1103
1104 /* Walk to the next node , then stop if this is the node we

1105 * started at.

1106 */

1107 curr = curr.mNext;

1108 } while (curr != minElem.mChild);

1109 }

1110
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1111 /* Next , splice the children of the root node into the topmost list ,

1112 * then set mMin to point somewhere in that list.

1113 */

1114 mMin = mergeLists(mMin , minElem.mChild);

1115
1116 /* If there are no entries left , we’re done. */

1117 if (mMin == null) {

1118 return minElem.getValue ();

1119 }

1120
1121 /* Next , we need to coalsce all of the roots so that there is only one

1122 * tree of each degree. To track trees of each size , we allocate an

1123 * ArrayList where the entry at position i is either null or the

1124 * unique tree of degree i.

1125 */

1126 List <Entry > treeTable = new ArrayList <Entry >();

1127
1128 /* We need to traverse the entire list , but since we’re going to be

1129 * messing around with it we have to be careful not to break our

1130 * traversal order mid -stream. One major challenge is how to detect

1131 * whether we’re visiting the same node twice. To do this , we’ll

1132 * spent a bit of overhead adding all of the nodes to a list , and

1133 * then will visit each element of this list in order.

1134 */

1135 List <Entry > toVisit = new ArrayList <Entry >();

1136
1137 /* To add everything , we’ll iterate across the elements until we

1138 * find the first element twice. We check this by looping while the

1139 * list is empty or while the current element isn’t the first element

1140 * of that list.

1141 */

1142 for (Entry curr = mMin; toVisit.isEmpty () || toVisit.get(0) != curr; curr = curr.mNext) {

1143 toVisit.add(curr);

1144 }

1145
1146 /* Traverse this list and perform the appropriate unioning steps. */

1147 for (Entry curr : toVisit) {

1148 /* Keep merging until a match arises. */

1149 while (true) {

1150 /* Ensure that the list is long enough to hold an element of this

1151 * degree.

1152 */

1153 while (curr.mDegree >= treeTable.size()) {

1154 treeTable.add(null);

1155 }

1156
1157 /* If nothing ’s here , we’re can record that this tree has this size

1158 * and are done processing.

1159 */

1160 if (treeTable.get(curr.mDegree) == null) {

1161 treeTable.set(curr.mDegree , curr);

1162 break;

1163 }

1164
1165 /* Otherwise , merge with what’s there. */

1166 Entry other = treeTable.get(curr.mDegree);

1167 treeTable.set(curr.mDegree , null); // Clear the slot

1168
1169 /* Determine which of the two trees has the smaller root , storing

1170 * the two tree accordingly.

1171 */

1172 Entry min = (other.mPriority < curr.mPriority) ? other : curr;

1173 Entry max = (other.mPriority < curr.mPriority) ? curr : other;

1174
1175 /* Break max out of the root list , then merge it into min’s child

1176 * list.

1177 */

1178 max.mNext.mPrev = max.mPrev;

1179 max.mPrev.mNext = max.mNext;

1180
1181 /* Make it a singleton so that we can merge it. */

1182 max.mNext = max.mPrev = max;

1183 min.mChild = mergeLists(min.mChild , max);

1184
1185 /* Reparent max appropriately. */

1186 max.mParent = min;

1187
1188 /* Clear max’s mark , since it can now lose another child. */

1189 max.mIsMarked = false;

1190
1191 /* Increase min’s degree; it now has another child. */

1192 ++min.mDegree;

1193
1194 /* Continue merging this tree. */

1195 curr = min;

1196 }

1197
1198 /* Update the global min based on this node. Note that we compare

1199 * for <= instead of < here. That’s because if we just did a

1200 * reparent operation that merged two different trees of equal

1201 * priority , we need to make sure that the min pointer points to

1202 * the root -level one.

1203 */

1204 if (curr.mPriority <= mMin.mPriority) {

1205 mMin = curr;
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1206 }

1207 }

1208 return minElem.getValue ();

1209 }

1210
1211 /**

1212 * Decreases the key of the specified element to the new priority. If

1213 * the new priority is greater than the old priority , this function

1214 * throws an IllegalArgumentException. The new priority must be a finite

1215 * double , so you cannot set the priority to be NaN , or +/- infinity.

1216 * Doing so also throws an IllegalArgumentException.

1217 *

1218 * It is assumed that the entry belongs in this heap. For efficiency

1219 * reasons , this is not checked at runtime.

1220 *

1221 * @param entry The element whose priority should be decreased.

1222 * @param newPriority The new priority to associate with this entry.

1223 * @throws IllegalArgumentException If the new priority exceeds the old

1224 * priority , or if the argument is not a finite double.

1225 */

1226 public void decreaseKey(Entry entry , Board B) {

1227 // We add a small value n to get ‘First in, First out" rule

1228 if (!B.unblocked) {

1229 B.priority += n;

1230 } else {

1231 B.priority -= n;

1232 }

1233 n += nstep;

1234 double newPriority = B.getPriority ();

1235
1236 checkPriority(newPriority);

1237 if (newPriority > entry.mPriority) {

1238 throw new IllegalArgumentException("New priority exceeds old.");

1239 }

1240
1241 /* Forward this to a helper function. */

1242 decreaseKeyUnchecked(entry , newPriority);

1243 }

1244
1245 /**

1246 * Deletes this Entry from the Fibonacci heap that contains it.

1247 *

1248 * It is assumed that the entry belongs in this heap. For efficiency

1249 * reasons , this is not checked at runtime.

1250 *

1251 * @param entry The entry to delete.

1252 */

1253 public void delete(Entry entry) {

1254 /* Use decreaseKey to drop the entry’s key to -infinity. This will

1255 * guarantee that the node is cut and set to the global minimum.

1256 */

1257 decreaseKeyUnchecked(entry , Double.NEGATIVE_INFINITY);

1258
1259 /* Call dequeueMin to remove it. */

1260 dequeueMin ();

1261 }

1262
1263 /**

1264 * Utility function which , given a user -specified priority , checks

1265 * whether it’s a valid double and throws an IllegalArgumentException

1266 * otherwise.

1267 *

1268 * @param priority The user’s specified priority.

1269 * @throws IllegalArgumentException If it is not valid.

1270 */

1271 private void checkPriority(double priority) {

1272 if (Double.isNaN(priority)) {

1273 throw new IllegalArgumentException(priority + " is invalid.");

1274 }

1275 }

1276
1277 /**

1278 * Utility function which , given two pointers into disjoint circularly -

1279 * linked lists , merges the two lists together into one

1280 * circularly -linked list in O(1) time. Because the lists may be empty ,

1281 * the return value is the only pointer that’s guaranteed to be to an

1282 * element of the resulting list.

1283 *

1284 * This function assumes that one and two are the minimum elements of

1285 * the lists they are in, and returns a pointer to whichever is smaller.

1286 * If this condition does not hold , the return value is some arbitrary

1287 * pointer into the doubly -linked list.

1288 *

1289 * @param one A pointer into one of the two linked lists.

1290 * @param two A pointer into the other of the two linked lists.

1291 * @return A pointer to the smallest element of the resulting list.

1292 */

1293 private static Entry mergeLists(Entry one , Entry two) {

1294 /* There are four cases depending on whether the lists are null or not.

1295 * We consider each separately.

1296 */

1297 if (one == null && two == null) { // Both null , resulting list is null.

1298 return null;

1299 } else if (one != null && two == null) { // Two is null , result is one.

1300 return one;
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1301 } else if (one == null && two != null) { // One is null , result is two.

1302 return two;

1303 } else { // Both non -null; actually do the splice.

1304 /* This is actually not as easy as it seems. The idea is that we’ll

1305 * have two lists that look like this:

1306 *

1307 * +----+ +----+ +----+

1308 * | |--N->|one |--N->| |

1309 * | |<-P--| |<-P--| |

1310 * +----+ +----+ +----+

1311 *

1312 *

1313 * +----+ +----+ +----+

1314 * | |--N->|two |--N->| |

1315 * | |<-P--| |<-P--| |

1316 * +----+ +----+ +----+

1317 *

1318 * And we want to relink everything to get

1319 *

1320 * +----+ +----+ +----+---+

1321 * | |--N->|one | | | |

1322 * | |<-P--| | | |<+ |

1323 * +----+ +----+<-\ +----+ | |

1324 * \ P | |

1325 * N \ N |

1326 * +----+ +----+ \->+----+ | |

1327 * | |--N->|two | | | | |

1328 * | |<-P--| | | | | P

1329 * +----+ +----+ +----+ | |

1330 * ^ | | |

1331 * | +-------------+ |

1332 * +-----------------+

1333 *

1334 */

1335 Entry oneNext = one.mNext; // Cache this since we’re about to overwrite it.

1336 one.mNext = two.mNext;

1337 one.mNext.mPrev = one;

1338 two.mNext = oneNext;

1339 two.mNext.mPrev = two;

1340
1341 /* Return a pointer to whichever ’s smaller. */

1342 return one.mPriority < two.mPriority ? one : two;

1343 }

1344 }

1345
1346 /**

1347 * Decreases the key of a node in the tree without doing any checking to

1348 * ensure that the new priority is valid.

1349 *

1350 * @param entry The node whose key should be decreased.

1351 * @param priority The node’s new priority.

1352 */

1353 private void decreaseKeyUnchecked(Entry entry , double priority) {

1354 /* First , change the node’s priority. */

1355 entry.mPriority = priority;

1356
1357 /* If the node no longer has a higher priority than its parent , cut it.

1358 * Note that this also means that if we try to run a delete operation

1359 * that decreases the key to -infinity , it’s guaranteed to cut the node

1360 * from its parent.

1361 */

1362 if (entry.mParent != null && entry.mPriority <= entry.mParent.mPriority) {

1363 cutNode(entry);

1364 }

1365
1366 /* If our new value is the new min , mark it as such. Note that if we

1367 * ended up decreasing the key in a way that ties the current minimum

1368 * priority , this will change the min accordingly.

1369 */

1370 if (entry.mPriority <= mMin.mPriority) {

1371 mMin = entry;

1372 }

1373 }

1374
1375 /**

1376 * Cuts a node from its parent. If the parent was already marked ,

1377 * recursively cuts that node from its parent as well.

1378 *

1379 * @param entry The node to cut from its parent.

1380 */

1381 private void cutNode(Entry entry) {

1382 /* Begin by clearing the node’s mark , since we just cut it. */

1383 entry.mIsMarked = false;

1384
1385 /* Base case: If the node has no parent , we’re done. */

1386 if (entry.mParent == null) {

1387 return;

1388 }

1389
1390 /* Rewire the node’s siblings around it, if it has any siblings. */

1391 if (entry.mNext != entry) { // Has siblings

1392 entry.mNext.mPrev = entry.mPrev;

1393 entry.mPrev.mNext = entry.mNext;

1394 }

1395
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1396 /* If the node is the one identified by its parent as its child ,

1397 * we need to rewrite that pointer to point to some arbitrary other

1398 * child.

1399 */

1400 if (entry.mParent.mChild == entry) {

1401 /* If there are any other children , pick one of them arbitrarily. */

1402 if (entry.mNext != entry) {

1403 entry.mParent.mChild = entry.mNext;

1404 } /* Otherwise , there aren’t any children left and we should clear the

1405 * pointer and drop the node’s degree.

1406 */ else {

1407 entry.mParent.mChild = null;

1408 }

1409 }

1410
1411 /* Decrease the degree of the parent , since it just lost a child. */

1412 --entry.mParent.mDegree;

1413
1414 /* Splice this tree into the root list by converting it to a singleton

1415 * and invoking the merge subroutine.

1416 */

1417 entry.mPrev = entry.mNext = entry;

1418 mMin = mergeLists(mMin , entry);

1419
1420 /* Mark the parent and recursively cut it if it’s already been

1421 * marked.

1422 */

1423 if (entry.mParent.mIsMarked) {

1424 cutNode(entry.mParent);

1425 } else {

1426 entry.mParent.mIsMarked = true;

1427 }

1428
1429 /* Clear the relocated node’s parent; it’s now a root. */

1430 entry.mParent = null;

1431 }

1432 }

1433
1434 public class HashTable extends DataStructure {

1435
1436 protected ArrayList <ArrayList <Board >> Buckets;

1437 protected int tableSize;

1438 protected int size;

1439 protected int type; // FIxed or Resizing

1440 protected int queueIndex = 0;

1441
1442 public HashTable(int type) {

1443 this(type , type);

1444 }

1445
1446 public HashTable(int type , int startingsize) {

1447 this.tableSize = startingsize; //this is a prime between 2^10=1024 and 2^11=2048

1448 this.Buckets = new ArrayList <>();

1449 this.type = type;

1450 for (int i = 0; i < tableSize; i++) {

1451 Buckets.add(new ArrayList <>());

1452 }

1453 this.size = 0;

1454 }

1455
1456 public int size() {

1457 return size;

1458 }

1459
1460 public void type() {

1461 System.out.println("Hash Table : " + type);

1462 }

1463
1464 // PQ functions

1465 public FibonacciHeap.Entry enqueue(Board B) {

1466 int index = (int) Math.floor(B.getPriority ());

1467 size ++;

1468 if (index >= tableSize) {

1469 resizePQ(index);

1470 }

1471 if (B.unblocked) {

1472 Buckets.get(index).add(0, B);

1473 } else {

1474 Buckets.get(index).add(B);

1475 }

1476 return null;

1477 }

1478
1479 public Board dequeueMin () {

1480 updateIndex ();

1481 size --;

1482 return Buckets.get(queueIndex).remove (0);

1483 }

1484
1485 public void decreaseKey(FibonacciHeap.Entry e, Board B) {

1486 removeAt(B, B.f + B.h);

1487 enqueue(B);

1488 }

1489
1490 public void updateIndex () {
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1491 queueIndex = 0;

1492 while (Buckets.get(queueIndex).isEmpty () && size > 0) {

1493 queueIndex ++;

1494 }

1495 }

1496
1497 public void removeAt(Board B, int index) { // function for priority queue HashTable

1498 size --;

1499 Buckets.get(index).remove(B);

1500 }

1501
1502 // CL functions

1503 public void add(Board B) {

1504 resizeCL ();

1505 int hashIndex = getIndex(B);

1506 if (hashIndex < 0 || hashIndex >= tableSize) {

1507 System.out.println("eer");

1508 System.out.println(hashIndex);

1509 System.out.println("eer");

1510 printBoard(B);

1511 }

1512 size ++;

1513 Buckets.get(hashIndex).add(B);

1514 }

1515
1516 public void remove(Board B) {

1517 int hashIndex = getIndex(B);

1518 ArrayList <Board > Bucket = Buckets.get(hashIndex);

1519 for (Board B1 : Bucket) { // if list is empty it skip forloop

1520 if (B.compare(B1)) {

1521 Bucket.remove(B1);

1522 size --;

1523 break;

1524 }

1525 }

1526 }

1527
1528 public Board get(Board B) {

1529 int hashIndex = getIndex(B);

1530 for (Board B2 : Buckets.get(hashIndex)) { // if list is empty it skip forloop

1531 if (B.compare(B2)) {

1532 return B2;

1533 }

1534 }

1535 return null;

1536 }

1537
1538 public int getIndex(Board B) {

1539 BigInteger bigNumber = new BigInteger(B.getHashFunction ());

1540 BigInteger size1 = new BigInteger(Integer.toString(tableSize - 1));

1541 int hashIndex = (bigNumber.remainder(size1).intValue ()) % (tableSize - 1);

1542 return hashIndex;

1543 }

1544
1545 // Resizing PQ

1546 public void resizePQ(int index) {

1547 for (int i = tableSize; i <= index; i++) {

1548 Buckets.add(new ArrayList <>());

1549 }

1550 }

1551
1552 // Resizing CL

1553 public void resizeCL () {

1554 if (type == BEP.CL_HashTable_Resize) {

1555 if (size + 1 > (tableSize / 2)) {

1556 int newTableSize = nextTableSize (); // compute new table size

1557 // System.out.print(" Rezise! Size: " + size + " from " + tableSize + " to " + newTableSize);

1558 // System.out.print(" Buckests: " + Buckets.size());

1559
1560 ArrayList <Board > allBoards = AllBoards ();

1561 for (int i = 0; i < tableSize; i++) {

1562 Buckets.get(i).clear(); //emtpy buckets

1563 }

1564 for (int i = tableSize; i < newTableSize; i++) {

1565 Buckets.add(new ArrayList <>()); // inizelise new buckets

1566 }

1567 size = 0;

1568 this.tableSize = newTableSize; // set new table size

1569 for (Board B : allBoards) {

1570 add(B);

1571 }

1572 }

1573 }

1574
1575 // System.out.println (" Buckest size: " + Buckets.size() + "Size: " + size );

1576 }

1577
1578 public ArrayList <Board > AllBoards () {

1579 ArrayList <Board > allBoards = new ArrayList <>();

1580 for (int i = 0; i < Buckets.size(); i++) {

1581 allBoards.addAll(Buckets.get(i));

1582 }

1583 return allBoards;

1584 }

1585
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1586 public int nextTableSize () {

1587 long N = 2 * tableSize; //this is never prime

1588 long prime = 0;

1589 long counter1 = 0;

1590 long counter2 = 1;

1591 boolean found = false;

1592 while (!found) {

1593 if (counter1 == 0) {

1594 prime = N + counter2;

1595 counter1 ++;

1596 } else {

1597 prime = N - counter2;

1598 counter2 ++;

1599 counter1 --;

1600 }

1601 if (isPrime(prime)) {

1602 found = true;

1603 }

1604 // System.out.println(prime);

1605 }

1606 return (int) prime; // prime > 2^32 should not happen

1607 }

1608
1609 static boolean isPrime(long n) {

1610 // Corner cases

1611 if (n <= 1) {

1612 return false;

1613 }

1614 if (n <= 3) {

1615 return true;

1616 }

1617
1618 // This is checked so that we can skip

1619 // middle five numbers in below loop

1620 if (n % 2 == 0 || n % 3 == 0) {

1621 return false;

1622 }

1623
1624 for (int i = 5; i * i <= n; i = i + 6) {

1625 if (n % i == 0 || n % (i + 2) == 0) {

1626 return false;

1627 }

1628 }

1629
1630 return true;

1631 }

1632 }

1633
1634 public class Tree {

1635
1636 public Node root;

1637
1638 public Tree(Board B, Pair <Set <Long >, Long > redblockAndCor) {

1639 root = new Node(redblockAndCor);

1640 root.children = new ArrayList <Node >();

1641 }

1642
1643 public List <Node > getLeafsTree () {

1644 return root.getLeafs ();

1645 }

1646
1647 public static class Node {

1648
1649 public Pair <Set <Long >, Long > BlocksAndCors;//block (0) and cor (1)

1650 public Set <Long > movedblocks = new HashSet <>(); // the already moved blocks

1651 public List <Node > children; // children nodes

1652 public Node parent;

1653
1654 public Node(Pair <Set <Long >, Long > reblockAndCor) { // constructor for root node

1655 this.BlocksAndCors = reblockAndCor;

1656 this.movedblocks = reblockAndCor.getKey ();

1657 this.children = new ArrayList <>();

1658 this.parent = this;

1659 }

1660
1661 public Node(Pair <Set <Long >, Long > BlocksAndCors , Set <Long > movedblocks , Node parentNode) {

1662 this.BlocksAndCors = BlocksAndCors;

1663 this.movedblocks = movedblocks;

1664 this.children = new ArrayList <>();

1665 this.parent = parentNode;

1666 }

1667
1668 public List <Node > getLeafs () {

1669 List <Node > leafs = new ArrayList <>();

1670 if (this.children.isEmpty ()) {

1671 leafs.add(this);

1672 } else {

1673 for (Node childnode : this.children) {

1674 leafs.addAll(childnode.getLeafs ());

1675 }

1676 }

1677 return leafs;

1678 }

1679
1680 }
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1681
1682 }

1683
1684 public class Results {

1685
1686 public int f;

1687 public String clusterString;

1688 public int clusterSize;

1689
1690 public String model;

1691 public int I;

1692
1693 public int generatedBoards;

1694 public int visitedBoards;

1695 public long time;

1696 public int shortestPathSize;

1697
1698 public Board starterBoard;

1699 public ArrayList <Board > path;

1700
1701 public boolean ControlConsistency;

1702
1703 public ArrayList <Board > visitedBoardsList = null;

1704
1705 public Results(Board sB , ArrayList <Board > path , int f, int I, int GB , int VB , boolean CC) {

1706 this.f = f;

1707 this.I = I;

1708 this.starterBoard = sB;

1709 this.generatedBoards = GB;

1710 this.visitedBoards = VB;

1711 this.path = path;

1712 this.ControlConsistency = CC;

1713 }

1714
1715 public Results extraInfo(long time , String clusterString , int clusterSize , String Model , int SPS) {

1716 this.time = time;

1717 this.clusterString = clusterString;

1718 this.clusterSize = clusterSize;

1719 this.model = Model;

1720 this.shortestPathSize = SPS;

1721 return this;

1722 }

1723
1724 public String getInfo () {

1725 return f + " " + clusterString + " " + clusterSize + " " + starterBoard.numberOfBlocks () + " " + model + "

" + I + " " + generatedBoards + " " + visitedBoards + " " + time + " " + (f == shortestPathSize) + " " +

ControlConsistency;

1726 }

1727 }

1728
1729 public class StopWatch {

1730
1731 long starts;

1732 long startRonde;

1733
1734 public void Pauze() {

1735
1736 }

1737
1738 public static StopWatch start () {

1739 return new StopWatch ();

1740 }

1741
1742 private StopWatch () {

1743 reset();

1744 }

1745
1746 public StopWatch reset() {

1747 starts = System.currentTimeMillis ();

1748 startRonde = starts;

1749 return this;

1750 }

1751
1752 public long time() {

1753 long ends = System.currentTimeMillis ();

1754 return ends - starts;

1755 }

1756
1757 public long stop(TimeUnit unit) {

1758 return unit.convert(time(), TimeUnit.MILLISECONDS);

1759 }

1760
1761 public long ronde() {

1762 long ronde = System.currentTimeMillis () - startRonde;

1763 startRonde += ronde;

1764 return ronde;

1765 }

1766
1767 public void resetRonde () {

1768 startRonde = System.currentTimeMillis ();

1769 }

1770 }

1771
1772 }
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